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O v e rv i e w
S o l u t io n s f o r t h e C o n t r o l o f F o c a l P l a n e A b e r r a t io n s
Device yield and control of the process are the two most discussed topics in semiconductor
manufacturing circles today. In these discussions are overheard the lamentations of how difficult it
is to understand the all to frequent yield busts and loss of control within segments of the process.
These are always situations that result in wild swings of the process indicators and the nerves of
the engineers involved.
One major cause and frequently overlooked factor is the performance of the imaging subsystems
of the exposure tools. That is the optical train, illumination and mechanical assemblies of the
reticle platen and wafer stage.
For years engineers have addressed the errors involved in pattern placement and overlay. Every
major manufacturer today performs some level of systems matching for overlay performance, in
many cases dedicating specific tools to the most critical of device levels.
Device yields depend upon the proper sizing of critical features. A common approach to
controlling size is to periodically expose test wafers with varying focus and dose. These arrays,
called Focus-Exposure or Focus-Dose matrices, are measured and the results are fitted to
lithographic models to create control-surface curves. These control surfaces characterize the
photoresist and film response and can be used in the setting of the optimum focus and dose in the
process. The more adventurous enhance this approach using simulators of the process that attempt
to address every chemical and physical facet of the films and chemicals employed to optimize the
images. Yet every one of these approaches neglects the influence of the individual exposure tool
upon image size and uniformity across wafer and field.
The wavefront of the exposure tool is a very dynamic entity. New systems recently installed can
undergo rapid swings in performance due to stress relaxation in the lens mountings. Systems in
daily use are subject to electronics’drift, wear and tear on moving parts and even changing lens
aberration signatures. Lens aberrations change as the optical train ages accumulates gas sediments,
dust and even damage from the actinic radiation.
Older generation exposure tools in mature device fabs are subject to the entire aging factors
described above plus a desire of management to extend the lifetime of their large capital
investment. As a result the process margins for these tools are strained by the attempt to apply a
toolset to an ever tightening set of production criteria.
It’s common to see a process running with a 12% exposure-dose window and a measured 0.8micron depth-of-focus calculated by a simple focus-exposure matrix and a process window
simulation. However even in new tool installations, when the lens performance of focus is
evaluated over the entire exposure field and across the wafer, the focus budget from tool errors
extends out to 0.5 or more microns. This implies that such a tool inspected under classical
vendor’s recommended methods would pass a analysis of field focus and even the periodic
performance check of the daily monitors. Product coming from this same tool will also experience
unexplained variations in yield or circuit performance level due to the fact that the actual variation
of exposure tool focus is greater than anticipated. Errors encountered would not point directly at
any one particular tool but would reside in a general haze of attempts to stabilize the process rather
than the equipment.

PSFM Reticle and Weir PSFM software
Benchmark Technologies and TEA systems have joined together to present the industry’s most
comprehensive toolset for the measurement and control of focal plane aberrations. The Phase Shift
-4-
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Focus Monitor (PSFM) reticle and it’s associated calibration and analysis software package, Weir
PSFM. This toolset provides an understanding of the true focus budget, its stability and potential
performance level for every exposure tool in the facility. Focus signatures for each lens and
exposure tool in the facility can be directly measured with a simple experiment and custom
analysis. Whether you are conducting an exposure-tool acceptance, characterization, setup,
maintenance or daily performance check the PSFM provides security in the knowledge that the
task will be accomplished quickly and thoroughly.
Focus is measured by exposure of a patterned or unpatterned wafer with the Benchmark Phase
Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) reticle. This reticle uses wavelength phase-shifting physics to force
an out-of-focus pattern to physically shift the location of it’s image placement by an amount and
direction linearly related to the amount of defocus. Other focus metrology techniques exist in the
industry, however only PSFM technology exhibits all of the following capabilities:
?? Metrology does not require additional exposure tool time for measurement of the
structures.
?? quickly measured on your overlay tool
?? Directional response to focus
?? Unique to any other method, the PSFM reticle shifts focus in one direction for
positive defocus and the other for negative.
?? Linear response
?? Unique to any other method, response is fixed for a given Numeric Aperture (NA)
and Partial Coherence (PC) and not subject to base film characteristics.
?? Consistent Accuracy
?? Constant performance accuracy over the full range of focus
?? Accuracy does not change with defocus
?? Most accurate lens aerial image analysis
?? Eliminates the influence of wafer and photoresist local
?? Full-wafer, “Fixed” focus variation
?? Calibration insensitive to base film characteristics
?? Patterns are available for both sparse and dense pattern behavior analysis
?? Open system with spreadsheet access to data
?? Lens, column, reticle platen and wafer stage error discrimination
?? User selected wafer and field models
?? Automated focus budget and precision calculation
?? Functionality over all illumination wavelengths down to, and below 193 nanometers.
?? Fully integrated analysis software
?? Tuned analyses to analyze slit and scan performance

The Phase Shift Focus Monitor Reticle
The Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) reticle’s functional concept is based on IBM and AMD
patents. The IBM patent consists of an isolated chrome line. The glass is etched on one side of the
chrome line to a depth of one-quarter wavelength to give wavelets passing through it a ninety (90)
degree shift in phase.
The resulting image plane is at an angle to the wafer plane. Hence any vertical position
adjustment of the wafer -- in other words defocus – results in a lateral shift of the image along the
Solutions for the Control of Focal Plane Aberrations - 5 -
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wafer plane. Only at zero defocus is the image fully centered with respect to the reticle. At all
other values of defocus the image shifts linearly from this central position. The relationship is
therefore linear and fixed for a given wavelength , numeric aperture and partial coherence.
The AMD patent employs a grating of lines with one side etched to a depth that also results in a 90
shift in phase for incident radiation. The net effect of the grating is to make the image wavefront’s
slope with respect to the wafer plane steeper than the single line shifter. A steeper slope results in
increased accuracy for the measurement of defocus.
There are distinct advantages to having two methods of defocus measurement on the reticle. The
single-shifter of the IBM patent responds to changes in focus in the same manner as an isolated
feature in the lens. Phase gratings, on the other hand, track the behavior of dense-packed lines, the
optimum focus sometimes differing by as much as 0.1 micron. Similar to device feature behavior,
phase-shift gratings of differing duty cycle and packing density will track the behavior of similarly
nested features on devices. This behavior provides the opportunity for quick and accurate
characterization of depth of focus and image response that reflects the true characteristics of the
production device.
Each Benchmark Technologies reticle incorporates both IBM and AMD designs. Reticles are
available for the 193, 248, 3xx nanometer technology nodes. Since phase depth depends on
wavelength of light, the reticles cannot be interchanged for different wavelengths.
Note: While it is true that PGM structures will report a focus offset from PSFM
designs, the offset cannot always be attributable to the difference between
dense-packed and isolated features. By design, the PGM structure will respond
differently to Spherical Aberration. Spherical Aberration is a change of ray focus
with it’s passage through the lens aperture. Therefore since the ray bundle from a
phase grating transits the entrance pupil of a lens differently than that of a PSFM
structure, large shifts of “Best Focus” values can indicate the presence of this
aberration.

The Weir Software Suite
A Weir is a restriction or an aberration of a wavefront that results in a change in the behavior of
the wave. The Weir Wavefront Analysis Suite, or Weir Suite share a common data import
interface and are designed to help the Lithographic Process engineer with the most critical tasks of
lithography.
With Weir PSFM, you can:
?? Measure the focal plane uniformity of an exposure tool
?? Characterize the wavefront’s variation with Numeric Aperture, Partial Coherence and
Dose
?? Calculate the focus characteristics of the aerial image
?? Derive tool precision for focus
?? Analyze the variations of focus across the lot, wafer and field to develop a budget for the
sources of focus variation.
Weir PW provides:
?? Wavefront analysis for the perturbations of any wafer metrology variable
?? Spatial analysis and modeling of the variations of critical variables,
?? Derivation of metrology tool contributions and the relationship between measured
variables,
?? A measure of process variables precision elements,
?? Derivation of the contributors to variable perturbations and
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?? Calculation tools to measure the tool-specific process widow for each exposure tool.
In addition to these capabilities, there are a number of features within the Weir Analysis that
extend the analysis capabilities to the aberrations unique to scanning-slit exposure tools, often
referred to as “Scanners”. Utilities are also provided to characterize the contribution of the
metrology tool to the “noise” of analysis and to characterize the sub-assembly contributions to the
error budget and their respective precision in terms of the image integrity.
Raw, analyzed and modeled data are maintained in a Microsoft Excel® Kworkbook that is easily
accessed by the user.

Weir Analysis Modules
The Weir Analysis combines three modules to provide an easy to use graphic analysis and data
model for raw data, stage, lens and scan-slit “Focal” -type Aberrations and stage, lens and scan-slit
process window characterization and matching. These modules, shown in Figure 1, are provided
in two software products, Weir PSFM and Weir PW.

Figure 1:Weir Wavefront Analysis Software Suite
Weir PSFM functions with the Benchmark Technologies Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) as a
calibration and analysis engine for exposure-tool focal plane aberrations. Weir PSFM provides
calibration, analysis of the lens aerial image (“Best Focus”) and utilities for model building and
analysis of focus variations across the lens, scan, field, wafer and lot.
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Other Focus measurements Technologies Supported
Weir PW is a semiconductor process analysis tool. Weir PSFM can import any format of
metrology data. It provides tools for modeling, simulation, setup and characterization of the
process, exposure and metrology tools.
Weir Daily Monitor (DM) provides an easy to use interface for periodic process analysis
sequences. Weir PSFM calibrations and the calculation of the lens aerial image “Best Focus”
aberrations, PSFM fixed-focus studies and all metrology data sequences found useful by the
engineer are coded into Weir DM templates. Templates provide simple, two-click analyses of
complex, custom engineering procedures. The analyses can include automated data culling, reticle
data removal, average and modeled field removal, focus-conversion, modeling and the storage of
results into trend charts.

O t h e r F o c u s me a s u r e me n t s T e c h n o l o g i e s S u p p o r t e d
PSFM reticle performance is often compared with other methods of measuring focus. Weir PSFM
provides a common toolset for properly comparing the response of each method of focus
measurement and lens aberration derivation.
Weir PSFM can directly read in ASML FOCAL® data sets. Raw data offsets and setup
information as well as the ASML calculated “Best Focus” fields are imported.
CANON Zspin™ data can be imported into Weir PSFM by using any of the metrology imports
that end in “Zspin” – such as the “KLA Zspin” import. Zspin data functions exactly like PSFM
reticle data and can be fully characterized and modeled using Weir PSFM facilities for both focus
matrix and fixed-focus performance analyses.
End-of-Line Shortening (ELM) data can be imported and converted to focus using the Weir PW
calibration facilities. After conversion to the focus format, focus perturbations can then be
analyzed using Weir PSFM.

P S F M F e a t u r e s a n d A p p l ic a t io n s
The PSFM analysis provides:
?? High Precision
?? better than ±9 nm 3 sigma
?? patterns are available to characterized isolated as well as dense-packed feature
performance.
?? Accuracy
?? Weir software employs a proprietary modeling engine that uses Singular Value
Decomposition to adaptively model data and enhance the accuracy of the coefficient
value estimates. Process and tool corrections can then be employed without the fear
of drift and swings commonly encountered from closed-looped process control
applications.
?? Data culling by interactive, manual and automated methods to minimize the
influence of metrology errors.
?? No Focus matrix required
?? Can be used for fixed-focus uniformity tests.
?? Focus is measured with existing overlay metrology tools
?? Provides data for lens aberration and feature loading performance.
?? Is fully compatible with nearly all lithography systems
Applications of the PSFM reticle and software include.
-8-
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Weir
Segment

Method

Comme nt

Raw Data
Visualization

Raw Data
screen

Statistics, modeling and graphic
displays of data as originally
imported

Can be used without calibration. Provides a
quick & easy visualization of data sets.

Lens
Characterization

Best
Focus
screen

Focus/dose arrays are modeled for
each point in field. Best Focus is
derived from modeled results.

The most accurate, process independent
method of assessing a the optimum
performance of an optical system. Process
can be applied to any combination of
NA/PC settings.
Analysis variation is subject only to
variations in reticle chucking.

Reticle Chucking

Best
Focus
Screen

Expose several wafers with the
same focus matrix on the same
exposure tool. Re-load the reticle
before each reticle exposure.
Measure all wafers as a single lot
& analyze separately.

Changes in tlt, curvature and depth-of-focus
or Intra-Field-Deviation will indicate the
level of reticle warpage induced by the
exposure tool.

Tilt Analysis

Analysis
Screen

Exposed wafer matrix covering as
much wafer area as possible. Turn
on both wafer and field tilt in the
models.

Reports separate calculation of wafer-chuck
and field (reticle-platen) tilt.
Best Focus calculation report the composite
–wafer + platen – tilt.

Lens Depth-ofFocus

Best
Focus
Screen

Focus Matrix exposure on Best
Focus screen.

Examine the Intra-Field-Deviation (IFD)
statistic for the lens. For most critical results
examine the statistic using the MinMax
value setting.

Process Depth-ofFocus

Analysis
Screen

Fixed focus exposure of fields
across one or more wafers.
Remove the “Best Focus” field
before modeling the focus data.

Evaluate the increase in IFD contributed by
the auto-focus system and wafer autoleveling. Monitor and specify the stage
and/or scan direction for maximum
descrimination on both steppers and
scanners.

Lens Astigmatism,
field curvature and
tilt

Best
Focus
Screen

Examine focus/dose matrix results
for various NA and PC settings of
the lens.

Astigmatism is reported in the statistics.

Scan Noise

Best
Focus
Screen

Examine calibration of focus
matrix.

Examine statistics and modeling for each of
the individual rows or columns. For a
vertical scan system, such as the ASML
scanner, the columns will yield scanning
stage noise. Examine the rows for horizontal
scan noise evaluation.

Auto-Focus
Stability

Analysis
Screen

Expose one or more wafers with
constant focus. Mark layout with
scan or stage direction.

Examine both tilt and modeled focus for
each field. Results may be plotted or viewed
on the stored worksheet.

Wafer Leveling

Analysis
Screen

Expose one or more wafers with
constant focus.

Display data points as either the mean field
or MinMax field value for each grid point.
PSFM Features and Applications - 9 -
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Weir
Segment

Method

Comme nt
Leveling variation across the wafer will
yield uniformity information

Scan Direction
Sensitivity

Analysis
Screen

Expose one or more wafers with
constant focus. Mark layout with
scan or stage direction.

Wafer Flatness

Analysis
Screen

Expose one or more wafers with
constant focus.
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each grid point. Examination of the modeled
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The PSFM Reticle

T h e P S F M R et i cl e
O v e r v ie w
Many factors contribute to focus variation across a field or wafer including:
?? Lens aberrations,
?? Reticle platen, column, stage and optical element tilt,
?? Reticle stress and bow induced by non-kinetic mounting on the platen,
?? Autofocus and auto-leveling errors during exposure,
?? Reticle stage scan non-linearity, pitch, yaw and roll,
?? Lens heating,
?? Barometric pressure variations and
?? Errors in selecting the best focus offset
The Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) reticle provides an unrivaled, universal approach to focus
metrology as well as exposure-tool system evaluations and comparative analysis. The design is
fully compatible across all stepper and scan-based exposure tools to provide easy tool matching
and performance comparison of all make, model and vendor offerings.
Conventional focus determination methods employing other technologies such as end-of-line
shortening, focus-daggers and feature profile measurements require the exposure of a focus matrix
for calibration of each experiment. While the PSFM reticle response is linear and asymmetric with
respect to the optimum focus position, other techniques exhibit a quadratic or higher response to
defocus position that is symmetric about the optimum focus. This means that the other techniques
can reliably be used only for optimum focus determination in a focus matrix and that their
response accuracy changes rapidly with defocus.
The PSFM Reticle characterizes focus metrology without the need for multiple exposures or a
focus matrix. The analysis can encompass a single field for a rapid verification of performance, a
whole wafer to characterize lens, stage and scanning performance or multiple wafers to investigate
inter-wafer variation and lens heating. The reticle is used under practical processing conditions,
and automates data collection using any available overlay and registration tool.
PSFM Reticles combine two technologies for the evaluation of the focus budget; “Phase Shift”
structures and “Phase Grating” Inteferometric elements. These two designs measure focus by
methods and responses that differ significantly to provide a complete analysis solution for
evaluation of the wavefront. PSFM structures behave and track the responses obtained for isolated
lines while PGM devices behave more like dense-packed structures. In the next section we’ll see
how each structure functions and responds to focus variations.

P h a s e S h i f t F o c u s Mo n i t o r C o n c e p t ( P S F M)
The PSFM technique is based on the asymmetric imaging exhibited by structures that shift phase (
? ) by a value other than the 180? used in conventional phase-shift photomask structures.
Pattern structure, shown in Figure 2, consists of three narrow chrome lines equally spaced on a 2
micrometer (µm) pitch. At optimum focus, the overlay error for this bar-on-bar structure is zero
in both X and Y. As focus error increases, the phase-shifted half of the pattern moves relative to
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Phase Shift Focus Monitor Concept (PSFM)
the un-shifted part; the resulting overlay error is a direct measure of focus error, linearly related to
the degree of de-focus
The focal planes of unshifted and shifted (? ? ? ) structures coincide only at best focus. For phase
shifting other than n? (? ? ? ), defocus causes asymmetry in image intensity, which results in a
lateral image displacement. This behavior results in focus errors being easily translated into
measured structure displacements on the wafer. The direction and magnitude of the displacement
is determined by the mask layout and the relative change in phase.

Figure 2: PSFM structure cross-section on the reticle
The asymmetrical layout of the phase shift structures further accentuates the lateral displacement
of the intensity profile. Only at perfect focus (dZ = 0) will the three lines print equally spaced.
Defocused images exhibit a significant shift, with positive defocus shifting the image toward the
shifter and negative defocus shifting the image away from the shifter.

Figure 3: PSFM apparent image shift due to focus error
The asymmetry of image intensity caused by negative defocus results in significant overlay error,
as the middle line shifts left and the two outer lines shift to the right as in Figure 3B. Therefore,
the image shift:
?? is proportional to focus,
?? is equal to zero at best focus,
?? it’s direction is dependant upon focus and
- 12 -
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The PSFM Reticle

?? the sign of the shift can be controlled by image and shifter layout.
The phase angle of the shift, which must be set to 90 degrees, is set by the depth of the etch pit
next to the feature. Therefore, the PSFM reticle is sensitive to the actinic wavelength.

P h a s e G r a t i n g F o c u s Mo n i t o r C o n c e p t ( P G F M)
The Phase Shift Technology when employed on diffraction gratings leads to a greater sensitivity
to focus. This technology has been extensively studied and patented by Advanced Micro Devices
(AMD) in 2002. The grating pattern consists of equally spaced Chrome lines with 0 and 90
degree phase shifted regions between them (Refer Figure 4). The grating pattern imaging can be
understood as an interference pattern arising out of the 0th and +/-1st order diffraction components.
The higher orders are not captured by the entrance pupil of the lens.
In addition, the PGFM grating structure only gives rise to the 0th and +1st order component. The 1st order is cancelled out. This configuration function as a 2-beam interference front that is
asymmetric with respect to the optical axis.

Figure 4: PGFM structure design (left) and a cross section (right)
The metrology pattern consists of two concentric boxes composed of phase gratings. Similar to the
PSFM, the image is centered only at zero focus and shifts asymmetrically with defocus. However,
because of the phased interference, the sensitivity of the design is almost twice that of the PSFM
method. Although the sensitive improves, the range over which the calibration curve is linear is
smaller than a PSFM shifter. The smaller range is not a concern when employed in the newer,
lower wavelength technologies that are themselves directed to lower wavelengths, such as 193 nm
or lower, or low k1 operations. By definition these processes function with a smaller depth of
focus. The heightened sensitivity of this pattern is critical for scanner evaluation and tuning in this
regime.
PGFM structures will result in a “Best Focus” point for the lens that can differ from that of the
PSFM design by as much as 0.1 micron. These designs will track other methods of focus
metrology such as end-of-line shortening and ASML’s FOCAL® analysis more closely than their
PSFM counterparts. This is because, similar to these other methods, PGFM patterns function as
phase gratings.
PGFM structure focus behavior tracks that of dense-packed device geometries. Pay particular
attention to the chrome-space ratio or duty cycle of the structure selected and that of your most
critical process element densities. PGFM shifters selected at differing duty cycles in combination
with PSFM patterns in an evaluation provide a complete toolset for evaluation of proximity effects
and mask enhanced error evaluations by replicating the entire spectrum of feature loading from
isolated to high-density packing.

Phase Grating Focus Monitor Concept (PGFM) - 13 -
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P S F M R e t ic l e C a l ib r a t io n
Overlay tools have the capability of measuring both horizontally and vertical oriented test
structures. Vertical test structures determine the dX shift in focus, horizontal structures at the
same site determine dY shift. Standard overlay metrology tools can quickly measure all
0.3
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Figure 5: Calibrating overlay verses exposure -tool focus (“Focus Setting”)
structures, allowing automated collection.
Figure 5 shows the calibration curve for a focus matrix exposed with a 3 ? m focus range. The
overlay shift is linearly dependent on defocus. The focus monitor shifts measured at each site
produce a slope of about 0.17? m lateral shift per ? m of defocus. Therefore, the vertical focus
offset is
dZ x = dX/0.17
while the horizontal focus offset is
dZ y = dY/0.1 7
in microns. The constant difference between dX and dY implies the presence of astigmatism. The
point at which each curve crosses the overlay zero axis is the “Best Focus” for the site.
The ability of the PSFM structure to measure both X and Y Cartesian behavior allows the reticle
to evaluate focus in the exact manner that the device geometries respond to the wavefront. Strictly
speaking Astigmatism is a splitting of Radial (Sagittal) and Tangential oriented focus. Device
geometries are oriented not on the Sagittal coordinate system but the Cartesian. Cartesian-based
Astigmatism is referred to as “Lithographer’s Astigmatism” and can therefore be directly
measured with the reticle. The final focus plane of the image wavefront is the average of the X and
Y focus values. However, it is important to be able to distinguish between X and Y behavior for a
true evaluation of device behavior and when evaluating the slit (X or vertical) and scan (Y or
horizontal feature) behavior of scanners.
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Figure 6: PSFM Image shift offset as a function of partial coherence and numeric aperture.
Aberrations, focus and resolution are all a sensitive to the “other” exposure conditions imposed
upon a lens system; the Numeric Aperture (NA) and Partial Coherence (PC or Sigma). The reticlecalibration coefficient – offset or slope -- amount varies with the magnitude of NA as a first order
sensitivity and a second order sensitivity to partial coherence as shown in Figure 6.
Benchmark offers reticle designs for every wavelength used in photolithography today. An initial
calibration of the reticle must be performed because of this sensitivity of the reticle to both NA
and PC.

Figure 7: PSFM Calibration (top) and PSFM

Template conversion of overlay to fixed -focus data.

PSFM Calibration Templates
A PSFM reticle must be calibrated to adjust for exposure-tool specific operations for any given
combination of partial coherence and numeric aperture. The reticle calibration is sensitive to the
NA (numeric aperture) and PC (partial coherence or sigma) of the illumination as shown in Figure
6. The calibration sequence consists of creating a focus matrix on a wafer and then plotting the
measured overlay offset against the exposure tool’s set focus for each step of the matrix.

PSFM Reticle Calibration - 15 -
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After calibration the parameters are stored in a template as shown in Figure 7. This template can
then be used for any fixed-focus data set using the same NA, PC and wavelength.

Lens and Aerial Image Characterization
Aberrations such as object tilt, bow and astigmatism result in obvious shifts of optimum focus for
the final aerial image. The lens of a stepper or scanner exhibits variations in NA and PC across the
field that are unique to the lens and it's manufacturing history. This phenomenon therefore
provides a unique opportunity for performance characterization and stability control of the aerial
image of a lens.
Aerial Image Analysis
The aerial image provides the best opportunity for analysis of the exposure uniformity and
aberrations of a lens. It’s very difficult to directly measure this image so analysis typically turns to
an analysis of the final image in a recording media such as photoresist. This final image will
include additional perturbations introduced by the media sensitivity, uniformity, thickness,
absorption and base layer reflectivity. The media image also suffers from any exposure
perturbations generated during the exposure such as tilt, defocus, dose and even metrology errors.
A full PSFM calibration however provides a method of minimizing the influence of the media. If
the calibration is performed many times across an exposure at each of the feature sites, then the
very act of fitting the curve to the data minimizes these small perturbations. Having a calibration
curve for the location in the field allows the optimum focus to be mapped for every feature site
and therefore directly map metrology to aerial image performance.
PSFM uses the focus matrix to:
1.

Calibrate the lens/PSFM reticle combination. Calibrations are stored as a template.

2.

Calculation of the "Best Focus" field from this data provides the most accurate measurement
of the aberrations of the aerial image of that lens.

3.

From the “Best Focus” estimation of the aerial image the PSFM can be used to calculate lens
aberrations such as
?? Piston
?? Tilt
?? Curvature of the lens
?? Astigmatic behvarion
?? Intrafield precision
?? reticle-scan errors

and others.
Analysis of Focus Uniformity and Lens Heating
A wafer exposed across its entire surface provides information on the electromechanical subsystems of the exposure tool. The measured PSFM "overlay" values are converted into "focus"
measurements by applying the PSFM template saved for the current dose/NA/PC setting of the
exposure tool, see Figure 7. Exposure tools, particularly scanners, can exhibit poor focus
uniformity near the wafer edge. By modeling focus for each field across the wafer surface, the
PSFM and Weir software can calculate and therefore correct:
?? Wafer (chuck) tilt versus Reticle tilt
?? Wafer Bow
?? Inter-Field focus precision
?? Auto-Focus uniformity
- 16 -
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?? stage leveling uniformity
?? astigmatism caused by scanner slit vs scan exposure variation. and other aberrations.
Remember, once a Weir calibration template is generated for a PSFM reticle and focus matrix, it
can be re-used many times to confirm daily monitor quality of the exposure tool.
Table 1: Summary of data collected from different data formats.
Focus Array
Data

Fixed Focus
Data (Wafer
wide)

??
??
??
??
??
??

Fixed Focus
Data (Field)
Boat of fixed
focus wafers

??
??
??

Gives PSFM calibration values which can be used in
fixed focus analysis.
Lens/Stage Characteristics: Best focus, Tilt,
Astigmatism, IFD, Field Curvature
Edge Defocus Study / Wafer flatness Check
Separate values of chuck and reticle tilt
Astigmatism variation with each die (As a function of
exposure position) for a scanner (perhaps due to scanning
stage settling or lens heating)
Compare vertical focus stability with horizontal focus
for a scanner (good to know for device layout
consideration)
Reticle Scan Stage Contribution
Quick Lens/Stage Characteristics calculations using
daily focus monitor
Lens heating Analysis

P S F M/ P G F M R e t i c l e E x p o s u r e
Table 2: Summary of PSFM exposure factors
Exposure
Factor

Setup

Focus

Not critical. Varies by design in a focus matrix.

Dose

Dose is the only factor that varies significantly from that used on normal
product. Dose optimization is discussed below.
You will find that with the newer resist processes, dose is almost identical to
product exposures.

NA

Use current process setting. Value is not critical

PC

Use current process setting. However, since coherence has a 2nd order
influence on the slope, a higher coherence – lower PC value – is preferred. A
greater calibration slope implies a greater accuracy in the determination of
focus.
Smaller PC values – greater coherence -- yield better sensitivity and, in a Phase
Grating, better linearity. It is recommended that a sigma of 0.30 to 0.50 be
used. Use a illumination setting that is as close as possible to one being used
on a existing manufacturing process. If necessary, perform a heat
compensation test for the new illumination condition.

Photoresist

No changes. Use photoresist thickness and bake/develop consistent with
PSFM/PGFM Reticle Exposure - 17 -
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Exposure
Factor

Setup
product currently run on the process. However, as with any resist process, the
thinner the better.
Ideally, use a thin, high contrast resist whose thickness is monitored in a daily
qualification at the fab. We recommend that you use resist recipes that are
used in the manufacture of a critical level.

PSFM (Phase Shift) verses PGM (Phase Grating) dose determination
The Phase Shift Focus Monitor operates over a greater dose and focus range than the PGM target,
however the PGM target can be expected to yield a greater calibration slope with focus and
therefore is more accurate.
The objective of a PSFM dose exposure is to determine the range of dose over which the change
in measured overlay-shift is minimum. Optimum dose is therefore located at the center of this
range. It is best to examine this dose response at several places in the field since both X-Y
orientation as well as location will influence response. That is, targets near the edge of the
exposure field can respond differently than those in field-center.
A PGM, or phase grating, target monitors the response of the diffracted first order of the
wavefront to determine focus error. Therefore, it is not enough to simply expose the mark and then
use an SEM to “size” the target to it’s final dimensions.
Each PGM target will exhibit a range of dose settings over which it’s response to focus can be
measured. If the dose is within this range but is not optimized then the calibrated response of
mark-shift to focus will be nonlinear and it’s operational focus range less than ideal. Optimum
dose for a PGM target therefore is located where the PGM mark shift versus focus response curve
exhibits its greatest linearity. As with the PSFM mark, multiple sites within the field should be
measured rather than a single site in field center.
The Weir PSFM calibration interface contains an additional “nonlinearity” tab to assist in this
analysis.

Steps in Determining PSFM Dose
??

Layout a focus-dose matrix as shown above, detailing the focus and exposure conditions of the wafer. Expose
the focus-dose matrix on a wafer and measure at least four points per field.

??

After importing the data into Weir PSFM, select the “Calibrate Tool Focus” button or the “\Calibrate\Calibrate
Tool Focus” menu item. The Calibration screen, shown below, will appear. Note that two new graphic tabs,
called “Dose” and “nonlinearity”, will appear to the left of the graphic region.

??

Select the “All Points” calibration and

??

Calibrate the dataset using all Focus and Dose ranges by pressing the “Calibrate” command button.

??

Select the “Dose” graphic tab to view the analysis graph.

Dose Optimization
Similar in response to feature size, PSFM calibrations will exhibit a small 2nd order sensitivity to
dose. Calibrations however respond more strongly in their range of variation or calibration noise
across the exposure field. The optimum dose is therefore where the PSFM calibration is
- 18 -
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insensitive to small changes in dose. There are two easy methods of selecting the proper dose
setting.

Figure 8: Weir PSFM plot for determination of optimum dose
1.

2.

3.

Overlay verses dose
a.

Expose a dose matrix and measure the PSFM “overlay”. The optimum dose will be
at the center of the “flat” region over which focus is insensitive to small changes in
dose.

b.

Less accurate than method #2 but easy to plot. This method is recommended for
users of older instruments.

Focus Calibration slope verses dose, Figure 8.
a.

Requires calibration of multiple sites located on the field. Fields are exposed in a full
focus-exposure matrix.

b.

Plot the calibration offset or slope as a function of dose. Select the dosage that results
in the minimum amount of “spread” in the coefficient settings. The Weir PSFM
software automates the plotting of these charts in the PSFM Calibration interface.

Calibration nonlinearity verses dose, Figure 9 (NonLinearity Tab)
a.

Plots the RMSS (nonlinearity) values of the calibration curve residuals as a function
of dose.

b.

Look for a relatively “flat” range of RMSS values, the lower the better. In Figure 8,

Figure 9: The calibration nonlinearity value determines optimum dose for PGM or PSFM exposure.
PSFM/PGFM Reticle Exposure - 19 -
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Feature Linewidth Selection
the selected exposure value will be 19 mj or 20 mj. The 19mj value has a lower
nolinearity but, in general, the overall region of identical response seems to lie from
about 18 to 22 mj. 20 mj has an added benefit in that the x-y axis difference in
performance is no longer present.
c.

PGM calibration will be more sensitive to nonlinear behavior. Ensure that the range
of focus values does not extend beyond the functional range of the PGM pattern,
thereby increasing the nonlinear response at large focus offsets. You can easily limit
the calibration range by using the Weir PSFM focus range controls.

Note: Use the Weir PSFM software to import the overlay metrology. The data will now reside in a
Weir spreadsheet. At this point, you can use the Calibration functions of Weir PSFM – next
section – to plot a Calibration Offset curve as shown above or simply use the spreadsheet plotting
functions to plot overlay verses dose.
See the section “Viewing Calibration Result” on page 64 for more details.

F e a t u r e L in e w id t h S e l e c t io n
The reticle contains many box -in-box patterns with different chrome linewidths a portion of which is shown in
Figure 10. For best process control choose a linewidth near to the resolution specification limit of
the exposure tool or one nearest a device critical feature. Based on experience, feature F220 is a
good place to start.
Isolated features are the best evaluation tool for the measurement of aerial image aberrations. The
fundamental design of the PSFM pattern implies that it replicates focus behavior for isolated
features. PSFM patterns are therefore the best pattern to employ when performing a lens
characterization.
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Figure 10: PSFM/PGM Reticle layout overview with some selections shown.
Feature Linewidth Selection

Getting Started

Weir PSFM Software

We i r P S F M S o f t w a r e
G e t t in g S t a r t e d
When the software is first started the user should move to the “Tools/License Maintenance” menu
to obtain the Installation ID’s needed to obtain a demonstration or permanent license. This license
is keyed to the hardware upon which it is installed and if your basic system is changed, a new
license must be obtained. See the section on “Weir License Management” for more details.
After installing a license select the “Tools/Options” menu and customize your installation by
specifying the data import conversion filter that fits your metrology tool and the most common
path to raw data from the tool. The “Setting Preferences and Defaults” section of this manual
provides information on customizing your interface.
To import Raw Metrology data into a Weir Spreadsheet, you must be in the Weir Main interface.
Weir spreadsheets can be opened from the Main Menu, the Weir PSFM Focus Analysis and Weir
PSFM Analyses “File” menu structures.
Be sure to review the section on “Data Import and Layout” the first time that you import data for
guidance on importing the data and information on the various spreadsheets created during import
and the subsequent analyses.
?? Hint: Be sure to monitor the Index spreadsheet generated with each data workbook

S y s t e m R e q u i r e me n t s
Focus datasets can be as small as nine points across a wafer up to many thousands of data points
for a full characterization. Weir Software typically handles data sets of over five thousand
measured points however, the larger the data set the greater the needs of the computer. Weir
analyses can be very complex when modeling, simulation and the removal and sorting of fields,
sites and data points are involved. You will find that your original data workbook will multiply
many times in size as you analysis needs grow.
As a minimum we recommend a computer with the following:
?? Windows Windows 2000 or XP
?? Pentium III or greater processor
?? Clock speeds > 1 Gigahertz recommended.
?? 2 Gigabyte of Hard Disk Space
?? 256 Megabytes of RAM
?? Monitor 1024x780 or greater
?? Microsoft Excel® software

A n O v e r v i e w o f We i r F o c u s Mo d e l i n g
There are two basic tasks that must be performed when analyzing the wavefront of a lens:
?? Calibration of a reticle or self-metrology sequence to generate a calibration template
?? With the PSFM, this is a one-time function for template generation
An Overview of Weir Focus Modeling - 21 -
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?? Application of a calibration template to a raw data file to convert it to focus data.
?? Data always enters as raw metrology variables, typically the variable is overlay.
These overlay readings must then be converted to exposure-tool “Focus” values that
reflect the deviation from the optimum focus of the wavefront.
Calibrations are conducted using a focus-matrix exposure on a wafer. You will need to perform a
calibration of the PSFM reticle at least one time for each exposure grouping of NA, PC and
wavelength. Weir PSFM will then store this data in a template and that template can later be used
to convert fixed or variable PSFM reticle exposed data sets into focus data. Only one Weir
Template is needed for each reticle since each template can store multiple calibrations.

Focus-Matrix Calibrations
Focus matrices are used for:
?? The calibration of a PSFM reticle,
?? Generation of Weir Calibration Templates and
?? The analysis of the aberrations and surface response of an aerial lens image.
Focus Reticles must be calibrated by exposing a focus matrix. Reticle calibrations are dependant
upon exposure-tool setup. Therefore a calibration must be performed for each unique combination
of wavelength, focus pattern, Numeric Aperture (NA) and Partial Coherence (PC). The calibration
sequence will also yield lens performance information that is independent of process variations.
This lens wavefront data set is defined as the “Best Focus” analysis of the lens and represents the
optimum lens performance of the tool for the used NA and PC setup. Additional factors such as
wafer leveling, auto-focus variation and slit scanning will degrade the image from the Best Focus.
This level of degradation can then be measured by using the PSFM Focus reticle in a Fixed-Focus
wafer exposure.
Reticle Calibrations are constant for each combination of Numeric Aperture and Partial Coherence
settings used in the exposure. Calibrations are stored in the “Weir Template Library”.
Self-analysis methods such as the FOCAL® method from ASML can be calibrated using this
interface however these methods cannot be applied to a fixed-focus analysis as described in the
next section.

Fixed Focus Analysis
After calibration, a PSFM Reticle can be exposed on new test wafers that involve a fixed focus
setting of the exposure tool. The metrology file generated from this analysis is then applied to a
calibration template to convert it to a focus file. The Weir Software suite is used to convert and
model the focus file to determine the Wavefront aberrations for each exposure. This type of
analysis allows variations due to lens heating, stage position, slit-scan direction, auto-focus
performance and wafer leveling to be evaluated.
Reticles that can be calibrated include the Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) from Benchmark
Technologies and various in-house reticles that use “end-of-line” or feature shorting to generate an
apparent feature registration offset that varies with the focus of the exposure tool. However, only
the Weir PSFM reticle can be applied to a fixed focus analysis.

We i r F i x e d - F o c u s Mo d e l s
This section details the various models used for focus analysis and the methods of their
application.
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Overview
Focus models follow a standard format for the field. You can vary the model’s method of
application in each interface by your selections in the various controls of the interface associated
with them.
Field and Wafer models operate and are constructed differently. Wafer models examine data
across the whole of the wafer and take great care to differentiate data assignments to minimize the
possibility of covariance between the coefficients.
The models can be run with or without coefficient validation by selecting the “Validation”
checkbox on the model section of the user interface. When validation is selected, coefficients that
are less than 3-sigma times the value of the error in their estimation are considered to be
undistinguishable from zero and are therefore returned to zero. The model is automatically re-run
until all of the coefficients return significant or zero values. This method of application results in
improved prediction and setup for equipment control and minimizes the ringing over/under shoot
often seen in control algorithms.
The Weir applications do not use common least-squares regression modeling found in most
applications of the industry. Least-squares models force a value to every coefficient in a blind
effort to minimize the residuals of the fit. This method of application looks good when residuals
are used as a metric of quality. However, it results in gross over or underestimation of the
individual terms in doing so. The application of the resulting coefficients to a control surface for
the process or exposure tool then generates uncontrolled performance swings or “ringing” as the
corrections of the current analysis attempt to compensate for those imposed by the previous
compensations. Attempts to compensate these swings by assigning only a portion of the
coefficient correction or by averaging with past values compensate for over-corrections but
neglect under-correction points.
Weir uses a proprietary model engine that employs Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the
dependant and independent data matrices to assign model coefficient values. This engine provides
an adaptive modeling technique that applies the SVD analysis techniques to each data set and
adjusts its response to avoid coefficient colinearity and to automatically exclude metrology sports
from the analysis. In addition, the model employs user-entered culling variables that key on the
range and sigma of the population to enhance the tuning capability of the analysis.
Focus errors are reported as errors in the PSFM reticle calibration and Best Focus analysis of the
aerial image. The “Focus Uniformity” interface will display either focus errors or focus
corrections. Corrections can be directly entered into most tool and process control sequences for
the correction of the observed errors.
NOTE: Remember to set the proper focus-reporting level when using the results
for corrections. Focus values can be reported as either “Errors” or Focus
“Corrections”. You can set the reporting format in the “Focus Calibration” tab of
the options screen. The options screen is accessed through the “Tools/Options”
menu item of the main screen. See the section “Setting Preferences and
Defaults” on page 45.

Method for Diagnosis of Across-Wafer Focus Errors
Past Focus data analyses indicate that intra-wafer variation can be the largest contributor to Focus
distribution. As a consequence, in terms of Focus variability, any detailed analysis of lithography
performance must also involve the uniformity of process and materials influence of focus
conditions within the wafer. Uniformity of process conditions within the wafer is subject to
process disturbances, which, on their turn, exhibit characteristic spatial dependencies. In terms of
statistical values, localized focus errors are related to localized film characteristics through a linear
function where a constant coefficient describes feature-disturbance sensitivity:
(1)
Weir Fixed-Focus Models
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where FRa is the response of focus at site “a” to a process disturbance m and
sensitivity coefficient.

is the

A typical example is the Focus response to small variations in thickness of the bottom
antireflective layer (BARC).

Model Formalization
Depending on the time characteristics of wafer process and exposure, a typical lithography process
presents two types of spatial distributions in the form of systematically changing focus errors
across the wafer and across the exposure field. In real situations, when both type of disturbances
are present, the feature has a combined response to disturbances with both continuous and discrete
wafer spatial characteristics, as these must be considered additive in nature. On this basis, the
measured feature response can be described by the following equation:

(2)
The spatial distribution of a feature defocus response is described by x and y variables,
representing Cartesian wafer coordinates. In a complete representation, equation (2) has four
terms, while in this work, we removed the reticle and intrafield systematic component, IFp and
used only three terms. The terms in eq.2 are:
?? IFp(x,y): IntraField periodic signature composed from a reticle component and a
systematic –within-wafer, periodic component describing the scanner field (slit and scan
signatures)
?? Wp (x,y): feature response variability caused by disturbances with slow and continuous
function of wafer position (Wafer periodic). This component is primarily a result of the
“whole-wafer-at-a-time” process steps, characteristic to resist and track.
?? DD (x,y): is the Die-to-Die variability of the feature response. This component exhibits
mainly discrete distribution sets rather than a continuous variation within the wafer. DD
distributions occur from exposure field-to-field and result from variations in discrete
scanning disturbances such as effective dose, the incidental focus or scan direction.
?? r: the residual component, or the random error remaining after subtracting feature
response to all non-random components. The residual component has a zero mean value
and no spatial systematic characteristics.
Next step in formalization is to model the feature response as function of wafer coordinates. Each
component of feature response to process disturbances, as presented in eq. 2, is modeled by high
order polynomial fitting functions, which could be described either in terms of wafer radial
coordinate (radius and angular position) or in wafer rectangular x,y coordinates. Both cases are
shown in equation (3) and (4) below.

(3)

(4)
Equation (3) describes feature response to disturbances dependent on the radial and angular
distance of the measured location from the center of the wafer, while equation (5) describes
identical response but in wafer rectangular coordinates. For both equations, the rightmost term,
describes the link between feature responses to process disturbances through each sensitivity
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parameter. It also indicates that wafer spatial distributions, attributed to process disturbances, are
identified as the sources of spatial variation of localized best-focus at any point on the wafer.
Focus errors in semiconductor lithography thus arise from errors induced by both the process and
imaging tools. Weir PSFM provides model segments to describe the full family of focus errors:
Each model can be used to derive specific segments of the focus error budget.
Error Source

Observed Influence

Detected by Model
Segment

Wafer Flatness

Slowly changing symmetric errors across
wafer

Wafer model even
elements

Photoresist
deposition

Radial symmetric variation across the wafer
and edge-bead.

Wafer model even
elements

Wafer Leveling

Whole-wafer tilt in Cartesian Directions

Wafer model odd
elements

Field Leveling

Static and dynamic tilt of individual
exposures

Row and Column Field
Models

Field de-focus

Static and dynamic focus error at each
exposure

Row and Column Field
Models

Reticle Flatness

Reticle plate bow from glass or chucking

Row and Column Field
Models

Reticle Heating

High-Frequency reticle distortion from
localized heating

Residuals

Lens Aberrations

Coma, Spherical, curvature, Astigmatism
etc.

Field Row Models

Reticle Scan
Aberrations

Reticle-scanning during exposure, variations
in height

Field Column Model

Reticle Chucking

Static and Dynamic distortion of the reticle
from chucking.

Row and Column Field
Models

Wafer Model
The wafer model consists of up to ten (10) terms, describing aberrations of up to the fifth order.
The interface allows you to select the number of terms you want to use in the interface.
Wafer Term

Order Term Conversion to nm

Piston

1

TiltX

1

2

10^3

TiltY

1

Bow

2

3

10^5

2

4

(Symmetric Bow)
BowX

Weir Fixed-Focus Models
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Wafer Term

Order Term Conversion to nm

BowY

2

TrifoilX

3

TriFoilY

3

PentodeX

5

PentodeY

5

5

10^6

6

10^8

The system coordinates are transformed to the center of the wafer and each point in the lot object
is assigned an absolute position on the wafer. The number of terms include in the model are
controlled by a combo-control located at the top of the frame in the analysis interface.
The model is applied separately to each wafer of the lot and summarized on the user interface.
Individual wafer model results can be examined in the “Wafer Aberrations” spreadsheet.
The primary correction coefficients of the wafer model are; Piston, Tilt (X and Y), and Bow.
The residuals of the wafer model, plus the “Piston” values, are submitted to the field model for the
analysis of field aberrations.

Field Model
Field models are Cartesian in nature and use a simple format for analysis that allows them to be
employed for both stepper and scanner exposure tool formats. The model can be employed to
analyze data across the entire field at once or across each row and column of the exposure
individually as shown in equation 5.
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(5)
The field-focus models differ according to the type of exposure tool used and the desired
application of the equation. Exposure tools that exposure the entire field in a single flash, such as
Steppers, should use the Full-Field Model. The Full-Field analysis is best employed when
determining corrections for an exposure. During this analysis, the data for the entire field is
collected and modeled to determine an optimum set of coefficients describing the field aberrations.
The modeled results of each field are logged in the “WholeFieldAberrations” spreadsheet and
summarized on the user’s screen
The “Full Field” model, available in the “uniformity analysis” interface, replicates the method of
model application used today in the industry. This mode optimizes the speed of the analysis by
applying the model to the entire field. Individual fields are summarized to obtain the exposure tool
control parameters. The mode allows you to see how the whole field reacts to the exposure
settings applied by the stepper or scanner. For a stepper, whose exposure is captured in the single
flash of the entire field, this is sufficient. However the model loses the fine detail of the exposure
slit’s accelerations, pitch, roll and yaw as it scans across the reticle during the exposure sequence
of a scanner.
When a “Scanner” exposure tool is being characterized for performance, the user should employ
the Row/Column model to adequately describe the contributions of the lens-slit and reticlescanning stage. However, if a scanner is being analyzed for new-lot corrections then specialty
models such as the ASML Focus Model are used to optimize tool setup.
A row/column analysis, when selected, analyzes each row and column of the exposure separately.
The summary of the analysis is reported on the user interface. Individual row and column
aberrations for every field in the lot are logged on the “Aberrations” spreadsheet.
Field models are applied to each individual exposure and summarized in the display. You can see
the field-specific results on the spreadsheet. The models operate in two modes as selected by the
controls of the interface. The modes are called “Full Field” and “Row/Column”. In almost every
instance, the final coefficient values calculated by each method are the same within the uncertainty
of the calculation. Again, the coefficients and their uncertainty levels of the “Row/Column” model
are visible in the associated spreadsheet. The benefits and information gained from the differing
analysis technique of each model will differ significantly.
The fine-structure of exposure imposed by a scanner is best viewed by the “Row/Column” model.
This model applies itself to every individual row and column of every field in the dataset. The
application of the model is therefore slower than that of the “Full-Field” since every row and
column must be applied and summarized for every field. The benefits gained allow you to
examine the model response to focus piston (offset), tilt and curvature as they change during the
scan-exposure sequence.
For example, an analysis of the coefficients associated with the rows of a field essentially shows
the flight path of the scanning slit. You can see the tilt coefficient change as the roll of the slit
changes from a positive slope at field bottom to a negative slope at the top. Height changes in the
path of the scan trace the planarity of the scan bearing etc. Some examples of the application of
these two models can be seen in the section “Applications Examples” on page 102.

Combining Field and Wafer Models
Field models operate on the residuals to the coefficients of the wafer model. This is handled
automatically. Tool or process control applications should always include a wafer model. Removal
of the systematic errors associated with the wafer films results in greater accuracy of the
estimation of the field correction coefficients.
The combination of field and wafer models is the only method of successfully deconvolving the
tilt corrections associated with the reticle-platen, wafer-stage and optical column alignments.
Weir Fixed-Focus Models
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Weir PSFM Calibration Templates

W e i r P S F M C a l i b r a t i o n T e mp l a t e s
Function
A Weir PSFM Calibration Template stores a PSFM Reticle’s calibration and “Best Focus”
information. The templates are then used to:
?? Convert Fixed Focus overlay into focus data.
?? The Best Focus fields stored with the templates are used to remove the “aerial” image
from fixed-focus data analyses.
?? Provide lens-modeled Best Focus information to the Focus Analysis screen thereby
allowing removal of all or selected fixed-systematic aberrations from the analysis. (Focus
Uniformity screen, Analysis tab).
The Weir Calibration Templates are stored in the Weir Template Library.
Note
?? Each template can hold calibration and Best Focus data for multiple exposure type. An
exposure type is defined as a unique set of Dose, Numeric Aperture (NA) and Partial
Coherence values at which the field was exposed.

Getting There
Interface

Function

Weir Calibration
screens.

Template entry and
maintenance.

How to access
Creation: “Templates/Save” &
“Templates/Save As” menu items.
Maintenance: “Templates/
Maintenance” menu selection.

Weir Focus
Uniformity Screen

Maintenance.
Template application for
overlay conversion to focus.

Maintenance: “Templates/
Maintenance” menu selection.

Associated Worksheets
None.
Templates are stored in the Template sub-folder of the Weir Analysis home directory.
WEIRpsfm.tpl

PSFM and reticle calibration storage library

WEIRpsfm.stp

Backup library stored after last save.

WARNING: Do not modify the entries of these libraries except by using the template library
manager. Modification by text editor or other means will corrupt the entries.

Working with Templates
Each saved template stores calibration and modeled coefficients for each site and unique Dose,NA
and PC set of calibrations used in a data set. These combinations are listed in the window just
above the Comments section, Figure 11. There will be one line for each unique setup of
Dose/NA/PC-inner/PC-outer exposures.
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?? The “Best Focus” column shows whether a “Best Focus” field of modeled Row and
Column based aberrations are stored in each exposure setup.
?? Exposure field-sites calibrated are shown in the field graphic in the upper right of the
screen.
?? The user must save the calibration into the library before moving on to the Focus
Uniformity analyses.

Figure 11: Weir PSFM Calibration Template maint enance screen.

Save menu
Saves a template, updating and EXISTING template into the library.
“Save As” menu
The default template name is the same as that focus-meander dataset used to calibrate the reticle.
The “Save As” menu allows the user to change the name of the template entry. From this
maintenance screen, the user can also enter and reticle number/name information and comments
on the analysis.
Maintenance menu
Allows the user to view all templates currently stored in the maintenance library. Individual
templates can then be selected, modified, renamed or deleted.
NOTE on entering comments
?? Comment lines can be terminated, and a new line started, by holding down the shift key
and pressing the return key as you enter the text.

Weir PSFM Calibration Templates
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Weir Main Interface

We i r Ma i n I n t e r f a c e
The first screen presented to the user is called the Weir Main Interface. Reticle calibration,
template maintenance and fixed-focus analyses can all re reached from this interface.
After data is saved into a Weir Workbook, that workbook can be opened from either the Weir
Main interface or from the Weir Focus Analysis screen.

Screen Navigation

Figure 12: Weir Main screen at a glance
Figure 12 shows the Weir Main screen and it’s major navigation points.
?? The Main Screen provides central access to all of the setup, calibration and analysis
screens. This screen is used for the initial import of raw data and it’s fine-tuning for
centering and layout.
?? User Options and Preferences can be accessed from the Tools/Options sub-menu. Use the
Options screen to specify a default raw-data import format and data folder location.
?? Files are imported as raw text or workbooks from the File menu.
?? See the chapter on “Setting Preferences and Defaults” for more detail.
Note
?? Use the Escape “Esc” key to interrupt any analysis. The key must be depressed and held.
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Figure 13: Graph Options customization screen

Customizing Graphics
Graph colors, line-weight, ranges, scale, format and fonts can be interactively adjusted by clicking
on the graphic using the right mouse-button.

Getting There
“Right Click” on the graphic using the right button of the mouse

Functions
This interface is available from any graphic for modification of the titles and appearance of the
displayed graph and statistics. Select the tabs to modify the screen background, titles or curve
symbols. Clicking the “Apply” command button will submit the changes to the current graph
without exiting the screen.

C o n t o ur an d 3D Sur f ace Pl o t C o n t r o l s
Contour and 3D Surface plots are available in most interfaces. When a contour or 3D Surface
graphic is selected, a new frame will appear. The frames provide controls for optimizing the
surface display (the Interpolation frame) and, in some applications, a selection of data variables for
display (the Plot Feature frame). Both frames present options in the form or “radio” buttons that
allow only one selection.
Sites plotted in these graphs must interpolate between measured sites to display the full surface.
Interpolation methods will vary depending upon the layout of measured sites on the surface, that is
some methods work better than others.

Contour and 3D Surface Plot Controls
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Histograms

Interpolation Methods
?? Provides three (3) selections for data interpolation – Fast, Medium and Modeled. There is
no “wrong” selection, for most data sets the default “Fast” analysis will yield the best
results. Depending upon the layout of the sites on the field and number of sites, the
contour may result in incomplete areas. If data seems to be omitted from field segments,
select either Medium or Modeled methods.
?? The “Modeled” method is the most robust because it uses a full-field regression model to
perform the interpolation however is will be slower and will loose some fine detail in the
display.
?? Wafer contour plots containing only one point per field will plot the contour based upon
the data’s position on the wafer.

Plot Feature frame selections
?? A graphic will display this frame only if more than one feature is available for display
?? In most selections the choice will be Xreg, Yreg or Mean implying that you can select to
plot the X,Y or average values across the surface.
?? Xreg and Yreg focus or variable plots can differ significantly when data originates
from a “Scanner” exposure-tool. Scanners “Xreg” direction reflect perturbations
across the lens while their “Yreg” values are averaged or “blurred” by the scanning
action of the slit.

H i s t o g r a ms
Histograms are displayed for one or two variables in Weir Software. When two variables are
appropriate, such as Scan (X) and Slit (Y) focus, then the data plot actually contains two graphics
sharing a common base as shown in Figure 14. The common baseline provides an easy
comparison of the two distributions.

Figure 14: Two va riable Weir Histogram and Options screen.
The scale factor is used as a multiplier for the values reported on the abscissa. For example, the
“0.1 um” factor shown in the figure tells us that the abscissa values should be multiplied by 0.1.
The abscissa of the figure therefore extends from –0.196 to +0.192 microns.
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You can display the display of the histogram just like any graphic. Right click on the graph and
the Options screen, shown on the right side of the figure, will appear. The number of bins or
category bars determines the ordinate scaling. The abscissa tick formatting is set by the selection
of the Format field. You can also manually type in format options.

Figure 15: Full wafer contour of Y focus variation with mouse selection of data subset

Mo u s e - S e l e c t e d D a t a Ma n i p u l a t i o n
You can always view the data associated with a graphic by selecting the “view/data” menu item.
However, vector plot and contour plots of wafer and fields support mouse-selected data
manipulation. Using the left button of the mouse you can box in and zoom in on any subset of data
to:
?? View the data on a Weir spreadsheet window. This is a new workbook so you can also
save it and use all of the Microsoft Excel® functions and macros to manipulate it.
Mouse-Selected Data Manipulation
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Mouse-Selected Data Manipulation

?? Cull the data, including culling by wafer number if there is more than one wafer in the
dataset.
?? Restore points culled in the boxed-in region to the analysis.
?? Plot the data as a histogram or XY plot. If you select XY plotting of the data, you can
then select to plot it by row --Y or scan axis – or by column – the X or slit axis.
This analysis is a convenient method of investigating repeating errors, slit-response, scan response
at different parts of the wafer or the variation of variables as they near the edge of the wafer.

Figure 16: XY plot resulting from cross -section of field selected by the left -mouse button.

Wafer-base analysis
Figure 15 is a contour plot across a 300 mm wafer of the raw Y focus data. Examination of the
figure shows the stage-travel fine structure of the reticle scan stage as small “pop’s” or high
points on the left side of each field image.
In this figure you can also see the
selection box to the upper-left of the leftmost pop-up menu. We’ve selected to plot
the data across this one die, looking at the
vertical feature focus as a function of X
axis position. The resulting plot is shown
in Figure 16. We could just as easily
plotted a histogram or, from the first menu
row viewed the data.

Field based Analysis
The analysis of Figure 15 has strong
wafer edge and scan-direction effects.
Edge effects can be minimized by
selecting areas of the wafer around the
edges and culling the data. We can then
plot the average field, shown in Figure 17.
From this point, we could also have taken
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cross-sections of this field for additional in-depth study.
Note: The contour lines are added by right-clicking on the plot and turning on the “Plot Gridline”
option.

D a t a F u n d a me n t a l s
Data Flow
Raw metrology data, direct from the tool, must be imported and converted into the Weir data
format. The conversion is automatic and only requires the user to select the data file and the data
source.
The conversion sequence will re-format the data into the Weir PW Standard format specified later
in this manual and save it into a Microsoft Excel® workbook of the same name as the data set.
After the initial import, the raw data file can be ignored or discarded. All further Weir PSFM
analyses use the workbook. Workbooks of course can be re-opened directly into Weir PSFM and
handled like any other Excel workbook.
Raw data can only be imported using the Weir PSFM main screen.
Weir PSFM workbooks can be opened from the Weir PSFM main or the analysis screen.

Data Culling Methods
Weir PSFM employs multiple devices for removing poor or unwanted data. Separate techniques
allow the selection of sub-sets of data based on exposure condition, during model regression and
by direct selection of site and point-level data using the interactive mouse. These methods can be
employed by the user singularly or in multiples.
Wafer Selection
Graphic check boxes are provided in the data selection screen to allow subset selection of data
based on the wafer ID or number. Single or any combination of multiple wafers can be selected.
Exposure Condition
After data is first imported into the Weir PSFM standard format, the user can view and modify the
basic exposure criteria specified for the dataset. Exposure criteria are specified on a field-by-field
basis using the graphic layout interface of the main screen. There are six criteria available for
customization, they are:
1.

Focus

2.

Exposure Dose

3.

Numeric Aperture (NA)

4.

Partial Coherence – Inner Ring (PCi)

5.

Partial Coherence – Outer Ring (PCo)

6.

Stage and Scan Direction

The Stage or Scan Direction criterion allows four settings, “Up”, “Down”, “Left” or “Right”.
Graphic check boxes are provided in the data selection screen to allow subset selection of data
based on the value ranges of any of these six criteria. Because the criteria are specific field based,
the entire field is removed from the analysis.
Data Fundamentals
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Culling Data by Field Site Location
Data for a single or selected data sites can be easily removed from an analysis. Using the
following method, data can be easily restored at a later date if desired.
The “Sites” spreadsheet contains one row for each site location with site #1 beginning on row #2
of the spreadsheet because of the Header row. If a row is empty – without data or X and Y
location entries – then the Weir assumes the data is not present or wanted. Any data entries whose
Test number corresponds to the empty row will not be loaded for an analysis even if they are
present on the data sheet. Note however, that Test number (data sheet) = Test number (Sites sheet)
= (Row number –1) of the Sites sheet so that test #10 information must always be on row 11 of the
sites sheet.
To remove selected data sites from the data:
?? Right click on the “Sites” tab of the workbook and select the “Move or Copy” pop-up
menu item.
?? Check the “Create a copy” box on the “Move or Copy” window and optionally highlight
the “Sites” entry in the “Before Sheet” window to place the copy in after the current
worksheet. A new worksheet called “Sites (2)” will be created and can be used as a
backup.
?? Return to the “Sites” worksheet.
?? Select the Test number to be removed by highlighting all entries in the row.
?? Press the “Delete” key.
?? This will erase and leave a blank row of data.
?? DO NOT use the “Edit/Delete” menu selection from the top of the row. This
selection may delete the entire row, moving all subsequent rows up and out of their
proper location.
?? Sites can later be re-installed into the data by either copying data from the “Sites (2)”
spreadsheet or by deleting the current sheet and renaming the copy to “Sites”.
Range and Sigma Culling
Culling examines the data and organizes it around a logical population center. Depending upon the
current type of data and analysis screen, the population grouping changes as needed. For example:
?? Feature data populations can organize around the data associated with a specific site on
the field.
?? Data culling during a model operation will examine the residuals remaining after a
coefficient fit and remove outlier points that exceed the specified allowable range or
sigma variation.
There are two variables for culling data, Range and Sigma.
Range culling will examine each population and remove data based upon a user specified range
from the mean of the population.
Sigma culling allows the user to input a standard deviation value, such as “1.25 sigma”. The
culling software then removes all data members whose variation from the population mean
exceeds the limit, in the case 1.25 times a standard deviation; assuming a Normal, Binomial
population distribution.
Model -Culled Data
Weir PSFM’s models employ singular value decomposition (SVD) methods of regression as
opposed to the commonly used “least-squares” regression. This approach allows two methods of
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data removal to be employed, user-specified Range and Sigma culling and a new adaptive-element
technique.
“Range and Sigma” culling functions similar to the methods previously described however the
population now consists of the points measured value as compared to it’s model-fitted value, in
other words, the residuals.
All interfaces, including the Process Window analysis, include fields for user-entry of Range and
Sigma.
Adaptive Element modeling occurs automatically during the model sequence. The independent
variables matrix is de-convolved into three separate matrices characterizing, among other factors,
the layout covariance and singular points. Singular points are un-representative of the true
distribution of the data and are automatically removed or lessened in their weighting on the
regression.
A final control over the functionality of the calculated model coefficients is given to the engineer
in the form of validity testing. Selection of a simple check-box entry provide automated
coefficient validity checking. If validity checking is selected, coefficients judged invalid by their
estimation uncertainty are replaced with zero values, and the model is re-calculated to provide the
most accurate control surface correction for the process or equipment. Employment of validity
checking in during process or tool setup results in greater accuracy of equipment tuning and
minimizes the “ringing” that so often results from repeated over- and under-correction in
automated process control sequences.
Graphic Assistance
Histograms are the best tools for observing population spreads. Selecting a histogram or the data
culling button provides the user with the ability to visualize the population shape prior to entering
the data.

Viewing Data
There are three basic methods of viewing or accessing the current data set.
1.

Raw, modeled and residual data are always available through their storage in the
worksheets of the data workbook.

2.

Any graph or table’s data can be viewed, and separately saved, in a separate worksheet
generated by selecting the “Data/View Data” menu item of the interface.

3.

Any subset of data in a vector or contour plot can be viewed, or plotted or saved, in a
separate worksheet generated by boxing in the area of the graph while depressing the left
mouse-button.

D a t a S t o r a g e a n d F o r ma t s
Storage of data
Weir requires the prior installation of Microsoft Excel®.
Raw metrology data is converted into the Weir Standard Format and stored an Excel Workbook of
the same name as the raw data file. Workbooks contain a minimum of three spreadsheets; a
measurement data sheet of the same name as the file, a “Sites” sheet containing the location and
format of each unique data site and an “Information” data sheet with header information on the die
size, offsets, metrology tool name, etc.
See the section “Weir Standard Format” for detailed descriptions of the Weir Standard format.

Data Storage and Formats
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Weir Spreadsheet Data Formats
Data is typically imported from a metrology tool’s binary or ASCII format data file. The data
formats are then converted into the Weir Standard Format and stored into Spreadsheets. After a
data set has been imported into a spreadsheet, the spreadsheet should then be opened and re-used
for future work since there is no need to re-import the raw data.

Minimum Workbook Format
There’s a minimum of three worksheets stored in each workbook:
?? DataSheet
The primary, imported data as measured. The sheet-name is the same as
the data set name.
?? “Sites” A sheet of field locations and feature family information.
?? “Information”

Header information containing diesize, flat location etc.

Formats and conventions for these are discussed below.

Weir Standard Format
The as-measured metrology is stored in this sheet shown in Figure 18. The name of the sheet
should default to the name of the raw data file.
Rules for construction:
?? The name of the sheet should default to the name of the raw data file. That is, a raw data
file named “SlitData5_1_NA45PC35.tlg” should store data in a sheet named:
“SlitData5_1_NA45PC35”. The workbook will also, by default, be the same name as the
raw data file.
?? Sheet names are limited to a maximum of 31 characters.
?? Naming restrictions follow standard Microsoft Excel™ .
?? Cell “A1” must contain a comment note with the text “DATASHEET”

NOTES:
?? Any number of datasheets can be stored in a workbook.
?? Each datasheet is designated with a spreadsheet comment “DATASHEET” stored in cell
“A1”, being the same name as the workbook system file designates the primary data.
?? Position information – columns “B” through “E” -- must be filled in for each row of
measured data.
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?? For data that is not overlay or registration, columns can be left blank – that is, without
any data – and individual row entries may be left blank.

Figure 18: Data spreadsheet for the Weir Standard Format.
Additional data can be used to store information such as measured reticle information and data
derived by Weir during an analysis.
Data Storage Convention
Metrology data is stored in columns. Data starts in column 2, the “B” column. Headers should be
located in row 1. The first four columns are standard to any data set. They define the location of
the measurement.
Header

Cell
Location

Function

“Wafer”

B1

Designator for each substrate. May be any alphanumeric

“Test”

C1

Key for each unique site location on the field providing a pointer to the
row location in the “Sites” spreadsheet. Defines a unique field position
and feature type. Stored as an integer number, designating the row
number of the detailed information stored on the “Sites” spreadsheet.

“Diex”

D1

An integer designating the column location of the die on the wafer. Diex
location zero (0) is located at the center of the wafer.

“Diey”

E1

An integer designating the row location of the die on the wafer. Diex
location zero (0) is located at the center of the wafer.

Measured Data Storage
A maximum of eight (8) measurement categories can be stored in each datasheet beginning in
column “F”. The name of each measurement should be stored in row #1 of the column. Weir
Reports and lot-object storage of the data will then use this name. By default, certain types of data
expected in the column for specialty analyses by Weir.

Overlay and Registration Metrology
Data is stored as microns of measurement.
Column “F”:

X-axis measured data.
Data Storage and Formats
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Column “G”:

Y-Axis measured data.

Column “H”:

(Optional), (X+Y)/2 average measurement.

Critical Dimension and other metrology
Column “F”:

Vertical Features.

Column “G”:

Horizontal Features.

Column “H”:

Primary film Height measurements.

Column “I”:

Feature Pitch

Column “J”:

Slope in degrees.

NOTE: Data stored in the “J” column is not converted to nanometers for storage.

Column “K”:

Any feature value.

Column “L”:

Any feature value.

Column “M”:

Any feature value.

Figure 19: “Sites” worksheet with feature locations on field.

Sites Format
Stores information on the X and Y Field location of individual test sites. Also stores die size
information but this is not currently used. For diesize information , please see the Information
datasheet.
NOTES:
?? Heading values are in row 1, starting in column “B”.
?? Any data may be placed in column “A”.
?? Overlay and Registration data formats require only columns “B” through “F”
?? Column “G”, the “FAMILY”, is used for linewidth and other metrology to describe the
feature type as “DensePacked” or “Isolated”
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Sites Data Storage Convention
Metrology data is stored in columns. Data starts in column 2, the “B” column. Headers should be
located in row 1.
Header

Cell
Location

Function

“X_DIE_SIZE”

B1

Not currently used but data must be present in the data.

“Y_DIE_SIZE”

C1

Not currently used but data must be present in the data.

“TEST”

D1

Correlates with the “TEST” column of the data sheet previously
discussed. Data Begins on row 2 with a value of “1”.
Subsequent rows must include a value of “row-1” for each test
number.
NOTE: Rows may be left blank – without data -- but keep the
rule
test number= row number –1
Any data row that does not have a corresponding site row on the
“Sites” spreadsheet, and location information, will be excluded
from the loaded lot object.

“X_LOC”

E1

X-Location of the measured site on the exposure field. Values
stored in millimeters.
Note: (X,Y) = (0,0) is located at the field center.

“Y_LOC”

F1

Y-Location of the measured site on the exposure field. Values
stored in millimeters.
Note: (X,Y) = (0,0) is located at the field center.

“FAMILY”

G1

Used only for non-overlay (non-registration) data.
May contain the values of:
??

IsoLine

??

DensePack

??

Via

Data Storage and Formats
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Information Sheet Format
Stores header information for the data
sheet including:
?? the orientation of the wafer
(wafer flat),
?? the die size,
?? description of the features
measured including;
?? and more.
NOTES:
?? Heading values are in column
“A” and start in row #2
?? ALL dimensional values are
stored in units of millimeters.
?? Row Heading names are
critical, their sort order is not.

Figure 20: Information Spreadsheet format
Row Heading

Stored Value

Data Type

Overlay, Registration, CD-SEM, Scatter or Focus

Data Table

File name, example: “Slit1-1.5 slot 6 EMS.xls”

Inspection

Not used

Device

Device or product name.

Level

Layer or level name

DieSizeX

X die size in millimeters

DieSizeY

Y die size in millimeters

X_Dice_Field

Number of die located in the exposure field. Typically = 1

Y_Dice_Field

1

Site_x_offset

Offset of the field site array in millimeters from field center.

Site_y_offset
Die_x_offset

Offset of the wafer array in millimeters from wafer center

Die_y_offset
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Row Heading
Flat Location

Stored Value
Flat or Notch location: UP, DOWN, LEFT or RIGHT

Metrologynom Metrology tool Name; sn199201
Lot

Lot Name

Job

Metrology tool Recipe Name

Date

4-Oct-99

Title

ASML Slit Profile size 1: 1.5 wafer 200

Comments

Any number of lines of text. Contents will vary depending upon the data source.
Typically used to contain notes inserted by the user.

Exposure Tool Exposure Tool, Stepper or Scanner name
MeasureTime

Time of day the data was measured: 17:34:00

Process Step

A process step number for the layer.

Technology

The technology used in the device.

Stepper Job

The stepper or scanner recipe name

Rework

Integer number beginning at 0. Rework cycle of current data set.

User_name

User or operator name from the metrology tool.

Stepper_ID

Exposure tool designator, may be exposure tool name.

Reticle

Reticle designator or name.

FilePath

Original Data file full pathname, not critical

WorkBookPath Original Stored full pathname of the workbook, not critical
DataFolder

Original Data folder name, not critical

Ma n u a l Ma n i p u l a t i o n o f D a t a S e t s
Why manually manipulate data? There are many reasons for doing so beyond the normal data
handling scope of the Weir analysis. You may wish to subtract reticle data from metrology
measurements, subtract the performance results of wafers loaded into two cassettes or compare
UltraFlat to Standard flatness substrates by subtracting the metrology from each and looking only
at the difference metrology.
You can manually manipulate or combine data sets after a data file has been imported into a Weir
Spreadsheet. The primary data file is always the first spreadsheet of the workbook; the spreadsheet
will be the same name as the file itself. Weir uses the first five (5) columns of the spreadsheet for
positional information; that is columns “A” through “E”.
Two or, if present, three data columns are imported for each row; F:”X_reg”, G:”Y_reg” and
H:”Zmean”. The titles of these columns are located in row 1 of the spreadsheet. Their text labels
are not important and can be any valid column-name. Weir will follow the given data label in
reports.
Manual Manipulation of Data Sets
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NOTE:
?? You can add additional columns of data to the worksheet without effect on the Weir
PSFM analysis. These columns are loaded as data but are not used in the Weir PSFM
portion of the analysis.
?? Saving the original 3 columns of data into locations above column “H” is a good method
for retaining your original dataset.
You can delete or add data rows at any time. When you delete a row you can either remove the
contents of the cells or remove the entire row. Remember that position on the field is keyed by the
“Test” number in column “C”. Test numbers in the data do not have to be sequential but they
must have a corresponding entry on the “Sites” worksheet or data will not be loaded.
Data values can be easily manipulated if you are familiar with the basic Microsoft Excel®
commands. There are three key items to watch for to insure a valid comparison:
?? Make sure that your field locations and test numbers are the same on both data set.
?? You may not want to subtract the metrology of a field in the wafer center from one
on the wafer’s edge. Site values are also critical because they define where the
metrology is located on the wafers edge.
?? Insure that each data set has the same number of rows. Remove, if necessary, rows that
do not match.
?? If you use Excel functions to calculate a data value remember that Excel saves the
function into the cell even though the data value is displayed. If you then copy the cell
value to a new location, Excel will copy the formula not the value.
?? An example of an Excel functin: “J232 = (F232+G232)/2”
?? You copy cell values, rather than formula, by using the menu command “Edit/Paste
Special” and then selecting the “Values” radio button.

Example: Subtracting two data set
?? Load both workbooks into Excel.
?? It’s a good idea to save the workbooks to new names.
?? Examine the Summary Data section of the “Information” spreadsheet to determine the
total number of data points.
?? If they are equal you can probably simply paste from one workbook to the other.
?? If they are not equal, use the “Window/Arrange” menu command to display and
compare the rows that differ. Delete any rows prior to copy.
?? Highlight the data columns you wish to copy.
?? Paste the highlighted columns into columns “I” through “K” of the target data worksheet.
?? In cell “L2” insert the formula “=(E2-I2)”
?? Copy the contents of cell L2 into columns “L,M and N” and into all rows that contain
data.
?? You now have the original data (columns F-H), the second data set (columns I-K) and a
difference data set (columns L-N)
?? If loaded now, Weir PSFM will work only with columns F-H
?? Highlight all rows in columns F-H
?? Select the “Insert/Columns” menu item
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?? Three “new” and blank data columns will be inserted F,G and H
?? Highlight columns L,M and N (rows 1 to “N”) then “N” is the total number of rows.
?? Select the “Copy” menu or copy button to copy the contents into memory
?? Click on cell F1
?? Select “Edit/Paste Special” from the menu, select the “Values” radio button and press
“OK”. The new data values will be copied.
?? Optionally delete the columns beyond column H.
?? Load the workbook into Weir and analyze
Note: If you renamed the workbook to a new file name, then the first time you load
data into Weir it will ask you if you wish to use the data spreadsheet containing
the old name. Simply answer “Yes” and proceed.

S e t t in g P r e f e r e n c e s a n d D e f a u l t s
Overview
This interface allows the user to customize some of the Weir Analysis Settings. With it you can set
up the size of the recently used items list and customize the default values of the raw data source
directory and the metrology format most frequently used.

Figure 21: Options screen for setting defaults
Getting There
From the main menu, Select the “Tools/Options” item.
General Tab
Select the number of files you wish to have posted when you select the main screen “File” menu
item. This list retains only workbook data files.

Setting Preferences and Defaults
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Data Import Tab
The Source directory displays the default search directory for raw data. This is the directory the
software will first look in after startup.
The “Follow current directory” check-box selection will cause the data import current directory to
follow the last folder location. If unchecked, the software always opens the Source Directory.
“Layout Graphic” combo allows the user to select from four different wafer-plot graphics when
laying out the settings for Focus, Dose, NA, PCI, PCO and Stage Direction. This allows the
distribution of the data to be viewed or hidden when first orienting an imported data set. The
“Bulls Eye” option is default.
Focus Calibration Tab
This tab is used only with Weir PSFM. The “Focus Calibration” tab sets display and calculation
preferences for use when converting metrology data to calibrated tool “Focus” values.
Focus values can be calculated as either “focal plane errors” or as focus corrections for the tool.
Focal plane errors are essentially the measured focus deviation from the tools best focus. Focus
corrections are the focus values to be added to the exposure tool to minimize focus errors.
Corrections are essentially opposite in sign to the actual focus error.
The user can confirm operation by calibrating a focus matrix data set. Then, using the same data
set and it’s own calibration template, convert the metrology of the “exposure tool focus matrix” to
focus data using the conversion options of the in the Focus Analysis screen.
If the “Report Focal Plane deviations” option is set to “Errors”, then focus data for a field exposed
at –0.5 um exposure tool offset will display negative vectors of about –0.5 um in error. However,
if the option is set to “Corrections”, then the –0.5 um field will display focus vectors of +0.5 um,
the correction needed for tool to achieve focus error minimization.
This tab influences only those analyses conducted under the “Focus Uniformity” interface. Best
Focus calculations are not corrected.

E d it in g E x p o s u r e T o o l S e t t in g s
The Exposure Tool defaults set up the default values used by the stepper and/or scanner. These
setting will influence the displays, some of the modeled calculations and the headers of the various
statistics tables.
The most readily noted function of the Exposure Tool selection is the setting of the wafer size and
notch, or wafer flat, location for wafer graphics. Die Size and centering on the wafer and field are
typically set up in the Information spreadsheet using the “Display” tab of the main screen.
Exposure settings including Focus, NA, Sigma (Coherence) and scan/stage direction are part of
the data file and can be modified in the “Layout” tab.
Exposure tool library setting provide the ability to switch wafer and notch variables. Future
analyses of Weir may include references to the data variables stored in the library but they are not
currently used.
A library of exposure tools is stored in a worksheet located in the “Reticles” sub-folder of the
Weir analysis folder. The library is named the “ExposureToolLibrary.xls”.

Getting There
From the Main screen, select the “Exposure Tool” tab.
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Tool Frame
The tool name is listed at the top of the frame. You can re-set the tool name by pressing the ”Set
Tool Name” command button.

General
Substrate
Reduction

Sets the size of the wafer in millimeters
Reduction ratio. A 5x stepper has a reduction ratio of 0.2. Used only in field tilt
calculations.

Wavelength

Actinic wavelength of the tool in nanometers.

Focal Length

Focal length of the main length in millimeters. Used only in some tilt
calculations.

Notch

Notch position; up, down, left or right.

NA

Numeric Aperture of the tool

Sigma

Partial Coherence of the tool. Open aperture setting can be entered by inserting
a values for Sigma-Outer only. Ring aperture values should insert both inner and
outer values.

Field Settings

This is the overall size of the maximum exposure field. Die size information is
typically derived from the metrology data.

Field Size

Size of the field in millimeters

Center

Offset centering of the field in millimeters.

Sub-Field
Settings

You can define a sub-field portion of the field that will be defined and modeled
separately. The Weir Analysis will form a matrix of all sub-fields until the map
the entire exposure field.

Size

The size of the sub field in millimeters.

Offset

Offset of the sub-field segment relative to the center of the exposure field.

Editing Exposure Tool Settings
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D a t a I m p o rt a n d L a y o u t
Weir stores, saves, and maintains all data in Microsoft Excel® Workbooks. Workbooks can be
opened from the Weir Main screen, the Weir PSFM Analysis interface and the Weir PW process
window interface. All metrology formats are stored under the identical Weir-Standard spreadsheet
layout described earlier so any Weir product can open any type of data.
To open a workbook, simply select the “Open Worksheet” from either the file menu or by using
the “Open Workbook” button on the command toolbar. A windows standard “file-open” form
appears for your selection. You can also drag a raw data file or Weir workbook directly into the
window for loading or import.
Note:
?? Each workbook contains an “Index” spreadsheet. The index is a dynamic directory of
every spreadsheet in the data workbook. Each entry contains the name of the
spreadsheet, it’s creation date and comments on the contents.
?? As each analysis, model or surface contour map is generated, a corresponding
spreadsheet in the workbook is created and updated to contain the current data analysis.
At each update the spreadsheet will be brought to an active positon allowing you to
directly view the data and perform any Excel-based analysis or graphics on the data
subset.
?? The user can modify, add or delete any worksheet in the workbook without corrupting or
changing the raw data. The only exceptions here refer to the original data, Site and
Information spreadsheets.
?? Each main analysis screen contains a menu item corresponding to the name of the
current data file. Selecting this menu will result in a submenu drop-down where each

Figure 22: Data import and conversion.
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item corresponds to a spreadsheet tab of the current workbook. Selecting any of these
spreadsheet names

Importing Raw Data
Metrology data, from either the classic metrology tools or from exposure-tool self metrology
functions can be easily imported. Data can only be imported from the Weir Main screen
“File/Open” or “file open” button. Imported data is automatically converted into the Weir
Standard Format and stored into a Workbook as shown Figure 22. The workbook will be the same
name as the raw data file and in the same directory. Workbooks can then be renamed and moved
to other locations, if desired.
Data fields are typically properly centered on the wafer, however their size and location can be
easily fine-tuned using the Display tab shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Data import and conversion. The “Grid” command button will toggle between “Grid” & “Field”.
The overall die size can be adjusted by simply entering new values into the Die Size fields at the
top of the screen. Press the Display button to view the change and record it into the Information
spreadsheet.

Grid Section
This section controls centering of the fields on the wafer. The center of the wafer is indicated by
the dashed-cross lines. The array can be centered to move a die edge or center to the wafer center
position.
The grid has two methods of centering; specify the offset in millimeters (“mm”) or in fractional
values of the total die size (“dice”). For example: a die that is 15 mm x 20 mm can be moved so
that the center of the die coincides with the wafer center by inserting (x,y) = (7.5,10) mm into the
“mm” fields OR by inserting (x,y) = (0.5, 0.5) dice in the “dice” fields. Make sure the Grid
command button displays “Grid” data to view the results.
Importing Raw Data
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Field Section
Control centering of the measured sites upon the center of the exposure field. Offsets are entered
in millimeters. Click on the “Grid” command button to display the field and the measured sites
located on it. The positioning of these sites corresponds to the data stored in the “Sites”
spreadsheet.
Display the results by selecting the “Grid” command button.
Note that when the “Field”is displayed, the label of this control toggels to “Field”.

Sub-Field Settings
These settings are used to specify a portion of the field to perform a model analysis upon. Similar
to breaking down a wafer into individual fields, the sub-Field setup breaks down a field into
analysis cells.
Use the (x,y) Size fields to specify the sub-Field window size and the (x,y) offset values to offset
the window relative to the center of the whole exposure field.
Display the field data to view the defined sub-Field’s layout on the exposure field.

S p e c if y in g F ie l d E x p o s u r e L a y o u t s
The Layout screen shown in Figure 26 allows the user to specify exposure conditions for the
individual fields of each wafer in the lot. Exposure variables include Focus, Exposure-Dose,
Numeric Aperture (NA), Sigma or Partial Coherence (PC) and the wafer-stage or slit scan
direction. PC is normally specified as the “PCo” or outer “Ring” value. Ring apertures can specify
values for PC outer and inner.
Exposure values are used in calibrations and the calculation of control parameters such as best
focus, proper exposure dose and the depth-of-focus. They can also be used for data exclusion or
limiting functions. Weir provides multiple controls to limit or exclude points based on their
exposure.
Metrology data variation is a function of the setup variables of the exposure tool. Data values can
systematically vary as a function of the exposure conditions of the die. For example, is the stage
moving to the right or left during the exposure or is the slit scanning up or down for the specific
field site.
Layout values may or may not be contained in the original data file. The presence of layout data is
a function of the metrology source. Layout can always be entered and modified from this screen.

Getting There
?? Main screen, “Layout” button. This is the default screen for the Weir Analysis.

Graphic Display
The default graphic is a square range-plot of the wafer. Measured fields are marked with a square,
tan colored range target. Measurements on each die are displayed as small circles placed out from
the center of the square. The distance from the center is proportional to the range scale displayed
at the bottom of the plot. This display provides a view of the variation in raw data across the fieldgrid location. The value of the variable -- focus, dose etc – selected will be displayed in a text box
superimposed upon the field location.
You can change the display graphic by modifying it’s value in the options directory. See the
section entitled “Setting Preferences and Defaults”.
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By default, a collapsed composite of all wafers in the lot are displayed. Individual wafers values
can be addressed by selecting the wafer number from the “Wafer” drop-down field located to the
left of the graphic area.
Array Origin
The array origin is the field surrounded by a dark box. The array origin can be changed to any
field by double-clicking the desired die.

Modifying Variable Values for One Specific Field
A single mouse-click of the left button on a field-text box will allow direct entry or modification
of the value for the field. If the Wafer drop-down field is set to “All”, all fields located at this
position will be modified.
When scan direction is the selected variable, clicking on a field will cycle the value from up to
down, left and then right.

Exposure-Entry Automation Controls
“Hide Field Text” check-box
Selecting this box will hide the variable text displayed on the wafer
field. This allows easier viewing of the range-data plot. Un-check the
box to re-view the variable values.
Array Format
The array format specifies the form of systematic change
experienced by the variable’s value. The variable’s value may be
selected to be Constant or to change in a systematic Serpentine,
Single-Scan or MultiScan mode. Figure 24 shows four graphic’s
described by each of these layouts.

Figure 24: Layout format selections for
automated entry of exposure values.

Note that the array origin need not be at a corner of the array. Scans are performed relative to the
Array Origin selected and the scan-direction command button chosen.
Constant
Insert the initial field setting value, specified below, into all of the fields of the selected wafer(s).
Serpentine
Starting at the array origin, move to the end of the row or column. The variable value for each new
field will change with each field position by the amount specified in the “Step” field. Negative
values decrease the field value with each step.
At the end of the row or column, step to the next row, reverse direction and continue filling in the
field variable values.
Single-Scan
Similar to serpentine, step each field along the row or column changing the field-variable value at
each step. At the end of the row/column raster back to the origin AND reset the next field’s value
to the value stored in the initial field setting.
Every row or column is repeated across the array
Multi-Scan
This format is similar to single-scan however, at the next field value continues to change with
each. The field is never reset back to the initial field setting.
Variable Field
Specifying Field Exposure Layouts
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Allows selection of the layout variable to be displayed. Variables are: Focus, Dose, NA (Numeric
Aperture), PC inner (Partial Coherence – inner ring), PC outer (Partial Coherence – outer ring) and
Scan Direction.
Wafer
Allows “All” or individual wafers to be selected for modification and display. Array formats and
variable values can be individually modified by focusing this field on the wafer number. Selecting
“All” will modify all wafers in the display simultaneously.
Initial Field Settings
Settings in this frame, shown in Figure 25, control the variable values entered into the layout of
the array, specify the incremental step value for the next field and specify the relative origin of the
field array to be filled.
?? Initial Field
?? The value that will be placed into the field
designated as the Array Origin.
?? Step
?? Field stepping value that will be added to
subsequent fields of the array in the format and
direction selected.
?? Direction
?? Specifies the location of the array relative to the
Array Origin.
Selecting any of the eight command buttons will reset the
array orientation relative to the origin.
Save

Figure 25: Controls for
setting up the initial field
value and the direction that
data entry will take.

Saves all layout values to the Spreadsheet located on the
“Layout” tab. Creates the tab if one does not already exist.
Update
Updates the layout and variables settings into the array and re-draws the array.
Draw
Re-draw the array without updating the graphic with new array and variable values.

S t e p -b y -S t e p T u t o r ia l : D e f in in g a n E x p o s u r e L a y o u t
Setting up a Serpentine Focus Variation
In this section we will go through a step-by-step account, illustrating how the exposure values of a
focus-dose matrix array can be specified using the automated layout controls of the Weir Main
screen. We want to specify a serpentine variation in focus across the wafer starting at 0.6 microns
defocus in the lower left and stepping from right-to-left in 0.1 um incrments. Follow the text boxes
illustrated in Figure 26.
Note: Values will be added to ALL wafers of the data set unless you first manually
select an individual wafer from the “Wafer” drop-down control.
a)

Select the “Layout” tab.

b) Press “Draw” to display the previously-centered array.
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c)

Change the “format” to “Serpentine”

d) Change “fo” (initial focus) to 0.6 and and “Step” to –0.1
e)

Double-click on the outer die, selecting it as the origin.
f) Select the relative location and travel direction of the
array you will be filling. In this case, click the origin button located as shown. For
this location, fields to the left and then upward of the origin die (step 5) will be filled
in.
g) Click on “Update” to fill in the array values. Then
click “Save” to save the data to the “Layout” spreadsheet.

Figure 26: Specifying Focus-variation layout.

Adding a Constant Partial Coherence Value to the Array
Now that we have set up the focus, we desire to specify a constant Sigma or Partial Coherence
(PC) for all die in the data set. Note that if PC varies from wafer to wafer, you need to first select
the appropriate wafer ID from the dropdown list. Refer to Figure 27 for this exercise.
Select the “PC_outer” variable
?? Note PC inner is used to define “ring” and other apertures.
Change the “format” to “Constant”
Change “PC” (initial sigma) to 0.63.

Step-by-Step Tutorial: Defining an Exposure Layout
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?? “Step” will automatically change to 0 because of the “Constant” setting.
?? With Constant settings, it is not necessary to set an origin die.

Figure 27: Specifying constant Partial Coherence in the layout.

Click on “Update” to fill in the array values. Then click “Save” to save the data to the
“Layout” spreadsheet.
Check that the Dose, NA etc values are correct. You can reset these values in the same
manner as this by changing the “Variable” field. This field will add additional rows as
additional-unique values are added to the array.
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Figure 29: Metrology data format selections for Visualization of Raw Data

Figure 29: Raw data metrology screen

Overview
Raw data imported from an Vendor’s file or a Weir Worksheet can be viewed using the
“Metrology” tab of the Weir Main Screen, see Figure 29. This screen will allow you to:
?? View the data by Wafer and Field layout basis,
?? Restrict the data under analysis based upon wafer number or the “Scan Direction”
settings specified on the “Layout” tab.
?? View multiple graphic displays including Vector, Histogram, Contour and XY-plot
formats with summary statistics
Step-by-Step Tutorial: Defining an Exposure Layout
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?? Remove selected components such as the Mean (Average) field or a fixed value.
?? Set data display thresholds to view data points that exceed upper and lower limits.
?? View the data as organized under several formats including average, Maximum,
Min/Max, IntraField Deviation (IFD) and Astigmatic (Y-value-Xvalue) formats.
?? Plot XY graph scatter plots based upon field and substrate position.
Notes:
?? Use the “Full Screen” check box in the upper right of the viewing area to expand the
display graphics to their maximum size.
?? The Wafer and Field tabs are used to select between view formats and to begin a data
plot.
?? Use the Escape “Esc” key to interrupt any analysis. The key must be depressed and held.

Statistics Display
The statistics shown to the right of a graphic reflect the data selected and restricted by the “Data
Selection” frame. Use the Statistics check box to turn statistics display on or off.

Definitions
IFD is the IntraField Deviation or maximum range of measurements in the exhibited dataset.
Astigmatism, the (Y-X) or (Horizontal – Vertical) feature measurement difference.
Astig(YXmax) , the maximum absolute Horizontal value – the maximum absolute Vertical feature
value. This represents the maximum split observed between horizontal and vertical features.

Display Selection
Specifies the format of the graph and the items to be viewed. This section will allow you to view
data using graphic tools such as the Vector Plot, Histogram, Contour and XY-graph scatter plots.
Control the display of Statistics and/or graphics on the viewer by using the Display Screen checkboxes
The “Scale” control is used to specify the vector plotting scale, in microns, of the display.

Component Removal
An analysis of the sources of variation in the data is enhanced by the ability to remove constant
values such as a fixed offset or mean field. The Mean Field is the average of all values for each
site.

Plot Format
The data format selection, shown in Figure 29, allows you to specify the format of the data
analyzed.
Field
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Whole Field

View all points on a Collapsed –field
basis.

View all data points as measured on the
substrate.

Field Mean

View data points averaged at each field

View the mean value for each field, one
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Field

Wafer
value per field location on the wafer.

site measured.
Field
Min/Max

View the maximum deviation from the
mean for each site on the field.

View the maximum deviation from the
mean for each field. One value per field
location.

IFD

View the IFD variation at each site

View the maximum spread of values for
each field location.

Astigmatism
Value

View the (Y-X) or (Horizontal – Vertical)
feature difference for each site.

View the value for each field on a range
plot.

Astigmatism
Mean

View the average astigmatism at each site/

View the average astigmatism for each
field.

Astigmatism
Max

View the maximum astigmatism at each
site.

Maximum measured astigmatism for
each field

Astigmatism
H-V Max

View the maximum (Y-X) or (Horizontal
– Vertical) feature variation at each site.

Maximum measure astigmatic variation
for each field.

XYplot
The XYplot scatter plot organizes data as a function of it’s position in rows and columns on the
wafer and field. Using the sections you can view Horizontal and Vertical feature metrology as well
as the average “(Horizontal + Vertical)/2” values, Figure 30.

Threshold
Two threshold sliders are located in the threshold frame of the screen, Figure 29. One slider
provides a setting for the maximum allowable value of the display, the other sets minimum values.
When a vector plot or range plot is displayed, values exceeding the maximum, or lower than the
minimum threshold will be displayed in red and their number summarized at the bottom of the
display.

Figure 30: Metrology XY Plot selections for Visualization of Raw Data
Change threshold settings by dragging the sliders with the mouse or by selecting the slider and
using the up/down arrow keys of the keyboard.

Selections Frame
The displayed values currently selected are summarized in this frame.

Step-by-Step Tutorial: Defining an Exposure Layout
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P S F M C a l i b ra t i o n I n t e rf a c e
Overview
The Weir Calibration interface shown in Figure 31 provides tools for the calibration of PSFM
Reticles, analysis of the “Best Focus” aberrations attributable to the aerial image of the lens and
storage of calibrations in the Weir Calibration Template library.
The “Best Focus” analysis is derived from the PSFM calibration’s determination of the optimum
focus for each site’s location within the exposure field. Calibrating an array of PSFM sites across
the exposure field will result in a systematic plotting of the wavefront focus uniformity. Because
the determination of focus at each site is derived from a regression calibration of the measured
data, the metrology has little influence in the calculation of the “Best Focus” surface of defocus
errors.
Each field site can have slightly different calibration values based upon the local variation of
partial coherence and numeric aberration at the site’s location and small variations that may exist
during the etching of the reticle. These calibration coefficients are stored within the Calibration
Template Library and can be used for future conversions of fixed-focus PSFM offset data into
focus values for full-wafer analyses of exposure tool and process performance.

Figure 31: Weir PSFM Calibration interface with additional controls visible for dose evaluation.
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Utilities located under the “Calibration” tab of this interface are used to calibrate the PSFM
Reticle. Calibrations can be performed for one site, or automatically for every site on the reticle.
Calibrations are later used to convert PSFM metrology data to focus values. The calibrations are
stored for future use in the Weir Calibration Template Library.
If every point in the field is calibrated, then the “Best Focus” of the lens can be analyzed using the
utilities on the “Best Focus” tab.
Be sure to monitor the first panel of the status bar at the bottom of the window for information on
the current state of any calibration. Holding down the “Esc” key will abort any ongoing analyses
or display.

Getting There
From the Weir PSFM main, layout screen use
?? The “Calibrate Tool Focus” button OR
?? Select the “Analyses/Calibrate Tool Focus and Best Focus” menu item.

Function
The PSFM Calibration screen converts focus or focus -dose matrix metrology information
into focus data for each unique combination of Dose, NA and PC .
The calibration coefficients, along with Best Focus modeled information, can be saved in the Weir
Template Library and used for future conversions.
Calibrations can also be used on self-analysis tools, such as FOCAL, to determine the Lens Best
Focus field.

Associated Worksheets

Spreadsheet Tab

Description

Calibration

Calibrations for every site on each exposure set plus summaries by
exposure.

FocusCalOffset

Data set of (X,Y) Calibration OFFSET values for each site’s calibration.
Created when the Offset tab and a vector or contour plot of the reticle is
selected.

FocusCalSlope

Data set of (X,Y) Calibration SLOPE values delta from the reticle’s
average X,Y slope for each site’s calibration. Created when the Offset tab
and a vector or contour plot of the reticle is selected

FocusCalResids

Calculated statistics for residuals to the calibration. Reflects the
distribution of residuals to each of the (X,Y) first order data fits for all of
the sites calibrated. Created when the Residuals tab is selected

FocusCalResiduals

Data set of (X,Y) residuals to the calibration.

Graphic Displays
Two graphics are displayed on this screen.

Step-by-Step Tutorial: Defining an Exposure Layout
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Field Site Layout
The location and pattern of sites on the PSFM reticle are displayed in the graphic to the right side
of the window shown in Figure 31. This graphic, shown in detail in Figure 33, displays a small
yellow square at each measured site on the field. When the screen first starts, Weir will select the
site closest to the center of the reticle exposure field and place a larger square at this point. The
site number is shown at the bottom of the graphic next to the “Select one point” button selection.
Using the Field Site Layout Control
Use this control to evaluate calibration performance on selected sites across the field before
calibrating “all points” on the reticle. The default selection is the site located closest to the center
of the field. Compare the uniformity and linearity of this site’s response to those located at the
corners and edges of the field. The edge-field these responses are typically the most critical and
contain the greatest amount of metrology noise. They
are therefore the optimum sites for setting up the
calibration curve-order and data culling controls,
located on the upper-left of the screen.
Moving the mouse over this field will highlight each
uncalibrated site with an “X” graphic. The action will
also update the site information -- site-number and
location on the field in mm -- in the title of the frame.
To calibrate a specific site, first move the mouse over
the site and then use the left mouse-button to doubleclick the “X” graphic. The calibration curve for the
site will then appear below and the site-number will
be inserted into label on the lower right side of the
control.
To calibrate the full PSFM reticle, click on the
“Select All Points” option button and then the
“Calibrate” command button.

Figure 33: Reticle site selection for
calibration

You can display the calibration curve for any site if
you have already performed an “All Points”
calibration by simply moving the mouse over each
site on this graphic and clicking, one time on the site.
The “Calibration” spreadsheet in the workbook
summarizes the calibration coefficients for each site
as well as a summary located on the extreme rightside of the spreadsheet.
Box in an area of the site-layout using the left mouse
button and select “Copy Area” from the pop-up menu
to place a copy of the graphic onto the system’s
clipboard. Clicking on the graphic with the rightmouse button will allow access to the Graphic
Options screen to set background colors and fonts.

C a l ib r a t in g a r e t ic l e s it e

Figure 33: Vector/Contour command
button. Controls that appear when
button is set to “Contour”

Use the “Fit Order” field to set the polynomial order
for fitting the calibration data. The polynomial orders-of-magnitude can be varied from one to six
with this control.
Double-Click with the left mouse-button on any field site in the layout control to calibration
individual sites. You can also use the left-mouse button to drag the “X” graphic to a new field site
for calibration.
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To calibrate the entire field, use the “Select All Points” option button and then press the
“Calibrate” command button.
Calibration Results Graphics
This portion of the screen displays the calibration curves and vector/contour plots for viewing the
calibrations performed on the reticle both graphically and by statistics.
Moving the mouse across a calibration plot will highlight focus and dose location values as well as
plot components such as data values and curve information. Use the left mouse-button to box in a
set of data points to copy a section of the graph into the clipboard or to cull – i.e. delete –
individual data points or the entire focus-field from the calibration data. Culled data can also be reinserted into the analysis using mouse-selection items from the “Restore … ” or “Clear … ” pop-up
menu.
The data associated with each plot can be viewed by selecting the “Data / View Data” menu
selection.
“Vector” or “Contour” Command button
This command button is active only when viewing data using the “Offset”, “Slope” or “Residuals”
graphic tabs. These tabs plot the entire reticle field showing the (X,Y) value of the calibration
coefficient – offset or slope -- at each reticle site. When this button displays “vector” a vector-plot
of the offset or slope data will be displayed reflecting the distribution of coefficients across the
field. Selecting the button one time will cause it, and the graphic, to switch to a “Contour” label.
When the button is set to “Contour”, new control selections will appear in the frame below “Data
Culling”, see Figure 33. See section “Contour and 3D Surface Plot Controls” on page 31 for
details on using the controls.
Raw Focus Tab
Plots a vector or contour plot of the optimum raw-focus calculated by the calibration for each site
on the reticle. This is a full-field display of the uniformity of focus across the calibration area.
The average (X,Y) focus for the field and it’s range statistics are display here and on the right side
of the “Calibration” spreadsheet.
The Raw Focus will be re-calculated when the “Best Focus” interface is entered after a full-field
calibration.
Focus Sigma
The “Calibration” spreadsheet reports the standard error or “Sigma” of the calibration as a single
summary statistics. The “Focus Sigma” tab display the standard errors in estimating the focus at
each site on the exposure field. Standard errors are plotted as vector or contour plots.
Use the “Focus Sigma” tab to validate the overall accuracy of focus calibration and to view it
variation across the full field of exposure. Any single sites exhibiting high sigma values should be
individually investigated and examined for poor metrology.
? ? Note: If the layout units used in specifying the exposure tool focus for the field are in microns, then
the calculated “Best Focus” of the template will be in microns – even if the metrology offsets are
specified in nanometers. Similarly, if the focus-matrix is specified in nanometers, the Weir PSFM
template focus output will be in nanometers.

D a t a C u l l in g d u r in g c a l ib r a t io n
Metrology data points can be removed from the analysis by:
?? Using the “Range” and “Astigmatism” controls located in the upper-left side of the
screen

Data Culling during calibration
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?? Drag a box around selected points using the left mouse-button and select the appropriate
item from the pop-up menu to remove individual data points or entire fields. Each “field”
culled by this method will remove all values for a given focus setting. Data points can
also be restored from this pop-up menu.
?? Drag a box around selected points in the Field Layout graphic to remove or restore
selected field sites.
Range Culling
The Range-cull field uses the residuals from the calibration curve to automatically remove
individual data points and re-calibrate a fitted curve. Data points removed from the analysis are
then plotted in “red” along with the remainder of the calibration curve and points. Range culling
looks at the residual data points of each site after a calibration and removes any points whose
residual exceeds the range value selection. Calibrations are re-performed until no new points are
removed.
Setting Range: A good technique is to select a site at one of the four corners of the reticle to test
culling. Observe the number of data culls from each calibration with the current range value. Also
observe the fit and location of the calibration line. The range value entered should be roughly the
offset value, in microns, representing the distance from the point to the calibration curve.
Start setting Range values at about 0.08 to 0.10 um for PSFM structures and at about 0.05 um for
phase gratings or Z-spin data. Remember, the Range cull factor responds to the distance of the
point from the calibration curve.
Use the Focus Maximum and Minimum drop-down selections to reduce the range of the
calibration if data points exhibit poor or nonlinear metrology at either extremity of the calibration
series. Culling data by limiting the focus range will result in greater uniformity of the final result
than by relying on the Range and Sigma fields. Use these latter fields for fine-tuning the
calibration.
The Residuals plot tab is a good pointer toward noisy areas of the field and the magnitude to use in
Range setting.

Astigmatic Culling
This setting is not a true measure of lens astigmatism aberration. Rather, it allows you to specify,
in microns, a maximum (Y-X) metrology threshold for each raw data point. The concept is that X
and Y offset values should be equal at any given site in the field. If the lens is slightly astigmatic,
the average (Y-X) value may vary from zero, however the variance about this mean should be
random. Poor metrology frequently results in large differences in the measured X and Y values.
Click the “Astigmatism” command button to display a histogram of all of the (Y-X) metrology
values for the data. If you enter a value, in microns, in the astigmatism field, the histogram
statistics will report the number of data points that will be removed based on the entered threshold.
The “Delta Max” and “Delta Min” reflect the variation of the astigmatic population from their
mean and can be used as a good first-estimate for the value to be placed into the control field.
Press the escape key at any time to halt this or any graphic display.

Mouse-culling
The best way to cull individual points that may be poorly measured is to first set the Range and
Astigmatism culling controls. Then calibrate all points on the reticle and finally plot out the slopevariation plot associated with the entire field.
The slope-plot shows the results of each sites calibration with the offset vector removed. This is
therefore a plot of the variation in slope response of the reticle. Any sites associated with poor
metrology will exhibit significantly larger vectors than their neighbors.
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To remove data points that bias the site’s calibration, first identify the site number or location of
the poor calibration. Then press the “Focus” tab to redisplay the offset versus focus graph and
finally click on the site’s location on the Field Layout plot. The site’s X-Y graph will appear.
?? Hint: You can easily identify a site’s number and location from the slope, offset or
residuals plot by using the left mouse-button to box in the base of the vector associated
with the site. Select the “Display selected data” menu item on the pop-up menu that
appears to display a spreadsheet with the data of the site.
When the X-Y graph is displayed, the offending data points should be easily visible. Simply box
in the data points you wish to remove and select the appropriate menu item from the pop-up menu.
The “Cull selected data points” will remove only those points selected while the “Cull Field
location” will remove all field points (and sites) associated with the focus value of the field-point
selected.
Use the pop-up menu’s “Restore culled … ” or “Clear all culled” menu selections to bring back the
data values into the analysis.
Finally, use the left-mouse button in conjunction with the Field Layout graphic to view or remove
selected sites from the field.

C a l i b r a t i o n L i mi t s F r a me
Controls in this frame limit the scope of the calibration. A set of calibrations will be performed for
every unique set of Numeric Aperture, Dose, PC-inner and PC-outer settings.
?? Wafer Control
?? Lists the wafer numbers recorded in the dataset. Select either “All” or individual
wafers to calibrate.
?? Scan Control
?? Lists the four scan directions. Select “All” or individual directions.
?? Numeric Control
?? Lists the Numeric Aperture values specified for the data set in the layout.
?? Select “All” or individual values for calibration.
?? PC-inner, PC-outer
?? Allows specification of the partial coherence values to calibrate.
?? Focus, Maximum/Minimum fields
?? Restricts the range of tool-focus values over which to calibrate the reticle. This is a
useful control when the range of focus value exceeds the linear ranger of the data.
?? Dose, Maximum/Minimum fields
?? Sets the range of dose or exposure values to use in the calibrations.
?? Dose values are specified in the layout segment of the data set and user-entered from
the Weir Main interface.
“Full Screen” Checkbox
Select this box to expand the Calibration Results graphic region to cover the full window.
Removal of the selection will return the graphic to normal size.

Calibration Limits Frame
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Calibrate Command button
Performs the calibration of image shift against the designated tool-focus. The analysis will be
conducted on the selected point or on all points on the reticle. During calibration the graphs for
each point are displayed in the Calibration Results window at the bottom of the screen. After
calibration, a full-field calibration of all points can re-display the X-Y calibration plot for
individual points by clicking the mouse pointer on the site on the reticle display you wish to
display. Double clicking the mouse on any site of the reticle display will re-calibrate the data.
The site number and it’s “Best Focus” value, in microns, for the selected site are displayed at the
top margin of the graphic area. The “Best Focus” value is the tool-focus setting at which the image
shift is zero.
Note:
?? The sign of the slope of the fitted-curve lines, X & Y either crossing OR running parallel
to each other, is a function of the PSFM target selected by the metrology. The relative
sign is not important for the calibration since the calibration is concerned with the point
at which the overlay "error" = 0.
?? The crossing of the x-axis – image shift=0 – of each fitted curve is the "Best Focus" for
that point in the lens.
?? X&Y curves that cross the x-axis of the graph are displaying astigmatism equal to the
separation of the two cross-over points.
?? Sign errors on the metrology tool do not matter with a PSFM calibration since they are
removed by calibrating the data to the sign and settings of the exposure-tool focus data.

W e i r C a l i b r a t i o n T e mp l a t e
After you have a compete calibration of the PSFM reticle, be sure to save the results into a Weir
Calibration Template. Saving the template will allow you to use it in future PSFM Reticle focus
conversions that duplicate the exposure values of the current analysis.
Select the menu item “Templates/Save” to save the current calibrations into a template of the same
name as the data table. You can also select the “Save As” option to rename and save the results to
a new name.

V ie w in g C a l ib r a t io n R e s u l t s
At least one calibration curve, and therefore an offset and a slope coefficient, is generated for each
selected site on the reticle. If the data contains more than one unique set of exposure values – NA,
PC and Dose -- then each site will contain an X and a Y axis calibration curve for each exposure
value.
A drop-down list of exposure settings will appear in the upper-right of this window if more than
one unique combination of exposure settings – NA,PC and Dose – are included in the data. The
label to it’s left displays the calculated “Best Focus” or zero-overlay crossing for the selected site
number.

XY Calibration Graph Interactions
After a calibration is performed, the software will default to display an XY plot of the two
calibration curves associated with the last site. Values of points on any XY plot can be viewed by
hovering the mouse above the point. A yellow note-box, such as shown for the “Series X” curve in
Figure 31, will appear with either the mouse’s (X,Y) location or the point’s value. To view an XY
calibration curve for a different site click the desired site’s location on the “Field Layout” graphic
shown in Figure 33.
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The title of the graph indicates the site number for the data displayed, it’s exposure values and the
number of points removed – culled – during the fit sequence.
To view a different calibration curve for the same site but a different exposure set:
?? Click on the exposure-values drop-down control listing and select the [Dose, NA, PCi,
PCo] value set from the list of all possible combination in the control.
?? Single-Click on the desired site location in the reticle sites plot.
Note: right clicking anywhere on the graphic will allow you to modify the graph
parameters, see the section “Customizing Graphics”, page 31 for more details.
Viewing Calibration Uniformity
When more than one site on a reticle is calibrated, each site is characterized by four coefficients. A
pair of (X, Y) offsets and a set of (X,Y) slope coefficient value. In this manner, the uniformity of
calibrations across the field can be viewed as a set of vectors whose base is located at each site.
The direction and magnitude of each vector is then defined by either the (X, Y) offset or (X,Y)
slope values for the site.
A table of statistics will be displayed to the right of the graphic when viewing the Offset and Slope
uniformity. These statistics describe the distribution of the selected coefficient across the reticle.
The left margin of the “Calibration Results” graphic window contains up to five (5) tabs. These

Figure 34: Calibration Slope Coefficients. Vector plot and statistics can be converted to a contour plot by clicking
on the “Vector/Contour” button and re -plotting.

tabs select the format of the graphic. Selection of any tab will cause the graphic to be generated.
?? Calibration Tab
?? Re-Displays the XY plot calibration curve for the selected site, Figure 33.
?? Select another site by moving the mouse to the field layout graphic and clicking on
the desired site.
?? Offset Tab
?? Displays a vector plot of the field showing the calibration offset value as an (x,y)
vector at each site.
?? Note, this is not a plot of “Best Focus” values for the lens, it is a plot of calibration
offsets.
Viewing Calibration Results
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?? Look for sites with large offsets or changes in direction with respect to their near
neighbors.
?? Look for sites in which the magnitude of the X and Y offset vary greatly. This is
either Astigmatism or, if only on one or two sites, metrology error.
?? In general, offset values are related to focus. The direction and magnitude of the
offset vector should transition smoothly from site-to-site as focus would. Sites that
stand out from their neighbors are most likely the result of poor metrology. Use the
Range and Sigma fields to correct the calibration if the calibration curve for this site
exhibits only one or two poor readings. In the rare extreme case where you cannot
correct the error using data culling, remove the site from the data.
?? Slope Tab
?? Displays a vector plot of the calibration slope for each site AFTER the mean slope
has been removed from the dataset, Figure 34. The mean slope is displayed in the
title of the graph.
?? Similar to the Offset tab, an examination of these slope residuals yields information
on the health of the calibration. Poor slope results are most likely the result of one or
two poor metrology readings.
?? Calibration Slope is a 1st order function of Numeric Aperture. The slope is a 2nd order
function of the partial coherence of the exposure illumination. Variations in slope
across the reticle are therefore related to illumination condition non-unifomities,
particularly a variation in the partial coherence.
?? Residuals Tab
?? Displays a range plot of the
residuals to the calibration for
each site on the reticle, Figure
35. A reticle site containing a
total of ten measured points for
it’s calibration will therefore
exhibit a “target” centered at the
site’s location with ten metrology
residual points located around it
reflecting the magnitude and sign
of each residual in X and Y.
?? Each site will exhibit a larger
circle or target around it. This
circle represents a maximum
range of the measurement, it’s
value is indicated in the “Scale”
indicator at the bottom of the
plot. In Figure 35 the target’s
range value has been set to 0.029
micron. Points touching the
Figure 35: Calibration Residuals range
target circle will contain an error
plot. Note the large residual’s scatter in
equal to that of the scale, in this
the two sites of the upper -left of the field.
case 0.029 micron. Those half
the radius to the circle will have
a value of ½ * 0.029 =0.0145 micron etc. The sign and magnitude of each (X,Y)
vector for each metrology point’s residual are included in this display. A metrology
residual of (-0.01, +0.029) would therefore have a smaller circle or “shot” located to
the left of the site’s center approximately ½ way to the circle and up above the center
a distance equal to the radius of the circle.
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Figure 36: Determining proper Exposure Dose.
Left:

“DoF” tab plot of PSFM offset as a function of the focus; one curve for each exposure-dose setting.

Center: Slope_Dose tab plot of the calibration slope variance as a function of the exposure dose.
Right: “Non-Linearity” tab plot of calibration nonlinearity as a function of the exposure dose.
?? Hint: Use the left mouse-button and box in the entire field. Select the “Plotselected data/Histogram” pop-up menu to display a histogram of the residuals
or to view data points.

E x p o s u r e D o s e D e t e r mi n a t i o n
Focus monitors are sensitive to the construction of the metrology paterns and the exposure
conditions of the tool. Therefore, when first starting to analyze focus, when the process has
changed significantly or after a new reticle is received, the optimum dose should be determined.
The optimum exposure dose will vary slightly from that used for normal production. Dose will
influence the slope of the calibration, the levels of residuals and the variation in calibration slope
uniformity across the exposure field.
Weir PSFM provides three tools for the determination of optimum dose The tabs that provide
access to these tools appear only when dose variations exist in the data workbook. These three tabs
cen be seen in the lower left corner of Figure 31 and include:
?? DOF (Depth of Focus) tab
?? Dose_Slope
?? Non-Linearity
The generated graphs associated with each tab are shown in Figure 36.

DOF (Depth of Focus) Tab
The DOF tab plots the mark offset as a function of the exposure tool focus, left plot on Figure 36.
Similar to a process window “smile” plot, one curve is generated for each dose setting.
A calibration of at least one field site must be performed prior to viewing this graph. It is best to
select only one reticle site to minimize the amount of data displayed. Comparison of field-center to
field edge/corner plots can sometimes yield interesting information.
The dose- curve that exhibits the greatest exposure range, slope and linearity is the optimum
dosage. In the example shown, the 21 mj curve is optimum
Results are summarized on spreadsheet “DoseResponse”.
?? Hint: See the “Index” spreadsheet generated with each data workbook for the most
current listing of spreadsheets.
Exposure Dose Determination
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Dose Slope Tab
This Dose-Slope tab plots the range of calibration slope and offset coefficients for each exposure
level in the data in the data set as shown in the center of Figure 36. This tool is best used when
multiple sites per field have been calibrated.
The optimum dose is the one exhibiting the minimum spread in range and maximum average
value for the slopes-of-calibrations associated with all the sites on the field. Figure 36 – center -displays a data set for which the dose around 21 mj is the optimum exposure value for a PSFM
exposure.
See also the discussion centering on Figure 8, page 18. See the section on “Dose Optimization”
for additional details.

Non-Linearity Tab
The “Non-Linearity” tab’s plot each site’s calibration curve nonlinearity as a function of dose is
shown on the right side of the figure. This analysis requires that multiple sites be calibrated across
the field. A boxplot show the range and mean of the calibrations variance from a basic first-order
reponse. The objective with this plot is to find the dose that yields the population with the smallest
range and deviation from zero.
Note that this anlaysis recommends both 20 and 22 mj as potential optimum responses. However,
the analysis is biased by the greater range of measurements fo the 21 mj dose as seen in the blue
curve of the DoF plot on the left-side of the figure.

Calibration Notes:
?? The Dose tab is used to center or select the optimum dosage for a PSFM or PGM feature
calibration. This exercise should only be necessary when first setting up a PSFM reticle
on a new process.
?? Overexposure of the reticle will result in very weak response if any to focus variations.
?? The Offset, Slope and Residuals tab tools help in the evaluation of a full-reticle
calibration sequence. They provide a information on the quality of the sites and
metrology values as well.
?? A site exhibiting a vector offset that varies greatly from its neighbors should either
be re-calibrated or excluded from the calibration. This site may be a manufacturing
fault if the slope for this site is also significantly different from it’s neighbors.
?? Systematic errors observed in this graphic are a measure of the NA and PC variation
across the exposure field.
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Overview; Aerial Image Interactions
A lens wavefront is not flat but rather an expanding section of a spherical image. Upon close
examination, this surface is not a perfect sphere but will yield small but significant distortions
caused by aberrations. Aberrations tend to locally shift or perturb the wavefront in three
dimensions, parallel to and normal to the optical axis of the lens system.
Therefore, as the imaging wavefront encounters the photoresist we have a spherical wavefront
impacting upon a “flat” photoresist surface. Aberrations parallel to the optical axis result in focus
errors and can be measured by the Phase Shift Focus Monitor (PSFM) and by other means.
If the focus aberrations are uniformly offset across the whole exposure field, then the aberration is
simply known as a piston error.
If the radius of the wavefront exceeds the capture range of the flat plane within the photoresist,
then the lens will appear to have curvature. That is, the center will focus at a point different from
the edges of the field.
Likewise, a photoresist plane that is excessively sloped, that is non-normal, relative to the optical
axis will exhibit tilt errors. That is, focus at one corner or edge will differ significantly from focus
at the opposite corner or edge.
Higher order aberrations such as coma, astigmatism, pincushion etc will result in stronger local
responses of the wavefront.
If we were to plot the optical or focus-axis errors of the wavefront across the exposure, we have a
three dimensional contour plot. This contour plot represents the field deviation from a flat plane
and, for any given (X,Y) point in the field, has a varying optimum or “Best Focus” location along
the optical axis of the tool. These aberrations were first quantified in the Seidel Ikonel and have
since been expanded to include the symmetric responses modeled by the Zernike polynomials.
When indirectly measuring this wavefront in photoresist or some other recoding media, the
measured image exhibits an additional set of perturbations contributed by the imaging system’s
electronic and mechanical subassemblies and by variations in the media itself. These perturbations
are caused by:
?? Improper exposure tool focus calibration,
?? Bowing and tilt of the reticle on the platen,
?? Reticle stage scanning errors caused by pitch, yaw and roll of the reticle stage’s path of
movement (scanners only),
?? A blurring of feature contrast in the reticle-scan direction with respect to a similar feature
edge on the slit side of the image (scanners only),
?? A difference in size and blurring of the image between top, center and bottom of the
image caused by scan speed fluctuations or scan non-linearity. This is typically a scanner
phenomenon but may be seen in some stepper lenses caused by variations in contrast (i.e.
similar to the Modular Transfer Function or MTF) due to illumination coherence
nonuniformity.
?? Tilt of the optical column with respect to the wafer and reticle planes,
?? Improper Tilt of the wafer in total or at each exposure due to stage settling errors, local
wafer flatness, electronic signal hysteresis and bearing-pop from the stage.
Exposure Dose Determination
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?? Improper focus of the wafer due to autofocus errors, wafer flatness and improper
calibration of the lens-to-wafer height sensor.
?? Bowing and higher order systematic distortions of the wafer caused by back-side
contamination, films, focus response to grain structure, reflectivity and chucking.
and other error sources. All of these sources of secondary perturbations make it difficult to directly
measure lens errors from images in a recording media. However, the Weir PSFM software can
remove many of these added perturbations allowing a better view of the aberrations of the aerial
image.
When a reticle is exposed at multiple fields across one or more wafers and the field metrology is
averaged, all of the media perturbations are also averaged into the exposure. This can be a
reasonable estimation of the aberrations if careful wafer selection for flatness is performed and
exposures are restricted to the wafer center. However, many stage and wafer aberrations are in
themselves strongly systematic in nature and thereby add to the averaged image.
A better method of aerial image measurement is achieved by setting the across-wafer exposures
into a focus matrix of PSFM reticle images. The metrology is then applied to the Weir PSFM
Calibration and each reticle site is calibrated to a known offset and focus by the formula:
Overlay = “Tool Focus” * Slope + Offset
Where Overlay is the input metrology and “Tool Focus” is the exposure tool focus-input setting
for the field position.
The PSFM reticle exhibits a known linear response to focus. Therefore the calibration serves to
remove the errors contributed by the metrology tool, wafer and the reticle and stage non-linearity.
Now, rearranging the PSFM calibration formula:
Tool Focus = (Overla y – Offset) / Slope
Where the “Tool Focus” variable represents the optimum or ‘best’focus for that site on the
exposure field. The individual site’s offset and slope calibration values must be used.
The PSFM Reticle calibration sequence across the focus matrix has removed all of the errors
associated with the sub-assemblies of the tool leaving only the lens or aerial image. The focus
surface described by the site matrix of the reticle is called the “Best Focus” surface and can then
be evaluated to describe the aberrations of the lens system.

Notes on Aerial Image Evaluation
?? The average Wafer Tilt cannot be de-convolved from the reticle tilt using this method.
Tilt reading reflect both contributions. Use the Weir Fixed-Focus analysis to separate true
reticle from wafer tilt.
?? A full field stepper exposure can be used on the Best Focus surface to model classic
aberrations such as coma, astigmatism, curvature, spherical aberration (with varying
entrance pupil size) and distortion. The Zernike model can also be applied to this surface
with validity.
?? The Best Focus surface of a Scanner exhibits the lens aberrations when Vertical features
(X axis) are evaluated and scan perturbations with Horizontal (Y axis) features.
?? “Static” or non-scanned images can be used to evaluate aberrations across the slit.
?? The scanning process will blur focus errors in the Y or scan direction. Horizontal
edges will exhibit less contrast than vertically oriented features.
?? The scan path can exhibit strong systematic errors and will be modeled along the height
of the image.
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?? Systematic scan errors can be studied as a separate function of scan direction if the
direction of exposure is fixed or is entered into the data using the Weir Main
interface and layout tools, see section “Specifying Field Exposure Layouts” on page
50.
?? Be sure to save the calibration template after you complete a Best Focus analysis.
Inclusion of the “Best Focus” field with each calibration will provide improved focus
data modeling in the Fixed-Focus analyses by removing the Best Focus rather than an
average field from the data. See section “Weir PSFM Calibration Templates” on page 28
for details.
?? The “Best Focus” surface always reports Focus Errors. Selection of the Focus Calibration
tab in the Weir Options interface has no influence on these calculations. See the section
“Setting Preferences and Defaults” on page 46 for more information.

Measuring the “Best Focus” Surface
Focus aberrations are both systematic and random in their origin. When they are systematic, they
can be modeled and corrected. To model the aberrations, a system must either measure the
wavefront directly or measure an artifact image. Each measurement serves as a data point in the
calculation of the modeled constants.
Focus is measured by exposing a number of images and systematically changing the exposure tool
focus from image to image. Plotting a feature’s size or width across focus yields a elliptical curve
whose peak is centered at the optimum focus for that feature. A PSFM reticle image behaves
differently in that the feature will offset or shift it’s lateral position as a linear function of the
distance from optimum focus. Optimum focus therefore is located at the curve point of zero-offset.
If one of the exposed and measured images were to be located at the exact focus it should have
zero offset for a PSFM reticle and a maximum peak value feature width value. In reality, this is
not true because of all of the metrology error sources listed earlier in this section. Therefore to
determine the focus point and minimize the contribution of these errors, we need to model and plot
the curve, using this model to predict the true focus.
Based on the discussion of the last section, we now realize that the results of such a calibration
will yield the optimum focus for only that one (X,Y) location in the field. To determine focus
across a broader area we must repeat the calculate over an array of points, each point located at a
different (X,Y) location. The resulting calculations will then generate an array of focus values, one
for each (X,Y) location, that can then be modeled for systematic aberrations such as piston, tilt,
curvature, astigmatism, coma etc.
This final array of (Focus, X, Y) values is the “Best Focus”, optimum focus field of the lens. This
array is the best calculation of the field that can be made and minimizes the metrology errors
described above. The surface will vary with Numeric Aperture, Partial Coherence and any
mechanical aberrations introduced by the optic lens system including bowing of the object reticle
due to improper clamping or, in the case of scanning-slit tools, scan stage errors.
Stage movements, slit-scan inhomogeneity, tool auto-focus accuracy and wafer leveling will also
influence final tool focus performance. Images at a constant focus must be evaluated across the
wafer(s) to evaluate the contribution of these errors.

Modeling the “Best Focus” Surface
The Best Focus surface model functions equally well for full-field exposure steppers and slit
scanners. The model separately addresses each row and column of the field with a second order
model yielding information of focus offset, tilt and curvature. The construction of the model
allows it to address lens or slit errors of the field differently form that of the scan. Model
coefficient values are stored and summarized on the “BestFocusModel” spreadsheet.
Modeling the “Best Focus” Surface
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For a scanner, the individual modeled row and column results are used to estimate the true lens
aberrations and separately, the pitch, yaw and roll of the reticle as it is scanned during the
exposure.
A stepper, which exposes the entire lens image in one shot, can simply address the summary of
individual row and column models to obtain a full field model. This is the same model reported in
the Best Focus statistics. This method of analysis has been tested and found to correlate highly
with a full-field application in two dimensions of standard stepper models. Separately, a full-field
Analysis model of the aberrations is also conducted and the results stored on the worksheet.

B e s t F o c u s A n a l y s is
The Best Focus surface is derived from the results of the Reticle or Focus Calibration. Be sure to
monitor the first panel of the status bar at the bottom of the window for update information on the
program status. You can interrupt any analyses by holding down the “Esc” key.

Getting There
?? Main screen, “Calibrate Tool Focus” button OR
?? Selecting the “Calibration/Calibrate Tool Focus” menu item.
After calibrating the data set, select the “Best Focus” tab.
Function
Convert reticle metrology calibration information into a Best Focus estimation of the lens
aberrations.
For reticles, the calibrations along with Best Focus modeled information can be saved in the Weir
Template Library and used for future conversions. Saving the Best Focus surface and it’s model
will allow you to later remove these values from the data to visualize the true contribution of autofocus, wafer-leveling and stage and slit scanning.
Associated Worksheets
Spreadsheet name
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Description

Best Focus

Modeled field Best Focus including individual row and column
models.

BFmeanSurface,
BfmeanSurface_Fitted
BFmeanSurface_Residuals
BFmeanSurface_RawFocus

Created whenever a Contour plot of the Raw, Fitted, or residuals
surface is calculated. Contains a surface array of data showing
the calculated surface values at each point.

Best Focus Model

Summarizes the model results of best focus on an exposure, row
and column basis. Also provides tables summarizing the row and
column models maximum, minimum, mean and standard error
analysis based on exposure.

Best Focus Model Data

Spreadsheet of data sorted by reticle site and location exhibiting
the focus, model-fitted and model-residual values for every point
on the Best Focus aerial image.

Best Focus Analysis

The spreadsheet data of this sheet can be directly used with the
Excel® plotting utilities for surface plotting.

“Best Focus” tab Interface

Calculate Command Button
Forces modeling of the data.
Full Screen Checkbox
Select this box to expand the graphic region to cover the full window. Removal of the selection
will return the graphic to normal size.
Variable Selection Check-Boxes
Wafer, Dose, NA and Partial Coherence values contained in the data are shown in these boxes.
Use the mouse to check all those that you wish to include in the analysis.
Viewing “Best Focus” Results
The exposure set drop-down control located at the top right of the graphic area will appear only if
more than one unique exposure set exists in the data.
The display scale of the graphic can be set by entering a value in the Scale field, set to 0.17 micron

Figure 37: "Best Focus" of modeled systematic errors from the Lens Aerial Image for one exposure set.
Best Focus Analysis
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in Figure 37. Setting the entry to 0.0 allows the graphic to automatically set scaling.
“Slit” and “Scan” direction values will be reported when the exposure tool type, selected in the
Weir Main interface, is defined as a scanner. When a stepper is being used, the “Slit” column will
be reported as “X focus” data and the “Scan” column as “Y focus”.
Selecting a graphic tab will display the graphic and/or statistics. Graphic and statistics are
displayed if their check boxes, located above the “Focus Uniformity” tab, are selected.
Focus
Uniformity

Analyzes the modeled Best Focus values, see Figure 37. Note that only the
aberrations associated with those selected in the coefficient check boxes – Piston,
Tilt and Curvature – are displayed.

Residuals

Displays the residuals to the model coefficients selected in the aberration
selection check boxes.

Raw Focus

Displays the raw “Best Focus” data field and statistics.

Modeled and Residual Data Display
Definitions of the statistics displayed can be found in the appendix under “Modeled Statistics
Definitions” on page 153. The analysis ALWAYS fits a full, three coefficient model to the data;
Piston, Tilt and Curvature. The coefficient values are also always reported in the middle section of
the table under the “Model” heading, see Figure 37.
When the “Focus Uniformity” tab is clicked then the data displayed are the values for each site as
calculated by the coefficients selected in the three check boxes above the display. For example, if
only the Curvature is selected, then only the curvature calculated values are displayed. The
Curvature data will also be reported in the statistics at the top of the statistics table and in the
“Fitted Stats” section located at the bottom of the display.
If all of the coefficients are un-checked then Weir defaults to a display of the “Raw” data, just as if
the “RawFocus” tab were selected.
All of the residuals to the selected coefficients are reported when the “Residuals” tab is selected.
Again, if the Curvature check box is selected, then the residuals displayed on the plot and reported
at the top and in the “Residual Stats” (bottom) section of the statistics table contains all of the
residuals to the model coefficients plus the systematic components attributable to Piston and Tilt.
That is, everything but the Curvature data.
Exposure Tool Performance Simulation
The coefficient check boxes allow
you to visualize the error budget
contributions of the selected
coefficients and examine the
anticipated tool performance if the
coefficient is corrected. For
example, if the Tilt check box is
selected – Piston and Curvature are
not selected – then clicking on the
“FocusUniformity” tab displays an
analysis of the Tilt contribution to
the focus error budget. Conversely,
selecting the “Residuals” tab
displays the anticipated
performance level of the tool
should the modeled tilt values be
corrected.
Display Graphics
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Figure 38: Best Focus histogram display

“Best Focus” tab Interface

Five radio-buttons provide a selection of graphics to display in the frame at the bottom of the
window:
?? Vector Plot
?? Histogram
?? Contour Plot
?? 3D-surface Plot
?? XY-Plot
Figure 39: Contour and 3D plot options.
Vector Plot and Histogram
graphics are conventional in
that the (X,Y) focus values are displayed. Histograms will display X (slit) values at the top of the
graphic and Y (scan) at the bottom thereby allowing a direct comparison of the distributions, see
Figure 38.
Contour and 3D plots
A new set of selections, shown in Figure 39, appears when contour or 3D plot variables are
selected. The Interpolation functions are described in section “Contour and 3D Surface Plot
Controls” on page 31.
Three plot feature options are presented to allow you to visualize the focus behavior of scanners
and astigmatic lenses. The “Mean” value will plot the “(Xfocus + Yfocus)/2” focus surface across
the aerial image for the model coefficient selections chosen.
“Xreg” plot features will show you have focus, primarily influenced by the lens or slit of a scanner
varies. This behavior will be replicated by an vertical feature edges on the patterning.
If you are interested in the influence of the scan on the image, select the “Yreg” plot feature. This
also represents how horizontal features edges will replicate across the image.
XY Plots
The XY-Plot check box also opens a second frame of selections as shown in Figure 40. You select
the data to plot on the y (ordinate) axis by using the three coefficient check-boxes for modeled
data points and those in the “Ordinate” frame for Raw Data display. The “Scale” field does not
influence this graphic. Right-click on the graph to modify it’s display.
When coefficient values are selected you can view their contribution by selecting the “Focus
Uniformity” tab. The “Residuals” tab will remove their systematic contributions from the display.
Raw Focus = “Focus from Coefficients Selected” + Residuals
When more than one coefficient is selected you will see only the final systematic focus values as
modeled. The graphic does not plot individual coefficient values only their effect at each field site.

Best Focus Analysis
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Figure 40: XY plot of raw Best Focus data across the field for vertical (X) features. Notice that the Y axis “Plot
Gridline” option was selected for this plot.
You can control the displayed data and add “Raw Data” plotting by considering the following
selections:
Section

Option

Rows

Plots selected data as a
function of their Y-axis
height on the field.

For a vertical scanning system
(horizontal slit), this will allow
viewing of aberration variation
resulting from the scanning stage

Columns

Plot aberration as a function
of their X-axis or columnar
position on the field.

For a vertical scanning system, this
allows viewing of aberrations across
the slit, due to the lens.

If un-checked, only
modeled aberrations will be
plotted.

Spreading of plots between horizontal
and vertical features indicate
astigmatism.

When checked, raw data
can be imposed upon the
modeled data.
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Comments

Select whether Row or
Column position values will
be displayed on the X-axis
of the plot

Abscissa
Frame

Ordinate
Frame

Function

“Best Focus” tab Interface

Section

Option

Function

Comments

Horizontal

Display metrology raw
values from horizontal
features.

Y data display

Vertical

Display metrology raw
values from vertical
features.

X data display

Mean

Displays mean-focus
(H+V)/2 values

Selecting the polynomial check-box next to any of the ordinate display options will fit a 4th order
curve to the selected raw data as shown for the vertical raw focus data of the figure.

Performing a Weir PSFM Reticle Calibration; Step-by-Step
The following reticle calibration sequence is used for two primary functions; the calibration of
PSFM Reticles and to characterize exposure-tool lens performance. The best estimate of the aerial
image of a lens, independent of the recording media and mechanical perturbations, is achieved by
using the tools involved in the Weir reticle calibration interface.

Figure 41: PSFM Reticle calibration and Best Focus anal ysis sequence.
Note: The exception to this statement lies in the measurement of system Tilt. A reticle calibration
– “Best Focus” – analysis of tilt reports the composite wafer-stage and reticle-platen tilt. To
determine separate values of wafer-stage, reticle-platen and column-orthogonality, use the Weir
Focus Uniformity modeled analysis described in section “Weir Focus Uniformity Interface” on
page 79.
A PSFM Reticle must be calibrated at least one time for each unique set of exposure conditions.
Calibrations are primarily dependant upon the Partial Coherence (PC) and Numeric Aperture (NA)
values as shown in section “The PSFM Reticle” on page 11. There is also a low dependence upon
the exposure dose but variations of less than 10% can be easily tolerated.
You can calibrate a PSFM Reticle in four easy steps shown in Figure 41:
?? Import the data and define the layout for exposures.
?? See section “Data Import and Layout” on page 48.
?? Calibrate the reticle
Performing a Weir PSFM Reticle Calibration; Step-by-Step
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?? See section ”Error! Reference source not found. ” on page Error! Bookmark not
defined. .
?? Since the Weir PSFM software automatically calculates the calibrations for every
unique exposure and site, this step typically involves only entering the “Calibration”
interface and pressing the command button.
?? Optionally, calculate the “Best Focus” aerial image response for the exposure tool.
?? See section ”Best Focus Analysis” on page 72.
?? This step is only required if you wish to characterize the exposure tool image for
aberrations and tuning OR you will be using the “Best Focus” image to remove the
lens contributions during the focus-uniformity analysis.
?? Save the calibration into the template library.
?? See section “Working with Templates” on page 28.
?? Weir PSFM Calibrations can be saved using the “Templates/Save” menu function.
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We i r F o c u s U n i f o r m i t y I n t e r f a c e
Overview
The interface has two sections that allow the user to select and calibrate subsets of the data and
analyze the results using graphics, models and statistics. The two interfaces are:
?? Calibrate
?? Provides selection of data sub-sets selected by wafer or any of the field-exposure
values or value ranges.
?? Cull data by individual points or by Range and Sigma.
?? Use the mouse to display or plot selected subsets of data
?? Analysis
?? Analyze the selected subset of data as a function of its location in the lot, wafer and
field.
?? Data points can be culled using the mouse.
?? View scan, lens, or wafer sub-areas of data by selecting them with the mouse
and then plotting or saving them into new spreadsheets.
?? Model systematic wafer and field changes
?? View raw, modeled and residual errors for any combination of modeled
coefficients.
?? Remove raw, modeled or fixed-value components from the data prior to
visualize variation from a fixed value.
?? Pre-sort analyzed data to view subsets from the whole field, calculated average
field, the absolute maximum value per field or as a function of the IntraField
Deviation (IFD) for each field.
?? View graphics such as XY plots, Vector, histogram, range, contour and field
plots of the data.
?? Simulate data performance after systematic errors are removed.
?? Precision
?? Calculate the precision components of the data to display a table of one-sigma
variations of the data populations.
?? The precision tab can be used to investigate the contributors to the error-budget
of the system and it’s electro-optical subassemblies.

Screen Navigation, Weir Process Analysis
Figure 42 shows the Weir PSFM interface and it’s major navigation points.
?? New Weir data workbooks can be opened from the “File/Open” menu
?? At startup, the “Grid, Focus Data” selection will display a wafer plot of the last
“RawFocus” data set created. In this screen you can choose a subset of the data before
proceeding to the next analysis tab. At any point in later analysis, you may return to this
screen and re-select and recalibrate another data subset.
Performing a Weir PSFM Reticle Calibration; Step-by-Step
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?? Note that when data points are culled using the mouse they are NOT removed from
the original data set and can be recovered by re-calibration into a new focus set.

Notes:
?? Weir standard data format workbooks can be directly opened into this screen using the
“File/Open” menu command.

Figure 42: Navigation on the Weir Focus Uniformity interface
?? Weir imports the X and Y overlay data worksheet but will use the last-created
“RawFocus” data sheet if the data is not re-calibrated.
?? The raw overlay data is input is typically the first sheet of the workbook and it’s tab
has the same name as that of the workbook.
?? If only X and Y data are present, Weir will add a third “Mean” column representing the
average of the X and Y readings.
?? Any type of data in a Weir Standard workbook can be analyzed in this interface but the
software will import only the first three data columns, ”F” through “H”.
?? Data is NOT restricted to fixed focus and dose metrology. Conversions for focus and
dose matrices are valid.

“Calibrate” Tab
Getting There
?? From the Main Menu select “Analyses/ Focus Uniformity” , Calibration tab OR
?? Select the “Focus Uniformity” icon from the Main Screen button bar; use the Calibration
tab.

Function
?? Provides utilities for:
?? Data selection
?? Automated data culling with Range and Sigma
?? Conversion of fixed or variable exposure-tool focus overlay metrology into true
focus values using the Weir PSFM Calibration Template from the Template library.
?? The focus data set output of this analysis is analyzed using the programs of the
“Analysis” tab for this window. See the section on “Stage and Scan Analysis of Data ”
for further information
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?? Be sure to monitor the first panel of the status panel bar located at the bottom of the
window for the current status of any calibration.
?? Holding down the “Esc” key may interrupt any calibration or analysis sequence.

Associated Worksheet
Stores the converted focus data under the “RawFocus” tab of the data file workbook.

Focus Conversion Controls
The Data Selection interface, shown in Figure 43, has four frames of data control:
1) The “Calibration Limits”,
2) Data “Cull”,
3) “Conversion Options” and
4) Grid and Templates tab.
Notice that each time a selection is changed, the wafer graphic display under the “Grid” tab,
shown in Figure 43, will refresh with the new set of data. Data selection is performed on two
levels:
?? On a Wafer or Field-by-Field basis
?? Select exposure options in the “Calibration Limits” frame
?? On an individual data point basis

Figure 43: Data Sub -Set Selection and Focus Conversion Screen
“Calibrate” Tab
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?? Use the mouse to select and manually cull data points from the wafer graphic in the
“Data Layout Display” frame.

Calibration Limits frame
Displays all of the field exposure values contained in the dataset. Provides controls to limit the
range of wafers IDs, dose and the scan-direction to analyze. Controls are also provided to select
unique coherence and Numeric Aperture values.
Double-clicking on the “All” check-box exposure fields – wafer ID, dose and scan – is an easy
way of excluding only one or two values from a large data set. Double-clicking will toggle the
display between the “All” selection for the box and the checking of every item in the list. This
allows you to then un-check individual items to exclude them from the data

Cull Frame
Provides utilities for automatically culling data points. Controls include:
?? Range
?? Sigma
?? Delta check box
?? When selected, data will be culled from about the average value of the population.
?? When NOT selected, data spread is culled around the Zero error value.
Calculate/Re-Calculate Command
button
Initiates the conversion sequence
based upon the current data and
selected template. The extent of the
data calibrated is set in the
“Calibration Limits” analysis frame.
Calibration Options frame
Provides a graphic of the field layout
when the “lot” radio button is
selected and the calibration template
field layout when “Template” is
selected.
The unique exposure values of the
data set are displayed in the window
directly above this graphic.
Templates tab
Provides selection to the Weir PSFM
Figure 44: "Templates" tab fields for PSFM focus
Calibration templates currently stored
conversion.
in the Template Library. As each
template is selected from the drop-down field shown in Figure 44, it’s layout is updated into the
template field-layout graphic to the left. The Reticle ID and Comments entries for the selected
template are displayed below the name field.
Grid Tab
Data for the raw overlay data file can be viewed by selecting the “Raw Data” radio button located
on the Grid Tab of Figure 43. Data points selected and converted to focus values are viewed when
the “Focus Data” button is selected.
Note that you need to display the Focus Data on this graphic to remove data points by using the
mouse.
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Conversion Options Frame
Selects the method of focus conversion. There are four options available:
All Sites

Calibrates each data site on the field with it’s corresponding site
location, Dose, NA and Partial Coherence in the template.
This is the most accurate method of focus conversion.

Center

Uses the center site of the reticle to convert all sites in the dataset.
Assumes all other sites use the same calibration coefficients.

Center
Column

Typically used with horizontal slit scanners. Uses the site closest to the
center of the lens and across the slit to calibrate each row of each field
in the data set.

Center
Row

Used with vertical slit scanners. Uses the site closest to the center of
the lens and across the slit for each row to calibrate each column of
each field of the data set.

“Defeats” Frame
Provides the ability to override the exact requirements of exposure matching. Typically a template
is calibrated for a specific exposure. Each exposure is defined by it’s unique combination of Dose,
NA, PCi and PCo values. If the exposure values stored for a field do not match this exact
combination, the data of the field will be ignored in the focus conversion.
Selecting any of the check-boxes in this frame will tell the Weir conversion software to ignore the
matching requirement.
Notes:
?? Remember that focus values resulting from the conversion can be viewed as either focus
errors from zero focus or as tool focus calibrations. The method of calculation is
determined from the main menu’s Tools/Options selection, see section “Setting
Preferences and Defaults” on page 46. The current setting is reported in the graphics
outputs and the frame highlights.
?? Right-click on the graphic to change the graphic properties including scale, background
color, titles and fonts.
?? View the status bar for notifications of the current analysis status.
?? When the Weir PSFM Focus Uniformity interface is first started or when a new Weir
workbook is loaded the Focus data reverts to the last-used dataset as stored in the
“RawFocus” datasheet of the workbook.
?? If you Move to the “Analysis” interface without converting data to focus data, the
program will ask you if you wish to use the “raw” input data.
?? If you agree, a copy of the input data will then be moved to the “RawFocus”
spreadsheet.
?? This over-ride allows non-focus data to be examined in the analysis.

“Calibrate” Tab
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Figure 45: Automated data culling aid.

Data Culling
Two copies of the data are maintained. One copy is the full lot-object of overlay data from the raw
data sheet of the workbook. The second copy consists of a focus-converted subset of the full lot
object and is referred to here as the “Focus” data. Only Focus data is available to the Analysis
interface.
Wafers and field data objects are removed from the focus data when they are excluded using any
of the controls in the Calibration Limits frame. Individual data point objects can be removed from
the data by either automated or mouse-interactive methods.
Clicking the “ReCalculate” command will return the point-object culled data to the subset
specified in the “Calibration Limits Settings” frame. Any points manually culled using the mouse
will be returned to the selected data and must be manually removed by mouse-selection if you still
wish for them to be removed.
Automated Culling
Data screened by the controls shown in the Cull frame of Figure 43 is removed automatically
every time the re-calculate command is selected. The number of data points culled by each
variable will appear next to the field. Figure 43 shows a total of six points removed by the Range
setting and fifteen by the Sigma setting.
The “Cull Analysis” command button provides visualization tools to assist you in culling the data.
Select this button and a pop-up histogram graphic, shown in Figure 45, will appear on the screen.
A cull range value of 3xSigma is usually a good place to start. Changing the Range or sigma
values and then pressing the “Cull Analysis” button will recalculate the number of points to be
removed.
The points will not be removed until the “Recalculate” button is selected to create a new focus
data set.
Mouse Culling
You must have a converted focus dataset to remove data with the mouse. Only focus data points
are removed.
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Select the “Grid” tab and the “Focus Data” radio button to view the data last converted data
distribution. Select the area of data points that you wish to remove from the analysis by holding
down the left mouse-button and dragging the rectangle around them as shown in Figure 46. A popup menu will appear. Select the “Cull selected data points” row of the menu to remove the points
from the focus data.
Data sets with more than one wafer of
data will have additional rows appear in
the pop-up menu representing one row
for each wafer to allow all or single
wafer exclusion of the data. You can
also display the data subset in a
spreadsheet by selecting the first rowoption or plot the data with the second
row.
After selecting the “Cull selected data
points” menu item, the display will
automatically remove the boxed-sites
Figure 46: Mouse-Cull of selected point -objects.
from all points in the selected data. To
remove data-culling – that is restore
culled points-- from a given area, box the area and select the “remove culls from selected” menuitem.
To remove ALL mouse-culled data and return the sites to the selected dataset simply click the
“ReCalculate” command button.

S e l e c t in g a n d C o n v e r t in g D a t a t o F o c u s ; S t e p -b y -S t e p
This section will show you how to convert PSFM reticle overlay metrology data to focus. Simply
follow the step-by-step instructions and refer to Figure 43 and Figure 44.
?? Load a data file, fixed or variable focus, that contains the PSFM overlay data.
?? Update the exposure layouts
?? Focus, Dose, NA, Partial Coherence and scan direction.
?? Dose, NA and Partial coherence are critical and should be the same as those stored in
the Weir PSFM Calibration template you plan to use.
?? Enter the Focus Uniformity analysis screen
?? If the data file has an existing “RawFocus” worksheet, that data will load and be
plotted under the “Grid” tab.
?? Select the templates tab
?? Select the proper template from the drop-down field’s list.
?? Compare the exposure settings for the lot under the “Calibration Options” frame with
those for the template. At least one set of exposures should match
?? If only Dose is different you can select the Dose-Defeat check box at the bottom of
the frame to ignore dose.
?? Ignoring PC is the most critical potential error since PC has a 2nd order sensitivity to
the slope of the calibration.
?? Compare the Field Layout of the “Lot” and “Template” using the graphic in the
“Calibration Options” frame and the two radio buttons below it.
?? If layouts are the same, you may use the “All Sites” or one of the “Center Row” or
“Center Column” conversion options. Otherwise use the “Center” site option.
Selecting and Converting Data to Focus; Step-by-Step
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?? Select the proper conversion option
?? Set automated data culling
?? Press the “Cull Analysis” command button in the “Cull” frame.
?? Examine the histogram for outliers.
?? Select culling based on the One-sigma statistic.
?? Insert the sigma or range values into the field and press cull analysis to determine the
number of data points that will be removed.
?? Press the re-Calculate button.
?? Examine the Focus Data graphic under the Grid tab.
?? Make sure the Focus Data radio button is selected.
?? If one or two data points are overly large or in a focus direction very different from
their neighbors, then they can be deleted using the mouse-cull routines discussed
earlier. Use the left mouse-button to draw a box around the base of the vectors and
select the Cull sites item from the pop-up menu.

“Analysis” Tab
Focus values for the field are subject to the variations in the process, exposure, electromechanical
sub-assemblies and local perturbations caused by reticle errors or wafer back-side dirt. An
analysis of each feature’s variation as a function of the physical space it occupies is needed to
discover the variations attributable to these sources of error. The Analysis tab provides the tools to
examine, model and simulate these variations.
Analysis Flow
Follow the illustration of Figure 47 to see the overall frames and control tabs for the analysis.
Note
?? Use the four analysis selection tabs at the top of the graph window to set up the analysis.
?? You can force spatial-modeling of the data by selecting the “re-Model Aberrations”
command button at any time.
?? Use the five tabs – Field, Wafer, Field Residuals, Wafer Residuals, and, Precision to
begin an analysis and display the data graph . Data will be remodeled only if modeling
features that will influence the overall model configuration are changed.
?? You can use the mouse left-button at on any vector or contour graph to cull additional
data points and view or plot sub-sets of the graph.
?? Use the Escape “Esc” key to interrupt any analysis. The key must be depressed and held.

Getting There
?? From the Main Menu select “Analyses/ Focus Uniformity” , Analysis tab OR
?? Select the “Focus Uniformity” icon from the Main Screen button bar; use the Analysis
tab.

Function
?? Analyze focus uniformity across the wafer and field
?? Model lens and wafer aberration data as they vary across one or more wafers.
?? Allows the engineer to view Raw, modeled and residual data and aberrations.
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?? Calculate the sources precision loss and thereby the contributors to the focus budget.
?? Be sure to monitor the first panel of the status panel bar located at the bottom of the
window for the current status of any calibration.

Associated Worksheets
Spreadsheet Name
Aberrations

Description
Created when data is modeled across the Field. Contains the
coefficients and summary for each field in the lot. Also contains
coefficients statistical uncertainty values
Models are separately performed for each row and column of each
field.

clspFocusData

Raw, fitted and modeled focus data for the average or Collapsed field
of al fields on the wafer. Contains site information for one field -- the
average – of data.

FieldRemoval

Raw or Modeled data values can optionally be removed from the input
data before aberration modeling. Stores the average field calculated for
removal.

FullFocus

Raw, fitted and modeled focus values as well as astigmatism for every
point in the data. Sorted by site number, field and wafer location.
Created when the field focus uniformity is modeled.

GridFocusData

Mean, maximum, minimum, astigmatic or IFD raw, modeled or
residual Focus value of each field sorted by position on the wafer.

Surf_FieldFocus

Focus values laid out in a surface matrix format for field contour or 3D
plotting. Data set can be directly applied to Excel® plotting functions.

WaferAberrations

Created when data is modeled across the wafer. Contains the
coefficients and summary for each wafer in the lot. Also contains
coefficients statistical uncertainty values.

Field_RC_Aberrrations Created when data is modeled across the field using the Row/Column
model. Field models contain fits to focus as separately modeled for
every row and column of every field.
Slower analysis but good for examination of how piston, curvature and
tilt vary across a scan and slit.
Models and statistics are summarized.
WholeFieldAberrations Created when data is modeled across the Field. Contains the
coefficients and summary for each field in the lot. Also contains
coefficients statistical uncertainty values
Models are separately performed for each row and column of each
field. Models and statistics are summarized.

“Analysis” Tab
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Figure 47: Analysis tab; tools for mode ling spatial variation of focus on wafer and field. Notice that model
has been turned off in both wafer and field models so that the raw focus data can be analyzed.

-fitting

Selections Frame
Located in the upper right side of the interface, this frame summarizes the current analysis
selections. Selections are made by using choices presented in the four tabs located to the left of the
frame.
Use the tabs to the left of the graphic region to further select the plot or re-plot the data.
Model/re -Model Aberrations command button
Forces the Weir Analysis to re-model the data files.
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Full Screen Checkbox
Select this box to expand the graphic region to cover the full window. Removal of the selection
will return the graphic to normal size.

“Display Selection” Tab
This tab, shown in Figure 48, contains the selections for constructing the basics features of the
graph. It allows selection of the graph and aberrations to include in the modeled data.
Field Contour and 3D surface plots will have their data saved directly into the workbook into a
spreadsheet named “Surf_Field_” & FeatureName. These spreadsheets can be directly used with
the Excel graphics to generate contour and 3D plots.
Graph Selections are:
?? Vector Plot
?? Histogram
?? Contour
?? Provides 3
selections
for data
interpolati
on – Fast,
Medium
Figure 48: Display Selections Tab on the Focus Analysis interface.
and
Modeled. There is no “wrong” selection, for most data sets the default “Fast”
analysis will yield the best results. Depending upon the layout of the sites on the
field and number of sites, the contour may result in incomplete areas. If data seems
to be omitted from field segments, select either Medium or Modeled methods.
?? The “Modeled” method of interpolation is the most robust because it uses a full-field
model to perform the interpolation however is will be slower and will loose some
fine detail in the display.
?? Wafer contour plots containing only one point per field will plot the contour based
upon the data’s position on the wafer.
?? You can choose between plotting the Vertical (X axis or slit focus), Horizontal (Y
axis or scan) focus or average focus values on the surface by using the radio buttons
in the Plot Feature selection.
?? 3D Surface
?? Functional only for Field and Field Residual plots.
?? Displays the same controls as the Contour plot.
?? XYplot
?? An additional tab, the “Xyplot” options, will appear when selected to set up
additional graph options.
Statistics and Graphics Check-Box
Select each to include in the plot.

“Component Removal” Tab
Removes selected values or modeled-coefficient contributions prior to modeling the data. The
variables removed will either raw or modeled field data as shown in Figure 49. This capability
allows the user to obtain a more accurate assessment of the perturbation contribution of the stage
and scan-slit dynamic components to the overall aberrations of the exposure tool.
“Analysis” Tab
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Figure 49: Systematic Component Removal .
Removes either raw or modeled data field values from data before modeling.
Note: “Raw” and “Modeled” field removals are exclusive of each other. If you
check the Mean value of the raw data row, as shown in the figure, the mean focus
of the Mean Field will be removed but modeled coefficients such as Piston, Tilt or
Curvature cannot and vice-versa.
Field Systematic Component Removal
There are two sections to this panel allowing the user to select the Removal Component and the
Removal Method; aberration or raw data segment.
Removal Components
Mean Field

The Weir Analysis will first calculate the average field of all fields in the selected
data subset. Data removal will be based upon the modeled aberrations and “raw”
data values of this mean field.Best used if a Best Focus template entry is not
available for the current reticle/exposure tool.

Row/Column

Modeled row and column values, calculated from a collapsed field. Data removal
will be based upon the average row and column value of this model

Best Focus

Most accurate analysis. Uses the calibrated best focus of the exposure tool lens as
a removal template.

Removal Methods
The Weir analysis allows the user to remove either Raw Data of the selected component or
selected aberrations. Note that these selection are exclusive, you must select either modeled or raw
data.
Removes, on a site-by-site basis, the selected component entirely from the focus data.
Raw Data

Allows Horizontal, Vertical or Average focus values to be removed from the input
data set. Values are selected as a function of field position (site) and NA/PC setting.
You can select to remove both Horizontal and Vertical raw components. The Mean
value selection is exclusive of the others.

Aberrations

The selected Removal Component is modeled. The selected aberration is then
removed. You may select several components in this setting but it is exclusive of
raw-data removal.
Note that the selection of Horizontal AND Vertical components (e.g. Piston) is
NOT the same as removal of the Mean component. Horizontal aberrations are
removed from Horizontal features and vertical from vertical. When you select the
Mean component, the same value is removed from ALL metrology readings for the
site
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“Plot Format” Tab
Provides four options for viewing graphics and statistics.
Field Plots

Wafer (Grid) Plots

Whole Field

View all points on a Collapsed –
field basis.

View all data points as measured on the
substrate.

Field Mean

View data points averaged at
each field site measured.

View the mean value for each field, one
value per field location on the wafer.

Plot the mean of each site, using
the collapsed field as a data
source.
Field
Min/Max

Plots the vector of greatest
absolute variation from the
mean, with it’s sign, for each site

Plots one data point for each field as a
grid point. Data point is the greatest
absolute variation of the field, with it’s
sign.

IFD (Intra Field
Deviation)

Plots the range of measurements
of the collapsed field for each
site.

Plots the maximum range of
measurements for the field as a single
grid point.

Astigmatism
Value

View the (Y-X) or (Horizontal –
Vertical) feature difference for
each site.

View the value for each field on a range
plot.

Astigmatism
Mean

View the average astigmatism at
each site/

View the average astigmatism for each
field.

Astigmatism
Max

View the maximum astigmatism
at each site.

Maximum measured astigmatism for
each field

Astigmatism
H-V Max

View the maximum (Y-X) or
(Horizontal – Vertical) feature
variation at each site.

Maximum measure astigmatic variation
for each field.

Figure 50: Plot Format tab for control of the data displayed.

“Model” Tab
Weir PSFM uses adaptive element models. As the data is being prepared, the software examines
the points for singularity, or non-consistency, with respect to the range and distribution of the data.
Select the model segments you want to include in the analysis. An explanation of the models used
can be found in “Weir Fixed-Focus Models” on page22. Both full wafer and field-based models
are supported. Refer to Figure 51 to see the items of this tab.
“Analysis” Tab
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“No Modeling
Turns off modeling for the segment.

Figure 51: Model Tab; selection of models and coefficients for display.
“Validate” check-box
If selected, the coefficients will be validated before their modeled values are reported. If coeffiient
values are greater than four times their uncertainty, then the coefficient is set to zero and the data
is remodeled.
Coefficients
Segment

Coefficient

Function

Wafer
Model

Wafer Tilt

Tilt of the wafer-stage reported for both the X and Y direction. Tilt
is reported in um/cm or urad.

Bow

Symmetric 2nd order variation of focus across the wafer. Separately
reported for X and Y.

Piston

Offset of the field focus model. Represents the shift in the average
focus for the field. Field-toField offsets can be the result of the
autofocus, local reflectivity, scan direction or hysteresis in the
autofocus.

Field Tilt

Tilt of the field – reticle platen -- in the X and Y direction. Tilt is
reported in um/cm or urad.

Curvature

Curvature: 2nd order variation of the variable in the X and Y
directions. Reported in um-cm2

Field
Model

?? Note: Wafer Tilt is separate and independently set by the wafer stage from that of the
field – or reticle – tilt. Field tilt is set by the reticle platen.
?? Points exhibiting high singularity will be automatically culled from the data set, and the
remaining population will be remodeled.
?? Selecting a check-box next to the coefficient name will include the results of it’s
coefficient into the plot and fitted-data statistics when Wafer and Field plot tabs are
selected.
?? Coefficients not selected will result in their point values being added to the Wafer
Residuals and Field Residuals display as well as the residuals statistics report
?? Double-click on the “All” coefficient to select or de-select all coefficients in the frame.
?? All coefficients are included in the actual modeling of the data as long as the “No
Modeling” radio button is not selected. However, only the coefficients selected will be
reported when the Wafer or Field graphic is selected.
?? Raw data can be viewed by:
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?? Select “No Modeling” for both the wafer and field or
?? Select Full Wafer and Field modeling, but de-select all coefficients.

?? To view field response with wafer systematic errors removed:
?? Turn on all modeling.
?? Select all wafer coefficients,
?? De-select all field coefficients and
?? Select the wafer residuals (or field residuals) tab.
?? Results in the reporting of all field systematic and all residual values.

XY Plot Options

Figure 52: "XY plot" Tab ; tab appears when the XY plot display select ion is chosen.

“Analysis” Tab
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This tab appears and is functional only for X-Y graph plots. To view this control select the “XY
plot” radio button located on the Display Selection tab.

Frame

Controls

Function

Comments

Select whether Row or
Column position values
will be displayed on the
X-axis of the plot

Abscissa
Frame

Rows

Plots selected data as a
function of their Y-axis
height on the field.

For a vertical scanning system
(horizontal slit), this will allow
viewing of aberration variation
resulting from the scanning stage

Columns

Plot aberration as a
function of their X-axis
or columnar position on
the field.

For a vertical scanning system, this
allows viewing of aberrations across
the slit, due to the lens.

Raw, unmodeled focus
data is plotted against the
graph ordinate (Y) axis

Plots raw-focus data, before
modeling.

Ordinate
Raw
Focus
Data

Horizontal

Plots focus values
experienced by a
horizontal feature or Yaxis metrology.

Vertical

Plots focus experienced
by a vertical feature or Xaxis metrology

Mean

Plots the average raw
focus value,
Mean=(H+V)/2
Plots the Modeled data
points, for all coefficients
selected.

Ordinate
Model

Horizontal,
Vertical and
Mean

Note: Use the button-toggle “Fit
Order” control to specify a fit to the
selected data. Up to a 4th order fit can
be selected. You do not need to check
the variable to it’s left in order to
display a fit-curve.

Note: The residuals will be plotted if
you select either the Wafer Residuals
or Field Residuals tab to the left of
the graphic area.

Same as above.

“Precision” Tab
This analysis provides the ability to examine the behavior and performance of focus as a function
of the potential sources of focus error. Using it, you can see the sources of the greatest loss of
precision and construct a focus error budget.
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Factors in this analysis are reported as one standard-error and add as the sum of their squares. A
standard error becomes a standard deviation if the population is binomial and randomly
distributed. However, random distributions are infrequent when measuring focus.
Note
?? Use the Escape “Esc” key to interrupt any analysis. The key must be depressed and held.

Factors Reported
Precision provides both a calculation of the various contributors to the total variance of the lot and,
in doing so, an automatic estimation of the component sub-assemblies to the error budget.
Precision values are reported as one-standard error estimates of the variation due to the component
of interest. You can see the calculation base for these numbers in the “Precision Values
Computed” appendix on page 147. Values are stored in the “Precision” spreadsheet of the
workbook.
X_reg

Y_reg

Average

0.037

-0.053

Range

0.372

0.388

Lot

0.082

0.083

Wafer

0.082

0.084

InterWafer

0.003

0.002

Field

0.031

0.029

Field Grid

0.059

0.058

Site

0.078

0.080

IntraField

0.076

0.079

InterField

0.235

0.241

Column

0.033

0.029

InterColumn

0.013

0.015

Row

0.025

0.027

InterRow

0.022

0.017

Precision

The actual factors reported will vary depending upon the constitution of the dataset. A lot with
only one wafer will not report InterWafer precision. Similarly, if the analysis contains only one
row of data, the InterRow statistics cannot be calculated.

Interpreting Precision Values
Values are computing by selective sorting of the data into populations representing logical eletromechanical sub-assembly contributions to the tool operation. The Average and Range values
correspond to the classic definitions of the terms. The Lot Precision is equivalent to the user
selecting all of the data and calculating the Standard Deviation.
Precision
Lot
Wafer

“Precision” Tab

Estimation of
Estimation of the standard error of the variable.
Variation from wafer-to-wafer. A measure of the autofocus system repeatability
across the wafer.
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Precision

Estimation of

InterWafer

Wafer-to-wafer variation. A measure of the tools ability to set up for process-wafer
variations.

Field
Field Grid
Site

Focus variation across the exposure field.
Focus variation from field-to-field, that is by position on the wafer-stage grid.
Computed from the field’s average focus value for that grid location.
Stability of focus at each site, from exposure to exposure field. This will be
influenced by both the scan and autofocus systems

IntraField

Variation within the field due to magnification, focus, exposure, tilt, bow or other
changes.

InterField

Variation from field-to-field. Stage precision in registration systems. In Focus
metrology, this represents the autofocus repeatability from field-to-field using each
site location as a reference.

Column

Variations within a single column or vertical scan of the lens. A measure of the
noise due to the reticle-scan stage.

InterColumn

Variation between columns. A measure of the lens or slit contribution of variation.

Row

Variation within a single row or within the lens slit. Similar to InterColumn but
without the averaging effects of the entire column of data.

InterRow

Variation from row-to-row. Essentially the contribution of the scan averaging.
Similar to the Column precision but without the averaging effects of the column
analysis.

Performing a Focus Uniformity Calculation; Step-by-Step
Performing the Focus Conversion
Following the flow shown in Figure 53, the data must first be selected from either a Weir
Workbook or raw metrology from a vendor. The exposure information for focus, dose etc. must
then be manually entered into the array using the features of the Weir Main interface, see
“Specifying Field Exposure Layouts” on page 50. After setup, save your work and go to the
Focus Uniformity interface.
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Figure 53: Focus conversion steps for a fixed -focus analysis. See also Figure 54.
When the interface starts, it will look for an existing “RawFocus” spreadsheet. If one exists, it will
then upload that data and present it as a graphic wafer vector plot. You can reselect a new focus
data set by selecting the Template tab and a Weir PSFM Calibration template from the library,
select the “All Sites” or center field option and then press the Calculate button. Be sure to see the
section “Selecting and Converting Data to Focus” on page 85 for an in-depth procedure on
converting overly to focus data.
After the wafer vector graphic is updated, you are ready to move on to the “Analysis” tab.

Performing and Reading Analysis Results
The focus uniformity analysis follows the path shown in Figure 54. If the user does not use any of
these options or turns off a portion of the analysis – such as wafer modeling – then the process
simply skips the step.

Figure 54: Focus Uniformity analysis path during a model sequence.
Data was previously converted to focus data in the Calibrate interface, culling any poor metrology
points in the process. Be sure to set up the type of analysis you want to perform, monitor the
selection status area in the upper right as you configure the analysis. Don’t forget to pre-select the
type of graphic before starting the analysis. Start the analysis by either pressing the Model
Aberration or one of the tabs on the left side of the display graphic.

Performing a Focus Uniformity Calculation; Step-by-Step
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The following example demonstrates the capabilities of the Weir PSFM software to simulate tool
performance after maintenance. The objective is to determine the performance of the exposure tool
if systematic field tilt and curvature were corrected and thereby evaluate the benefits of spending
engineering time on the performing the correction.
This would normally be a daunting task since exposure, wafer-induced errors and across-wafer
focus and leveling will contribute significantly to the observed field errors. However, the results
can be obtained in a very short period with the PSFM reticle and Weir software.
A PSFM Reticle on a stepper is exposed in a full-wafer, fixed-focus array in Figure 55. The
overlay data is converted to focus using the “all sites” calibration template set up for this tool.
Metrology errors and poor exposures are removed using the automated and mouse-based culling
utilities.
The focus data is then modeled for all wafer and field coefficients, selecting all of the coefficients
for display. On the “Display” tab, select the Contour graphic option. The Contour selection will
appear, we can leave them at their default values.
We don’t need to remove any components, such as the mean or Best Focus field since we are
modeling the data any. Also, leave the Plot Fomat set to the default “Whole Field” analysis so that
we can see the entire data set.
We do want to remove systematic errors contributed by the wafer. Insure that the Wafer Models
are set to the “Full Wafer” option and that the Tilt and Bow coefficients are selected. On the field,
we want to see the effects of correcting Tilt and Curvature. Again, select the “Full Field” or “RowColumn” option and make sure that all three field coeffients are checked.
Finally, to see the above figure, the technician pressed the “Field Residuals” tab and the graphic of
Figure 55 appeared. Following the steps of Figure 54, the panels were scanned to determine the
scope of the data selected by the previous conversion. The wafer aberrations were then modeled
and the wafer offset and residuals were passed on to the next step, which was skipped because we
did not remove any modeled or average. Every field in the data was modeled and it’s fitted and
residual values updated into the lot object. All of the field models were saved in the spreadsheet
and the average results updated into the chart for statistics display.
By pressing the Field Residuals tab, we elected to see the residuals to these modeled values. The
Weir software then took the lot residual data and collapsed it only a single field object. The
average value at each field site was then calculated and presented for surface display. The
calculated surface is again saved into the spreadsheet and displayed, along with the statistics of the
residuals, onto the graph of Figure 55
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Figure 55: Field residuals to modeled errors for a stepper.
Figure 55 represents the stepper focus-field profile after wafer and field systematic errors have
been removed. If we choose another graphic, the software will not re-model all of the data, only
the graphic will be updated.
In the graph we can see that there is –5.7 urad of Y wafer tilt and –10.5 urad of reticle tilt. These
tilts add and will result in a large, -16.2 urad of tilt in the Y direction. We can see that these values
are Tool Focus Corrections by looking at the title of the graphic. That is, they are the values you
need to add to the stepper in order to correct the error.
Examination of the residuals shows that there is still 134 nm of astigmatism in the field. Also, the
loss of depth-of-focus to simple field variations is still 735 nm, rather high. The high IFD of the
field is due to the shape, shown in the graphic. We can see high order variations with a peak in the
center, rather like a raindrop-splash. Notice also the Wier 3D plot and Excel® plot generated from
this surface data. This focus variation can be an inherent part of the lens or, being an older tool,
could have been the present result of an attempt to correct aberrations by using a corrector plate in
the entrance pupil of the lens.

Performing a Focus Uniformity Calculation; Step-by-Step
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Recommended Production Control Strategies
Template Concepts
The Weir Software Suite incorporates two types of templates:
?? Weir PSFM Templates and
?? Weir Daily Monitor analysis templates
Weir Daily Monitor analysis templates store information on the sequence, models, displays and
variables to be used during the repeated usage of the daily monitor. These templates are stored in
Microsoft Excel® “*.XLT” template spreadsheets, located in the “/Templates” subdirectory of
your software Installation folder.
This section describes Weir PSFM templates. See the section on the Daily Monitor for more detail
on Weir DM analysis templates.
Weir PSFM templates consist of a series of overlay-to-exposure-tool-focus calibrations and the
derived lens aberration files that describe the “Best Focus” or aerial image of the lens. These
templates will contain a separate calibration for every site measured on the reticle and for each
unique combination of dose, NA and sigma.
When an overlay tool measures data, all measurements are relative to the alignment sites selected
by the user for that metrology recipe. Therefore, site #1 in one data set need not be the same
position and therefore feature as site #1 in the next data set. Absolute position on the reticle, by
overlay metrology standards, is also not a good indicator since there is no definite method of
defining either the measured array's origin OR the true center of the lens relative to the center of
the data array. Weir PSFM has internal checks that allow proper site alignment on reticles so the
user never need worry about setup factors.
PSFM reticle calibration slopes are sensitive to lens NA (1st order) and Sigma (partial coherence,
2nd order), and of course the wavelength of at which the reticle is used. The low sensitivity of the
calibration to exposure-dose can generally be ignored if the experimental dose is properly set. The
correct methods for determining the proper setup dose can be found in the section “PSFM/PGFM
Reticle Exposure” on page 17.
An exposure tool, scanner or stepper, will experience focus, NA and Partial Coherence (PC)
variation across exposure field. The ideal is to have no variation but this never happens. In
addition exposure tools can have their condenser is not properly focused onto the entrance pupil of
the lens. This condition can result from poor setup or drift over time with use. When this occurs
then aberrations across the lens will be enhanced and can vary with environmental changes and
source life.

P S F M C a l ib r a t io n F r e q u e n c y
For the greatest accuracy, the Weir PSFM template created should exist for use of a specific reticle
for each unique exposure used and for each exposure tool. One reticle and twelve steppers, using
only one exposure setup, should therefore have twelve templates.
Using only one template, or just the center site of the reticle is also possible however, the loss of
accuracy will be a function of the quality of the exposure tools in the room and the process margin
the user is trying to maintain. The ultimate loss of accuracy can most easily be determined by
experiment.
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P r o c e s s Mo n i t o r C h o i c e s
Most accurate method of monitoring focus
For the reasons stated above, the optimum method of analysis is to simply calibrate each exposure
tool with the reticle one time and have the results saved as a template in the library.
Periodically use the PSFM reticle to record a fixed focus wafer exposure, using the appropriate
calibration from the template library for overlay-to-focus conversion for each tool and it’s
exposure settings. The Weir Daily Monitor is the best tool to use for this check since you can set
up a separate calibration and trend chart template for each exposure tool in the facility.
Less often, re-perform the calibration and Best Focus sequence to monitor lens aerial image
aberration stability. The period will be a function of the exposure tool model and the process
margins you are attempting to maintain. However, one time each month is a good place to start.
Use the Weir Daily Monitor to track these tests also.

Less accurate but acceptable
Calibration slopes may not vary significantly across a reticle. Production focus "checks" do not
truly care about the absolute magnitude of the aberrations on the tool; they are only looking for
stability. Therefore, it is safe to do the following for a daily monitor production sequence:
?? Characterize the tools in the room at least one time so that their aberrations are
understood. This can be performed best and easiest by using a focus matrix and looking
at the Best Focus for each tool using Weir PSFM and the Calibration module. If problems
are detected, perform extended analysis on the tool including full-wafer exposures to see
the problems that autofocus and the stage might introduce.
?? Examine the results of the above analyses and save one of them into the template library.
?? Go into the Weir Daily Monitor setup and create one Daily Monitor setup for each
exposure tool in the room. The data here can be a constant focus exposure. Specify the
template defined in the previous step as the template to use for the overlay-to-focus
conversion (Focus calibration template). The Analysis Format should be "fixed focus".
Data Conversion should be "All sites" for greatest accuracy but can also be "Center".
Once again the effect of choosing one or the other needs to be determined experimentally
for that facility and their reticle.
?? NOTE : If the production metrology tests fewer sites than the data used to create the
template, then the "Center" selection should be used for calibration.
?? Expose a wafer using the tools PSFM reticle on a periodic basis for each tool in the
facility. Measure the data and, using the Weir Daily Monitor setup associated with that
specific tool, run the daily monitor. The user will then be able to see the current analysis
results in the daily monitor screen AND compare the current results against the past
performance of tool using the trend charts.
A recommended periodicity for fixed focus checks would be one time for each exposure tool
every two weeks. This will yield information on both the lens aberration stability and overall focus
stability from all of the electro-mechanical subsystems of the exposure tool.
Monitor aerial image stability using the PSFM Calibration and Best Focus interfaces. The
objective here is not to change the template library settings but rather to monitor the aberrations of
the optics. These checks can also be performed using the Weir Daily Monitor and should be
conducted on an exposure-tool every four to six weeks.
When the Weir Daily Monitor shows problems or drift in the tool, the utilities provided in the
Weir PSFM software can then be used to find their source and correct the drift before it becomes a
major problem.
Process Monitor Choices
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Applications Examples
O v e r v ie w
Many of the applications reviewed in the Weir Manual are related. The user can also access the Weir Data files for each of
these applications and reproduce the results. This appendix provides a quick and easy summary of the relationship of the
reports and the data files used for each.

Application
Title
PGFM Reticle
calibration

Data File

Summary

PGFM_focus_mon_matrix_
50.XLS

A PGFM focus monitor, using the 500 nm pitch targets, dense packed is
calibrated in preparation for a full-wafer exposure. Recall, this is the
phase-grating and not the phase-shift reticle. As a result, responses will
more closely duplicate those of dense-packed lines.
Calibration procedures for the PGFM are reviewed in this application.
Variations as a function of Dose are investigated. Best focus is analyzed
for both characteristic scan errors corrections and for scan and slit
signatures of the tool. The Weir PSFM Calibration Template is saved for
later use on fixed-focus analyses.

PGFM full-wafer
scanner
performance

PGFM_focus_mon_50_FFL
D_C2.XLS

A PGFM reticle has been exposed to cover the entire surface of a 300 mm
wafer. PGM overlay measurements are converted to focus using the Weir
PSFM Template and poor metrology data points are culled using the
automated techniques provided.
The focus budget and precision of the exposure and metrology tools are
briefly examined using the Precision tab. Behavior of raw mean-focus
values across the wafer and average dice are then shown to contain some
wafer-induced slit-scan induced errors.
The advantages of using the whole-field and row/column field models are
reviewed and used to explain the variations observed and significance of
separately investigating Vertical and Horizontal feature focus sensitivity.
The Row/column field model is then used to determine the budget
contributor to focus error from the lens, scan and wafer. Then substrate
contributions to focus variation are investigated by removal of the mean
field values.
Finally Astigmatism is shown to be a strong factor in a scanner. This
value is shown to be an excellent analysis tool for the investigation of
field fine-structure and the finer focus variation of the substrate.

Data Culling
Methods

General application

Example Wafer
Maps

Examples on culling data using the Range and Sigma auto-culling.
Additional uses for culling using the mouse to remove single point and
field sites.
Wafer and Field contour analysis methods are described.

P G F M R e t ic l e c a l ib r a t io n
Data File:
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PGFM Reticle calibration
Summary:

A PGFM focus monitor, using the 500 nm pitch targets, dense packed is calibrated
in preparation for a full-wafer exposure. Recall, this is the phase-grating and not the
phase-shift reticle. As a result, responses will more closely duplicate those of densepacked lines.
Calibration procedures for the PGFM are reviewed in this application. Variations as
a function of Dose are investigated. Best focus is analyzed for both characteristic
scan errors corrections and for scan and slit signatures of the tool. The Weir PSFM
Calibration Template is saved for later use on fixed-focus analyses.

Background
A 500 nm pitch PGM dense-packed pattern on a PSFM Reticle has been exposed into a Focusdose matrix using a commercial horizontal slit scanner.

Analysis
Figure 56 illustrates the focus-dose matrix set up.
The focus, dose and coherence ratings were each set separately. Note that dose extends from 14 to
22 mj across the matrix. The PGFM has a smaller valid focus range than PSFM structures so the
+0.2 to –0.1 um range is sufficient.

Figure 56: PGFM Focus -Exposure matrix for calibration.
Select the “PSFM Tool Calibration” button on the Weir Main menu toolbar to access the reticle
calibration interface.

PGFM Reticle calibration
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Weir PGFM Calibration Setup
When the Weir PSFM Calibration interface first appeared, the data defaulted to an analysis of a
single site in the center of the field. The field center is typically the best-behaved portion of the
exposure for calibrations. We then moved to test the field’s four corners by double-clicking each
site – or single-click to select and then press calibrate.
The lower right corner, site #63, yielded the two poor measurement points for the 22 mj dose
shown in Figure 57. We examined the extent of poor-metrology values and selected a Range Cull
setting of 0.011 um by noting the distance of each from the best fit curve and the ordinate scale of
the graph. A few simple, single point calibrations using these approximate values and noting the
number of cull points in the graph title will quickly allow you to select a reasonable cull values.
Performing the single-site analysis again yielded the calibration curve of Figure 57. Selecting the
“All Sites” radio button, below the field-layout graphic, and pressing the “Calibrate” command
completed the calibration. Weir automatically calibrated all sites of the reticle for all exposure
combinations. The results are stored in a single Weir PSFM Calibration template.

Figure 57: Corner Site Calibration for cull settings

Validate the Calibrations
After a full-field calibration, the uniformity of the coefficients as they are computed across the
whole reticle should be checked. These next few steps yield information on the health of the
metrology, the quality of the setup ranges, the effectiveness of culling and some hints about the
performance of the aerial image.
Click the Offset tab to view a vector plot of the calibration offset variance from site-to-site on the
reticle. Figure 58 shows the offsets for the 22 mj dose. We can now easily view this same graphic
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for other dose values by selecting each exposure from the exposure-group drop-down control
located on the upper right of the graph.

Figure 58: Viewing calibration offsets across the reticle field.
The statistics displayed show the offset data population for every site on this display. “X” offsets
range from –6 nm to –31 nm, close matching those of the Y axis. The offset is closely related to
the aerial image focus of the exposure by:
Focus = (Overlay – Offset)/Slope
The Astigmatism variable shown here is not used in the classic sense in that we are not really
looking at focus values. Astigmatism variables show the coherence of X and Y offset readings
since it is calculated as:
Astigmatism = Y offset – X offset
for each site. We want the “astigmatism” variable to be a close to zero as possible since that
indicates that both the X and Y focus calibrations are behaving similarly.
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Figure 59: Confirming valid slope calculations across the Focus Monitor
Most of all, direct your attention to the uniformity of offset measurements across the field. If any
of the offset vectors were grossly out of size or singularly pointing in a different direction, a
problem most likely exists with our calibration setup or the original metrology for that site. You
may wish to limit the range of focus over which the calibration occurs or increase the data culling
values.
Recall that this same information can be viewed as a contour plot across the reticle by clicking on
the “Vector” command button at the top of the screen and re-plotting.
While the offset values are key to Best Focus for the lens at each site, the calibration slope is
critical for the future use of the calibrations associated with this reticle and exposure set. It’s
critical that the slope be properly calibrated and contiguously distributed across the reticle field.
As when we examined the offset vector plot, any single site that is grossly out of size or direction
with those of it’s neighbors, is suspect for a poor calibration.
When slope values are being plotted it’s advantageous to plot the slope variance around the
average value for the whole reticle rather than the value itself. The plot of Figure 59 plots the
perturbation of the X,Y axis slope at each reticle site as a vector. The average slope of (X,Y) =
(0.156, 0.219) um/um is shown in the title and at the top of the plot screen. Again, vectors plotted
and statistics shown are for the variations from this average slope.
The majority of the slope values for the reticle sites are well behaved. If you examine the topright (site 7) and bottom-right (site 63) sites of Figure 59 we can see some slope error but, being
90 nm/nm or less compared with the calibration of 156 nm/nm, we can accept this level of error.
Recall that we originally noticed some poor metrology for site 63 and used this site to base the
data culling level. These sites exhibited improve response for the other dose settings. There is no
hard acceptable level for poor-site response. In general, as long as the perturbation value for the
site is less than the slope mean, we can accept it.
Recall that calibration slope exhibits strong second order sensitivity to partial coherence of the
illumination. Systematic changes in the slope can therefore be taken as coherence variation across
the illumination of the reticle. We could plot the variation level of partial-coherence if the data
contained a matrix of partial-coherence exposures for calibration.
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PGFM Calibration Response to Dose
The Dose Tab is only present in data sets that contain a variation of dose across the data matrix.

Figure 61: Calibration response to exposure -dose.
The Dose tab provides a convenient analysis of calibration response using the two graphs shown
in Figure 61. Similar to dense-packed features, the Phase Grating structures are less sensitive to
dose variation. The graph exhibits consistently tighter Y-axis variation than that of the X-axis.
This may be an artifact of the response of the metrology – overlay – tool or it may be an indication
of the averaging capabilities of the Y-axis scan of the exposure tool resulting in improved Y axis
aberration performance.
At this point you could save the calibrations into a template. Use the “Templates/Save” or
“… Save as” menu selections. We’ll update the template after examining the optimum focus
surface of the aerial image wavefront.

Figure 60: Best Focus Response for 15 mj response.
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Best Focus Analysis
Select the “Best Focus” tab and begin the analysis by clicking on the “Calculate” command button
or any one of the display tabs to the left of the graphic. A full graphic of this screen is shown in
Figure 37. Weir PSFM will begin the model sequence automatically. We could also have selected
to restrict the analysis by using the exposure check-boxes at the top of the window.
A histogram of the field response shown in Figure 60 reinforces the earlier observation that the Yfocus response is much tighter than that of X focus. The aerial image exhibits 103 nm of IntraField
Deviation (IFD) for mean focus values and raw astigmatism of –44 nm.
At this point we decided to save the
calibration template again because now
we can add the Best Focus responses of
the lens. Figure 62 shows the template
maintenance interface that was accessed
using the “Templates” menu. Notice in
the “calibration sets” summary the
inclusion of Best Focus images now.

Influence of Dose on the Best Focus
Wavefront
Just how much influence does Dose
have on the focus wavefront? We can
see this by plotting the raw focus image
for each dose setting. To do this simply
select the contour / mean focus/ field
tab options and switch from exposureto-exposure plot using the exposure
drop-down control in the upper right of
the screen.

Figure 62: Template Maintenance

Figure 63: Influence of Dose on PGFM Best Focus
In Figure 63we’ve selected three field contour plots that span the range of dose values in the data.
As you can see, there are no significant differences but some variations do exist.
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We can investigate the source of these differences by examining the “BestFocusModel”
spreadsheet saved when the wavefront was modeled. Starting in about column “L” is a summary
of the modeled values obtained for each exposure set.

Figure 64: BestFocusModel spreadsheet & Excel p lot
We can then use Excel® to plot these values in Figure 64 and see the response of piston to dose.
As expected, there is a 2nd order variation of focus piston (or offset) with dose. This accounts for
the field variation seen in Figure 63. The Tilt and Curvature values change randomly with the
dose.
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Figure 65: Average modeled best focus aerial image
The modeled field, shown in Figure 65, exhibits a classic scan signature with contour lines added
by right-clicking on the plot and then checking the Plot Gridline box. The “Best Focus” value
shown in the statistics as the “Mean” focus of (119,117) nm reflects the average of the fitted
statistics. The fitted statistics are composed of the values contributed by the modeled variables;
BF(fitted), Tilt and Curvature.
The BF(Fitted) - or Best Focus piston/offset model coefficients -- report the best focus at (104,
114) nm, a bit different from the average (119,117) values because of contributed errors of Tilt
and Curvature. The range, or IFD, of the residuals to the model is (114,72) nm. Astigmatism is
nominal at –2 nm. Note that the Astigmatism value reported under the modeled section display the
difference in the Best Focus fitted (Y-X) values of focus.
Keep in mind that the plot of Figure 65 shows the contours of the average focus, fitted values
shown in the last column of the Model and Fitted Stats portion of the table. To see all of the focus
variation across the best focus field, including those that do not fit into a 2nd order model, you
must select the “Raw Focus” tab on the left side of the screen.
The models will catch systematic errors that are typically correctable with hardware or software
utilities on the exposure tool. Not all tool-based errors can be seen with this level of modeling. For
instance, a higher order distortion of the surface can be caused by simple distortion of the reticle
when it is mounted on the reticle-platen. Also, the travel of thee scanning reticle stage can have
bearing bumps or distortions that cannot be seen with the models.
You can still see these perturbations by examination of the raw data. An examination of the
residuals to the model, by selecting the “Residuals” tab, will enhance your ability to view the
errors without the distractions of those correctable by the model. The residuals therefore represent
the optimum performance of the exposure tool aerial image if all of the correctable coefficients,
represented by the model, are implemented.
Summary Note: You can see the residuals to the fitted values by simply selecting the “Residuals”
tab and re-plotting. If you wish to see the effect of correcting any combination of piston, tilt and
curvature values simply select them and examine the residuals. For example, to see the field tilt
simply uncheck the piston and curvature boxes and then select the residuals tab. The plot will then
contain all of the focus values contributed by the unchecked coefficients – piston and curvature –
as well as the residuals to the focus.
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Understanding Scan & Slit Oriented Focus Variations
The phase shift and phase grating patterns measure focus in two separate directions. Their
metrology therefore responds in the same manner as almost all critical features in production. In
classic lens theory, Astigmatism is caused by the lens pupil response to differing feature
orientations on the Sagittal/Tangential or Radial/Tangential coordinate system. In the
semiconductor industry the splitting of X and Y oriented focus also represents the splitting of two
separate focus surfaces; the separation of these two surfaces is referred to as the Lithographer’s
Astigmatism.

Figure 66: Raw best -focus fields for X & Y oriented focus
In a scanner, the X-axis represents metrology or focus variation across the lens-slit. The slit is
typically about 36 mm or more in length, covering most chips and replicating the lens aberrations
onto the objects imaged. In a horizontal slit-scanner, these values will dictate how vertically
oriented features behave. This data set is from a horizontal slit-scanner.
The Y axis-slit images approximately 11 mm of the field. This size varies depending upon setup
and vendor design and can vary down to sizes as small as a 2 mm Gaussian illuminated band. Both
the lens and the reticle scanning stage therefore influence the Y scan-axis. The small area of the
lens adds its “Y” oriented aberrations to the image. The Y-oriented aberrations, and image, are
then “blurred” as the image point is scanned from the top of the slit to the bottom. Finally, the
entire field along both axes is influenced by errors associated with wafer leveling, fixed-focus and
the pitch, roll and yaw of the reticle scanning stage.
The pitch of the lens-slit is the up/down orientation of the slit in the scanned direction or the
rotation of the slit with respect to the X-axis of a horizontal slit scanner. Roll is defined as the tilt
PGFM Reticle calibration
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of the slit about the Y-axis. Yaw is defined as the direction of scan or rotation about the Z or
optical axis of the column.
Because of the design of the scanner concept the aberrations and perturbations differ significantly
based upon whether the object-edge is vertical or horizontal. When we look at the focus data for
the Best Focus field it’s therefore unsurprising that the plots of Figure 66 look as dissimilar as they
do. Electro-mechanical hysteresis can change the signature of an image scanned top-to-bottom
from that of one scanned bottom-to-top. These images therefore represent the average aerial image
performance of a scanner unless the focus matrix is deliberately programmed to scan in only one
direction.
The plots of Figure 66 are obtained by selecting the Contour or plot option and then plotting the
“X-Reg” focus values – top of figure – or the “Y-Reg” focus selections using the radio buttons
that appear in the “Plot Feature” frame. See Figure 39 for an image of this control.
The X-focus plots at the top of the figure illustrate how vertical feature edges are focused by the
aerial image of the lens. Only the X-oriented selections of the model are presented; representing
variation across the slit. View the image as a series of horizontal focus lines, one for each row of
the reticle, with their two axes of rotation and their curvature changing. For this plot, the focus
lines are in the X direction since that is the sense of the myopic focus variation.
Under ideal conditions, the curvature of the X-axis is fixed by the signature curvature of the lens.
In reality, the lens curvature is modified by curvature of the reticle, that is the chromed-surface of
the reticle substrate. Reticle curvature can be both inherent in the substrate and imposed on it by
stresses involved in mounting and securing the plate to the platen of the scanner. Reticle curvature
can therefore change from load-to-load cycle and over time as the loading mechanism of the tool
degrades with use.

Figure 67: Raw focus plots of the Best Focus aerial scanner image. Focus values are plotted on the ordinate and
either X (horizontal) or Y (vertical) field location is plotted on the abscissa. Red arrows indicate f ocus direction.
In X-focus plots we can see the curvature of the lens as it images across the slit. The changes in
reticle X-tilt – or roll -- from exposure top-to-bottom are replicated as changes in contour coloring
at the left and right edges of the field and in the deviation of the contours from pure vertical lines.
We can see the changes in pitch by the curvature of the left surface edge.
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The Y-focus plots replicate focus variations seen by the edges of horizontal features. Envision this
plot as a series of focus lines oriented along the Y-axis. Variations in color along the top and
bottom edges of the field represent a Y-tilt or rotation of the plane about the X-axis. Bowing of the
path of the scanned-slit is seen as changes in color from image top-to-bottom along the Y-axis of
the plot.
You can examine these perturbations in detail by using the Weir XY-plot graphic control of the
interface to plot the raw Best Focus values as shown in Figure 67. In this figure the X-focus –
Vertical Feature – or slit behavior of the lens is shown on the top two graphs. The top-left graph
plots the focus values as a function of their X location across the lens slit. In it can be seen the
signature curvature of the lens-slit aerial image. The spread of focus points plotted at each X
position is an indication of the “Wow” or “Flutter” of the slit or how that point on each X-focus
line varies in focus up the exposure field.
The upper-right graph of Figure 67 displays vertical feature focus at each row of the exposure.
Each row therefore represents an X-focus line and the spread of focus across the lens slit.
Horizontal image or Y-focus is plotted on the two bottom graphs. The bottom left graph plots the
focus variation of the Y-focus line across the slit. Each X position along the abscissa displays the
amount of focus variation for that scan line. As you can see, the right side of the slit exhibits
considerable focus spread indicating increased scan variation with respect to the well behave
points on the left side of the slit.
We can see variation of the scan of the reticle stage in the graphic located on the lower right of the
figure. This is a profile of the average (up and down) scan variation contributed by the reticle
stage.
This helps us to narrow down the quadrant and extend of focus variation in the aerial image. The
question now arises as to what components are the sources of the variance.

Simulation of image improvement with corrections
Steppers and scanners typically have three corrections that are readily accessible to the user. These
corrections consist of the focus piston, tilt and curvature. The Curvature correction is not readily
accessible in all steppers however some vendors offer an adjustable internal lens element that can
be used to optimize the curvature. Also, a limited number of specialty service companies offer
field corrector plates that can be inserted at the entrance pupil of the column to flatten the
wavefront for older steppers.
Scanner access to the three control elements is a little more easily reached because of the degrees
of freedom provided by the reticle scanning stage. Curvature variation across the lens slit remains
relatively inviolate short of replacing the lens or vendor selection of a “better” performance area
for the slit.
Weir PSFM provides vector, histogram, contour and 3D plots to help us visualize the
contributions of these images. Performance simulation can also be used to visualize the error
budget of the lens if any of these corrections are entered into the scanner configuration. To
simulate tool performance for any single correction simply check the coefficient box of the
correction term and then select the “Residuals” tab to see all of the remaining field errors and the
statistics describing the expected level of performance.

Sources of slit and scan variation
Weir’s summary field coefficients -- piston, tilt and curvature – provide one set of corrections that
you can enter into an exposure tool to optimize the entire field’s performance. However,
perturbations frequently exhibit finer structure across the aerial image than can be encompassed
with a single set of corrections. The contribution of these fine-structure elements is the limiting
factor to the capability of the tool since their correction usually requires service or vendor
intervention. As we have been discussing, lens aberrations are compounded by the scan’s electromechanical interactions in the aerial image when the tool is a scanner.
PGFM Reticle calibration
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The Weir Best Focus analysis fits a row/column model to the aerial focus surface to determine the
coefficients associated with these corrections. With these models we can see how these systematic
errors vary across the field since every row and column of the field is separately modeled.

Figure 68: Variation of modeled focus piston across a scanner aerial image. Left and center: Average Focus Piston.
Right contours are of the slit-and -scan piston components. Red arrows indicate foc us direction.

Slit Scanning and lens-slit profile
Figure 68 illustrates this methodology by plotting the variation of modeled focus piston, that is the
offset of the focus model, across the aerial image. The average X and Y focus is contour plotted in
the scan on the left side of Figure 68. The XY plots in the figure center display the variation of this
average focus across the two axes of the field.
However, when examining the fine structure of the tool what we want to see is the signature
profile of the lens slit and slit scanning table. The fine structure is composed of a static
component, the average path of scan-slit travel and the lens focus profile, and dynamic movement
of the field segments about the static component.
Note: You can use the Weir XY-plot graphics to graph the focus contribution of each coefficient
across the lens. You can also use the Excel® graphics and the Weir “BestFocusModel”
Spreadsheet that is created when you perform the analysis to display coefficient variation. This
spreadsheet displays both the coefficient values and their row or column position on the field.
The average scan is composed of the Y-focus and X-focus modeled piston values. This is an
average scan because with this data set we do not have separate analyses of up-scan and downscan exposed images of the slit’s movement. The piston coefficients associated with each focus
direction are plotted on the top-right and bottom right sides respectively of the figure as contour
plots.
The Y-scan focus consists of variations along a modeled vertical focus column as shown by the
red arrow indicator. Piston is constant in value across the height of the field since the piston
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variable is the offset coefficient of the Y-focus model. This contour therefore represents the
signature of focus across the lens slit and is contributing about 50 nm of focus error to the budget.
Note: The Y-focus lens slit signature is the best possible estimate of slit focus aberrations that can
be made from a dynamic-scan exposure of a scanner. Perturbation fine structure along the Y axis
is averaged by the scanning of the slit over the reticle. An analysis of slit-static exposures would
yield more accurate perturbation lens information but does not represent the response exhibited by
an aerial image during normal exposure conditions due to the effects of scanning.
The reticle scanning stage signature is shown in the contour plot of X-focus in the lower right of
the figure to contribute 152 nm of focus error to the image. This is the best representation of the
slit scan-path that can be conducted by relatively simple methods. The contour represents an
average scan path and does not include scan-direction or fine structure movement.
These plots represent the true focus, or height profile of the slit and scan without the noise of
metrology and other interactions. Noise elements from metrology, wafer anomalies and exposure
variations have been removed by the focus calibration array sequence. Noise imparted by the
flight of the slit during the reticle exposure is removed by modeling the raw Best Focus data. We
now need to see just how the systematic components vary the exposure of path of the slit during
its exposure flight.

Figure 69: Modeled Best Focus Tilt. The blue fulcrum structures indicate the center and direction of tilt.
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Slit scan pitch and roll
The tilt coefficients of the Best Focus field reflect the roll and pitch of the scan-slit during an
exposure. Their impact on the aerial image focus is plotted in the graphs of Figure 69 for this
exposure tool.
The XY graphs on the left side of Figure 69 illustrate the average focus variation across the field
in the slit and scan directions. From these two graphs we can see the variation in focus due to a
linear tilt of the stage. The top graph illustrates the image viewed from the bottom of the focus
field. From this we can see the scan-slit rotating about the center of the exposure field about +/- 20
nm. The lower XY plot allow us to examine focus along the scan-edge of the image.
The components of the scan are illustrated in the contour plots on the right side of Figure 69. The
top contour illustrate the roll of the scan-slit as it moves up and down the path. Recall that in this
plot, focus is along a horizontal X-focus line that is rotating about the points marked by the
fulcrums of the inclined plane graphics at the top and bottom of the figure. The slight bow of the
center of this fulcrum as it moves from –20 to +20mm along the scan is an indication of the
variation in yaw of the slit during scans. Recall that the “yaw” variable represents a scan travel
path that is not parallel to the Y-axis of the exposure.
The pitch or up/down tilt of the exposure plane is graphed in the lower contour plot of Figure 69.
Again, we can see that the left-and right fulcrum points do not exactly lie at the same Y location
indicating a yaw error in travel. Linear pitch-motion of the scan is contributing 32 nm of focus
error to the budget.

Figure 70: Aerial Image Curv ature for the Mean, Slit and Scan focus.
Scan and field curvature
Field curvature is modeled as the 2nd order change in focus across the field. In the X or slit
direction this tracks the variation of curvature across the lens. Conversely, the Y direction
corresponds to the travel of the reticle stage/slit as it scans back and forth during exposure of the
image.
The contour on the left of Figure 70 represents the mean focus curvature of the aerial image with
piston and tilt removed. The mean focus contour is the convolution of the two contours
represented in the center and right sides of the figure. You can see about 27 nm of focus budget
error contributed by examination of the scale of the mean focus curvature.
In a typical exposure, we would expect field curvature or Slit-X focus to be constant across slit for
the entire height of the image. However the impact of a scanning system on the slit-signature is
such that we can see variations at the two vertical edges of the field in the center contour plot of
Slit X-Focus. Note the scale range of 47 nm in the center contour plot. This variation is brought on
by “flutter” of the two extreme edges of the aerial image. The flutter may be the result of a
combination of Up and Down scan-direction images. It may also be caused by variations in the
travel path of the slit or even flexing of the reticle during scan. In this tool, the 47 nm fluctuation
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in slit focus is tempered by the focus signature of the scan-direction profile shown in the plot on
the right.
Changes in the scan profile are shown on the right contour plot. Recall that each column of the
image is being modeled to determine this variation along the X-axis. The scan signature is
complex, being nearly flat on the left edge with a cupped or concave shape in the center. Quite
interestingly, the image changes sign on the right side of the plot to generate a convex focus
surface of about 10 nm.

Summary
The X and Y focus surfaces combine to generate a mean focus contour. However, product images
will respond to the slit or scan oriented focus composite depending upon their orientation. Since
feature size exhibits a 2nd order sensitivity to focus, we want the focus to be as uniform as possible
across the field and across the wafer.
Table 3: Summary of modeled and raw focus ranges
Slit
X-Focus

Scan
Y -Focus

139

152

145

Modeled Tilt

32

42

37

Modeled Curvature

47

36

27

140

94

139

Modeled Piston

Raw Best Focus

Mean
Focus

In all cases, we want the Y-Focus or scan variation be as close or better than the lens limiting Xfocus slit variation. The signatures of the slit and scan images are the major contributor to the final
focus budget of the tool as shown in Table 3. The vendor of this exposure tool has managed the
Tilt and Curvature contributions to be minor components of the final raw best focus budget.
Variations of these two components represent the non-stable fluctuations of the slit-scanning
mechanism.
The data examined so far details the performance of the imaging system as it generates the aerial
image. The data contains focus exposures from scans in both the up-scan and down scan
directions. We could improve analysis results by forcing only one scan-direction for exposures
and then compared the results of each direction. This would yield additional information on scan
focus hysteresis of the tool.
By design the analysis generated by a Best Focus model does not contain information on the
interactions of the aerial image with the photoresist and across-wafer components of exposure.
Wafer components can influence focus behavior significantly. Factors such as local variation in
wafer leveling, surface uniformity, photoresist striations and wafer-edge effects all contribute to an
additional set of perturbations on the focus budget.
Fortunately, the Phase Shift Focus Monitor provides an excellent method for the analysis of the
across-wafer and even wafer-to-wafer focus budget. We’ll see how to measure and analyze these
components in the next section.
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PGFM full-wafer scanner performance
Data File:

PGFM_focus_mon_50_FFLD_C2.XLS

Summary:

A PGFM reticle has been exposed to cover the entire surface of a 300 mm wafer.
PGM overlay measurements are converted to focus using the Weir PSFM Template
and poor metrology data points are culled using the automated techniques provided.
The focus budget and precision of the exposure and metrology tools are briefly
examined using the Precision tab. Behavior of raw mean-focus values across the
wafer and average dice are shown to contain some wafer-induced slit-scan induced
errors.
The advantages of using the whole-field and row/column field models are reviewed
and used to explain the variations observed and significance of separately
investigating Vertical and Horizontal feature focus sensitivity.
The Row/column field model is then used to determine the budget contributor to
focus error from the lens, scan and wafer. Then substrate contributions to focus
variation are investigated by removal of the mean field values.
Finally Astigmatism is shown to be a strong factor in a scanner. This value is shown
to be an excellent analysis tool for the investigation of field fine-structure and the
finer focus variation of the substrate.

Background

Figure 71: Fixed -Focus exposure layout from Weir Main interface
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In the previous application example we calibrated a PGFM -- Benchmark Phase Grating -- reticle
using a focus-dose matrix on a horizontal slit scanner. In this section we will examine the focus
performance of that same scanner across a whole wafer. We will be using the Calibration template
stored in the Weir Template Library to convert the PGFM overlay to focus data

Conversion of overlay data to focus
In Figure 71 can be seen the dose layout for the dataset. Focus is fixed at zero for each exposure
field and scan direction is unknown so it was not set.

Figure 72: Calibration template selection for conversion to focus

We used the template stored in the last application example for data conversion as shown in Figure
72. This fixed-focus dataset contains only one exposure-dose = 20 mj. Notice that the template
stored in the library contained many more potential templates. The conversion sequence in Wier
PSFM will select the proper conversion based on the four exposure criteria; Dose, NA, Pcinner
and PC outer. You can override any of these criteria during template selection by using the checkbox elements located below the template/Lot field layout screen. These check boxes can be seen in
the lower left corner of Figure 73.

PGFM full-wafer scanner performance
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The Cull Analysis command button was used to display a histogram of the candidates present in
the raw overlay data for data culling, see the inset histogram of Figure 73. The goal is to achieve a
population on this histogram that has a uniform distribution without the long “tail” shown to the
left of the inset. Quite simply, selecting 3.0 sigma as a cull value removes 24 data points; the
number culled by each method is shown in blue to the right of the “Sigma” and “Range” cull entry
fields on the upper right side of Figure 73. The resulting converted focus data, plotted as a vector
plot, is displayed by Weir in the graphic window in the figure.

Figure 73: Weir Analysis Uniformity conversion screen with data -culling histogram (inset).

Precision and Error Budget
Selecting the “Precision” tab located to the left of the graphic area summarizes the full-wafer
focus precision of the data set. The chart of Table 4 is calculated from the raw focus data and
saved in the “Precision” spreadsheet tab.
The Range of focus values along the slit exceeds
that of the scan by almost 0.1 micron. This is
good because it implies that the scan is not
contributing excessively. The overall one-sigma
lot precision is (X,Y) = (44,25) nm. The
variation within the field, row and column seems
to account for the majority of the errors.
Site variation for slit and scan are approximately
equal. Variations in this metric would indicate
changes in focus from field-to-field for the same
site.
IntraField focus varies more for variations within
the slit (X-focus) than along the scan. This
would indicate that most of the variation is going
to occur across the lens-slit rather than be
inflicted by the scan. The design of the scan
system is to average out errors in the scan or Yaxis.
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Slit
_____

_____

Scan Zmean
_____

_____

0.143
0.081
0.112
Average
0.401
0.277
0.277
Range
_Precision_ _____ _____ _____
0.044
0.025
0.031
Lot
0.040
0.022
0.027
Field
0.024
0.018
0.021
Site
0.032
0.011
0.017
IntraField
0.018
0.013
0.015
InterField
0.036
0.019
0.026
Column
0.010
0.010
InterColumn 0.019
0.039
0.020
0.025
Row
0.015
0.009
0.012
InterRow

Table 4: Full-Wafer Focus Precision &
Error B udget
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InterField variation is constant for both axes, indicating very good field-to-field autofocus control.
Columnprecision reflects variation within each column of data. We can see it is about equal in
value to the Row variation for both axes. The variation is also consistent for the direction, X or Y.
This indicates stability in both axes. Both interColumn and InterRow variation suggest greater
changes along the slit than along the scan axis.
In summary, this is a very well behaved system. We’sll see the majority of the focus variation
occurring from field-to-field. This could be because of wafer, film or stage-height variation. The
Stage and slit are properly aligned with the majority of focus error occurring along the X-focus or
slit direction. This may be lens or aerial image limited. Finally, the row-to-row and column-tocolumn is almost identical. This would indicate a properly set up scan-system without variations
due to scan direction or from wafer-edge effects.

Raw Focus Analysis
You can see statistics and various graphics including histograms, vector and contour plots of the
raw focus data. Turn off all wafer and field models using the controls on the “Models” tab of the
Analysis screen. Select the Contour graphic radio button and press the “Wafer” tab to the left side
of the graphic window to see the data. Figure 74 displays how the average focus contour varies
across the wafer.

Figure 74: Average focus variation of raw focus metrology across the wafer.
A comparison of the X and Y-focus histograms on the inset of Figure 74 illustrate that, as
predicted by the precision analysis of the previous section, there is significantly more spread in the
X focus population than in Y. The data exhibits an average focus of 112 nm, with astigmatism of –
62 nm. This tool is losing 333 nm simply to focus variation across the field and wafer. The
variation of focus for vertical lines, or X-focus values, is even greater displaying a total IntraField
Deviation (IFD) of 409 nm.
Note particularly the fine-structure variation, causing a bead-like column of focus on the left side.
The high focus “red” areas of the upper-left side of the wafer suggest the presence of wafer tilt.
Focus errors across the wafer are composed of:
?? Systematic Errors from
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?? Wafer tilt and bow
?? Field offsets (piston) and any rotational effects
?? Row (lens-slit) and column (slit-scan) systematic errors and
?? Residuals errors from
?? Wafer substrate
?? High order variations
?? Local bumps, dirt etc.
?? Scan-variations
?? Reticle pattern errors
?? Metrology systematic errors and
?? Random exposure and metrology noise.

The first obvious items to remove will be the effects of wafer or film flatness. This is easily
performed in Weir PSFM by turning on the modeling of the wafer and, optionally, the field
analysis. Next, select only the wafer coefficients – Tilt and Bow -- for viewing. This will change
the graphic of Figure 74 to look like that of Figure 75 when you display it using the “Wafer
Residuals” tab.
Figure 75 displays an improved rendition of the average-focus perturbations across the wafer. We
could have performed a similar analysis by turning on both wafer and field modeling but selecting
only the field coefficients for display and then pressing the “Wafer” display tab. This method
however leaves out a lot of information for it only displays the systematic field errors of offset

Figure 75: Average raw -focus variation after wafer error removal.
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(piston), tilt and bow.
When we examine the residuals by pressing the “Wafer Residuals” tab, the wafer systematic errors
are removed and everything else is thrown into the summary and display. The focus uniformity,
independent of wafer systematic tilt and bow, is now read in the Residual statistics at the bottom
of the figure. Optimum focus, based on raw data, is therefore at 112 nm and it exhibits again a
total of –62 nm of Astigmatism. The IFD of the tool is still at 333 nm; in short the systematic
components do not change by much because the wafer-induced errors of this ultra-flat substrate
are not dominantly contributing to the focus error budget.
In spite of the lack of wafer-error contribution, there is much to be learned. For example we can
begin to see some wafer or film sub-structure appearing in the lower right quadrant of the substrate
that is too random or high-order to be modeled by the wafer model. The across-field focus
variation is also more apparent now as are the effects of the wafer’s edge on focus. The field
exhibits some interesting fine structure that can be seen with greater clarity in Figure 76.
Figure 76 is easily plotted by selecting the “Field Resids” tab on the screen. A spreadsheet,
“Surf_FieldResids” is generated when the contour is plotted.
Hint: reduce the size of the overall plot area to shorten display time during field
plotting.
Here the average field of mean-focus values contains a vertical ridge of bumps traveling up the
field a –6 mm from field center. The full contour of this structure can be seen using either the Weir
3D or the Excel surface plot on the data stored in the “Surf_FieldResids” spreadsheet. This
column of bumps is most likely the result of the travel of the slit-scan stage during exposure.

Figure 76: Average mean -focus field and Excel 3D plot. Note “F” label for orientation in each plot.
Note: Examine the similarity of the plot of Figure 76 with that of the Best Focus
field calculated from the original focus-exposure matrix of Figure 63 on in the
section “Influence of Dose on the Best Focus Wavefront” on page 108.
This average field correlates not only in general contour but also focus-range with the Best Focus
calculation of the aerial image found in the previous section. This field view contains additional
fine-structure introduced by the wafer and scan system not seen in the Best Focus calculation.
Note that both this fixed-focus analysis and the Best Focus calculation of the image exhibit a
columnar trench at –6 mm and a low-focus drift of this area to the upper right corner of the
exposure. We’ll investigate this further in the next two sections.

Analysis & Removal of Wafer Systematic Errors
In the previous section we saw how the variations in exposure-field focus could be better viewed if
the height contributions of the wafer substrate and films were removed. In doing so, we neglected
to review the impact of these films themselves. Wafer modeled focus errors can be very important
whether you wish to investigate the uniformity of film deposition as seen by the actinic imaging or
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the flatness of the wafer substrate itself in a comparison of ultraflat verses the current wafer
options.

Figure 77: Modeled wafer systematic errors as a contour and (inset) vector -focus plot.
To model and view wafer-induced systematic errors select turn-on wafer modeling by selecting
the “Full Wafer” radio control button under the “Models” tab of the interface. Make sure that all
of the wafer coefficients are selected for display. Select a graphic type for display such as a
Vector, histogram or contour plot. Then press the “Wafer” tab to display a the modeled results as
shown in Figure 77. Remember that the focus contributed values of each modeled coefficient that
is also check-marked will be displayed in the graphic and the summary of statistics on the bottom
of the chart. You can therefore model both wafer and field coefficients but view only the wafer
contributed errors by controlling what coefficients you check-mark.
When viewing the results of the wafer model keep in mind that you are viewing the focus
variations that vary systematically with respect to their absolute location on the wafer. These
variations will therefore result from wafer and film flatness variations.
A note on “Wafer Tilt” coefficients
The wafer model is a cylindrical coordinate system based. It therefore has two estimates of tilt for
each Cartesian tilt coefficient, X-Tilt and Y-Tilt. If you do not check the Coefficient Validation
box on the “models” tab for the wafer models then, in almost all instances, you will get non-zero
estimates of X-Tilt for both the Slit and Scan variable directions. A wafer can only have one true
X-Tilt value, so if the slit and scan estimates vary significantly it is best to go back and check the
Validation box. If both estimates are similar, as they are for the X-Tilt slit and scan values then
you have a solid estimate of wafer tilt. Poor coefficient estimates can result from noisy data or
insufficient data layout or quantities. This is another example of why it is important to validate
coefficient estimates when controlling a process or tool. The Y-Tilt values are also well behaved
in this example.
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NOTE: Wafer Tilt values can be directly and separately assigned to wafer-stage
tilt. Field modeled tilt, when combined with wafer modeling, can be directly and
separately assigned to reticle-platen tilt. If you perform a field model with wafermodeling turned off, then wafer stage and reticle platen tilt values add linearly.
It is possible to have separate and unequal values of slit and scan Bow. Unequal bow values result
from ellipsoidal rather than circular bowing of the substrate.
In this example you can see a small, -0.117 urad of X-tilt assigned to the wafer stage. Y-Tilt is
contributing only 0.079 urad to focus. These, plus the small Bow values, are contributing an IFD
of 48 nm mean focus to the error budget.

Full-field versus Row/Column Field Model
Field models report the BF(Fitted) or focus-piston offset of the field as well as it’s modeled Tilt,
Curvature, Astigmatism and Residuals. Tilt is reported in both units of “microns per centimeter”
(um/cm) and in micro-radians (urad). Either coefficient can be used depending upon the software
requirements of your APC system or exposure tool.
The “IFDresids” variable always reports the range or IFD of the residuals to the model. If you
model both wafer and field, then the value reported here will represent the residuals to both.
Conversely, if you model only the field, then only field residuals are reported.
Two models of model determination can be performed for the field model. You select each model
by using either the “Full-Field” or “Row/Column” model radio buttons of the “Models” tab.
Full-field models apply all of the data contained within one exposure field to the model as a single
data population. Modeling using this technique is faster than the Row/Column method. Results are
directly capable of being inserted into the control parameter set of the exposure tool since tool
interfaces support only full-field adjustments. Figure 75 is a good example of a full-field modeled
exposure with a display of the resulting residuals to only the wafer coefficients.
Row/Column models apply the field model as a single-dimensional model to every row and
column of every field. Field results are summarized across the matrix of these equations.
Row/Column models are best employed when there is a need to model behavior of systems below
the resolution of a single exposure field. For example, we can see how the flight-path of the lens
slit changes as it scans a reticle image during an exposure.
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Table 5: Field model comparison of Full -Field and Row/Column Methods.
Row and column models summarize to the same coefficients within the experimental error of the
data set as shown in Table 5. The residuals and statistical focus spreads can vary since the
row/column model can fit more closely to the data set. For example, the residuals will usually be
lower in the row/column model analysis. However, the Row/Column model will be more sensitive
to partial die influence from those dice located at the wafer’s edge. You can see this influence in
the estimates of field tilt.
Row/Column models increase in importance as we attempt to characterize the sources of focus
variation within the exposure field. We’ll again break this down into two, very significant
directions of focus sensitivity, Vertical and Horizontal feature focus.

Focus as seen by Vertical and Horizontal Features
Feature size is a second-order function of focus. Feature edges spread and lose contrast as the
distance-squared from optimum focus for that point in the field increases. Optimum focus varies
across any image produced by finite optics. The design of a scanner is to minimize the influence of
focus variation in at least one axis – the Y-focus or horizontal feature axis. The small y-aperture of
the scanning slit raises the effective NA in this direction to improve depth of focus and resolution
but at the same time slightly reduces edge contrast as the feature edge image is scanned across the
small width of the lens. The net effect is to improve imaging performance in at least one direction
and this can be seen in the range of focus for the Horizontal feature or Y-focus edges plot on the
right side of Figure 78.
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Figure 78: Residuals to modeled wafer tilt and bow for Horizontal and Vertical feature edges.
Notice that the Horizontal Y-focus ranges only half that of the X-focus contour plot seen on the
left side. Both contours are from the same dataset and both exhibit a average or best focus values
that are within 20 nm of each other. Their signatures also differ greatly. This is typical and
exhibited because, for a scanner, the X-focus behavior is primarily influenced by the variation
across the width of the scan-slit while the Y-focus variation is first set by it’s X-location in the
lens-slit and then perturbed by the scanning of the image across the slit.
Horizontal or Y-focus contours exhibit only a 108nm range in the plot on the right side of Figure
78. These focus errors, which include all but systematic wafer errors, exhibit more variation at the
wafer’s edge, as would be expected. The fields themselves profile repeating errors in the upper-left
of each corner and along a center-field line maximizing at the bottom-center high point of 130 nm
on many fields. Examining the color range within the field, correction of these two anomalies
could result in a Y-focus field uniformity of about 60 nm.
The X-focus contour plot on the left of Figure 78 details how focus varies across the lens-slit.
Focus here exhibits in greater clarity the features seen in the mean-focus plot of Figure 75. In the
earlier, mean focus, these values were modified by the influence of the horizontal focus
component. In the earlier analysis the X-focus interfield precision was calculated at 18 nm, so
there is little variation from field-to-field. Variations could occur from piston or overall focus
offsets, tilt of the slit or yaw – rotation about the optical axis. The beaded-low region, close to
zero-focus, on the left side is a strong characteristic of this tool perhaps indicating a repetitive
movement of the scan stage as it moves up the exposure. There are approximately five “beads”
across the image which would indicate that each bead is approximately (32/5 = 6.4 mm in width.
About the width of the slit. Review the field plot of Figure 76 for details.
X focus exhibits a “high” focus error region in the lower right of the scan accounting for a
majority of the 200 nm focus error contribution. This variation must be a function of the scanning
slit but we’ll leave its full analysis until later in this section.
Finally, notice the high-point focus error located at about 3 o’clock on each field. We didn’t see
this fine structure in previous mean-focus images and on some fields it is almost masked out
completely. Use the left mouse-button to box in and generate an XY-plot profile of focus variation
across two die exhibiting the focus high point as shown in Figure 79. The mouse-plot uses the
actual data points of focus, not the interpolated points of the contour, to populate the plot. Even
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though the contour plot exhibits only X-slit data, the XY mouse plot will display the metrology
from the X, Y and average data points within the boxed area. In Figure 79 we restricted the height
of the box to include only one row of metrology and, when the pop-up selection appeared, selected
to plot the data as a function of its horizontal or X position on the wafer. The background color,
axis scales and horizontal tick-spacing were added after the plot appeared and we right-clicked on
it to modify and re-display the graph.

Figure 79: Mouse-selected data plot of the cross -section of two fields. Inset: mean -field contour.
The high-point is indicated by two arrows on the plot. We can see it residing on a higher plateau
on the field, extending an additional 80 nm above its neighbors. The general shape of this profile
follows that of the Best Focus XY plot shown in Figure 67 with an additional counter-clockwise
tilt. The point is most likely an imaging problem since it appears only in the X-slit direction. The
fault may be with the reticle or more likely, since it has not be noted before on the reticle, the
result of a particle on the reticle or pellicle surface.
Notice also the uniform Y-scan focus for this point in the exposure plotted with the “+” symbol.
This exhibits the characteristic slit focus profile for horizontal features.

Error Source determination using the Field Row/Column Model
One of the great benefits from a Row/Column field model analysis is the ability to separately
evaluate the systematic variation of the lens-slit exposure and it’s scan-stability across each field.
In doing so we not only see the influence of the wafer-stage’s travel, scan direction and autofocus
stability but also any wafer position influences such as edge-effects. The separate analysis is also
telling us how vertical and horizontal feature edges are going to respond to the exposure of the
tool.
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Figure 80: Field Row/Column modeled X -slit piston, tilt, and curvature.
Note: The modeled results for every row and column can be found on the
spreadsheet tab “Field_RC_Aberrations” created during the analysis.
Selecting the Row/Column model of the field and then plotting only the coefficients for the field
we can generate a plot of only the systematic, controllable focus errors of the field. This plot for
X-focus, with residual and wafer systematic errors removed, is shown in Figure 80. Figure 80
displays focus from only the systematic X-focus, vertical feature focus, modeled piston, tilt and
curvature. We can now see the characteristic general signature exhibiting a high point in the lower
right side of the field and a valley that drifts in corkscrew fashion up to the right of each field of
the wafer. These X-focus, systematic errors are contributing about 100 nm to the focus budget and
may be correctable.
You can narrow down the source of the errors by examining only the variation of X-slit focus tilt.
Remember, every row of data is being separately analyzed and modeled. We can therefore model
how the slit tilt is varying at each scan row. Selecting only the field Tilt coefficient and redisplaying the data will generate the X-slit Field Tilt plot of Figure 82.
A plot similar to this was generated in Figure 69 when the Best Focus field for this lens was
modeled. We now see that the slit-scanning path continues to flip the X-tilt of the slit from
positive to negative as it scans from to top to the bottom of the die. This flip in tilt and it’s
increased severity as a die move near the wafer’s edge, is contributing at least 60 nm of focus
variation to the full 200 nm budget. Note the tendency of the tilt to scan up toward the wafer’s
edge on the left and right sides.
The Y-scan focus error budget can be similarly examined. A sample plot of the Y-scan curvature
contour and the variation along one scan column is shown in Figure 82. Recall that this is a plot of
focus curvature variation along each column of the exposure.
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Figure 82: Vertical feature (X -slit) focus response of field Tilt across the substrate. Fulcrums denote tilt direction.

Figure 82: Horizontal feature (Y -scan) focus curvature with inset plot of section shown.
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Notice that, except for a single die in the extreme lower-right of the wafer at the edge, focus errors
do not extend all the way down to –55 nm. Curvature appears to range from approximately 0 nm
defocus to over 150 nm, thereby accounting for a significant portion of the focus budget.
Curvature dramatically increases near edge of each die. In fact, it is also present in the center of
the die as can bee seen by the light-to-dark-to-light-blue shading and by the XY plot. The XY plot
is mouse-selected by depressing the left button and dragging the focus-box across the die as shown
in the figure. In the XYplot can see that focus variation is very flat for the X-slit or X-axis focus
along the slit. X-slit focus plotted in this manner displays the uniformity of X-focus for one point
in the slit as it is scanned from the bottom to top of the die.
Y-scan focus exhibits the characteristic bow seen earlier for Y scan of this scanner. The signature
does not appear to vary in intensity on the left and right wafer edges however there is a marked
exaggeration on dice located at wafer top and bottom.

Removal of Mean Field, Best Focus and others
So far we have examined focus variation using three different methods:
?? Examination of the raw-focus variations
?? Modeling of wafer and field systematic errors and
?? Analyses of the residuals to the systematic focus errors.
Each method of analysis provides unique information on separate aspects of the contributors to the
loss of focus on an exposure tool. The act of modeling each field and even each row and column
of the fields is the most powerful of these applications because the model coefficients can be
directly tied back to control parameters for the exposure tool.
We have seen how the aerial image can be characterized, how it can be perturbed by systematic
wafer-stage variations such as tilt and by exposing a die near or on the wafer’s edge. However,
more than tool-correction parameters influence the focus budget.
Focus is sensitive to any variation in substrate height, particularly those that are high enough in
frequency to pass through the automated controls of the auto-focus system. Ranking high among
these contributors will be the legacy imparted to the current exposure layer by the nonuniformities of previous films and structures. Some film effects, such as Nitride reflectivity and

Figure 83: Component removal Tab and analysis flow.
metal grain variation directly impact the response of the auto-focus and, through wavefront
interference of reflections, the actinic image. Even the very surface of the photoresist can vary
near a wafer’s edge or from problems in the dispense system. The focus errors produced by these
and other similar sources result in high-frequency or very rapid variations across a small area.
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The removal of modeled systematic errors, as we demonstrated in the section “Analysis &
Removal of Wafer Systematic Errors” on page 123, helped us to visualize some of these effects.
However, when wafer or field systematic errors are removed, additional information is passed by
the aerial image into the residual analysis because the modeling cannot account for all of the focus
variation contributed by the image.
The aerial image can be perturbed to appear different for each test by simple variations such as the
warping of the reticle-plate by the loading system. There are many other high-order focus errors
contributed, a good example is the single, repetitive focus error shown in Figure 78.

Figure 84: Left: X and Y mean field focus removal. Right: XY

-Average mean focus removed.

Note: Wafer systematic errors were also removed prior to mean -field subtraction
Weir PSFM provides tools for removing all of the components of focus error contributed by the
aerial image. The selections are provided in the “Component Removal” panel of Figure 83.
Following the logic flow chart of Figure 83, you can see that mean or modeled aberrations are
removed by this component after the wafer systematic – low order -- aberrations are calculated
and removed. You, as a user, of course have the option of including or excluding any of the steps
shown in the flow chart through the controls located on the three other tabs of the interface.
Note that typically the field modeling steps are turned-off when this control is used because by it’s
very design the systematic field errors should be removed from the data.
Mean Field Removal
Selecting the “Mean Field” radio button provides the ability to remove selections from either the
calculated average field “raw” data or from selected modeled coefficients of the average field.
Recall, that this “raw” data is in fact the data remaining if you selected to include wafer modeling
as a part of the analysis. In fact, it is recommended that wafer modeled values be first removed
because in the majority of cases it improves the accuracy of the subsequent analysis.
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The “Raw Data – Mean” check box is selected by default when field removal is first turned-on.
This will gray-out all of the other check-box selections. Simply un-check the value to display the
panel as shown in Figure 83.
To view a rendition of the focus surface as first seen by the aerial exposure image first turn-on
wafer modeling and then select the mean-field radio button on the “Component Removal” tab.
Then, selecting the Horizontal and Vertical raw data check boxes and pressing the “Wafer
Residuals” tab to the left of the graphics window will generate the plot shown on the left side of
Figure 84.
The analysis, when started, will take the residuals of the wafer model and collapse all fields into
one single location. This is called the collapsed field and it contains a virtual image of the original
field site layout with multiple measurements at each site. In fact, each site will contain one
measurement for each original data field if the data has not been excluded by either the metrology
tool or by data culling using the mouse. All of the values for each site are then averaged and
assigned to the virtual field site to create a mean field.
The analysis then subtracts this mean-field from every field in the data. It’s method of subtraction
varies with the selected method from the panel. When the Horizontal and Vertical raw data check
boxes are selected then focus for each field site “i” is calculated by:
Xi = X i – X virtual and
Y i = Y i – Y virtual.
Conversely, checking the Mean raw data check box generates the plot, from the same data, on the
right side of the figure. The data for this figure is calculated by first computing:

Zi ?

n

?

j? 1

( X ij ? Yij ) / 2

where “j” is summed over the total number of data points for site “i”; typically one for each field.
Then the individual focus values for each site are computed from
Xi = X i – Z i and
Y i = Y i – Z i.
In Figure 84 we can see vertical ridges running from top to bottom on the wafer. The left figure
illustrates this with greater clarity because each point is individually addressed in both X and Y
focus directions. Variations in background or non-wafer systematic substrate topography is
therefore responsible for approximately 60 nm of the focus budget. Some of the variations
apparently caused by mechanical effects on the wafer.

Figure 85: “Plot Format” tab can be used to further specify the type of

analysis.

Viewing Astigmatism, IFD and other distributions
By default, the data viewed in the Analysis Uniformity interface is focus data in the form of X
and Y axis Cartesian measurements of focus with their “Z” or average component. This type of
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analysis is referred to as a “Whole Field” analysis since every site of every field is analyzed. You
can investigate other data distributions by selecting the “Plot Format” tab, shown in Figure 85, and
selecting from one of the other formats. The details of these sections can be found in detail in the
section ‘“Plot Format” Tab’on page 91.
Significant insights into tool performance can be achieved by considering an evaluation of
Lithographer’s Astigmatism on every point of the data set. You can do this by selecting the
“Astigmatism Value” radio button on the control before performing your analysis. Selecting this
button forms a whole new modeling sequence of data since the value of every site “i” measured is
changed to:
Ai = Y i - X i
Where “i” is the site number, Ai is the astigmatism at site “i”. Astigmatism can then be viewed,

Figure 86: Astigmatic residuals to systematic Wafer Tilt and bow
analyzed and modeled just like focus.
Figure 86 is a plot of astigmatism and how it varies systematically across the wafer for our current
data set. You can see a histogram with a significantly one-sided distribution of the population.
This distribution is a strong indicator that the scan-slit focus bias is stable and significant. We can
also see that the wafer-distribution follows that of the focus uniformity although its change in
value is less abrupt that that of the focus.
In the analysis of the residuals to the wafer model, Figure 87, there is a marked resemblance to the
focus plot of similar residuals. Here however the highest astigmatic values exist in that vertical
column at –6 mm on the field. This column of data is also exhibiting the ‘beads” previously noted.
A new feature has also arisen here in that a second set of beads is not apparent on the right side of
the die. Both sets of beads have an 8mm period.
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Figure 87: Astigmatic residuals to systematic Wafer T ilt and Bow. The inset on right is the Mean astigmatic field.

What is happening here is that there is a different response to small focus perturbations between
the X and Y-axes. The scanning of the slit forces averages exposure variations across the height
of the slit while the focus across the slit, within the lens, is held sensitive to these small variations.
When the astigmatic subtraction takes place, then we see astigmatism as an enhancement of this
variation.
Keeping this behavior in mind some very interesting effects reflecting the base behavior of the
wafer surface can be seen if we model wafer focus and then remove the mean-field and finally plot
the astigmatic variation as shown in Figure 88.
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Figure 88: Astigmatic variation after wafer systematic errors and the mean field are removed.
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D a t a C u l l i n g Me t h o d s

Data File:

General application

Summary:

Examples on culling data using the Range and Sigma auto-culling. Additional uses
for culling using the mouse to remove single point and field sites.

Background
Often a small number of data points will be poorly measured because of metrology alignment or
processing at the site. These sites are not representative of the exposure tool or the process and
should be removed from consideration. Poor metrology sites are easily identified during spatial
plotting of the data and conversion. Vector plots will contain points with very large or odd–angled
vectors will appear. Contour plots will exhibit singularities such as one or two deep red or blue
spots on the contour, their values totally out of context with the remainder of the surface.

Automated Data Culling with Range and Sigma Fields
The “Uniformity Analysis” interface offers several methods of removing poor metrology. The
automated method works with the Range and Sigma fields of the interface. The actual data
suppression occurs when the focus lot object is created. You can see specifics on this in the
section “Data Culling” on page 84, a part of the interface description section.
Note that focus metrology typically tends to be very systematic. Therefore most
of the time you can enter 3.0 sigma or ever a value of 2.5 sigma into the ranges
and have safe culling.

Manual Data Culling to Enhance an Analysis
The method of data removal described in this section can be used to remove poor data metrology
by the exclusion of data points on a point-by-point basis. You can use this form of culling in
either the “Calibration” or the “Analysis” tabs of the “Uniformity Analysis” interface. Culling
can be performed on Wafers or fields displayed as vector or contour plots. If multiple wafers exist
in the data then the pop-up menu will allow you to remove from all or from selected wafers.
Note:
?? Data points “culled” by this method can be immediately re-entered by using the mouse to
repeat the box-selection of the area and then selecting “Remove culls from selected”
menu item.
?? if you are in the “Analysis” tab, be sure to force a re-modeling of the data by selecting
the “Model Aberrations” command button.
?? When you use the Weir Template to create a new focus lot object it will remove all culls
selected by the mouse. You will have to manually re-select data points.
?? When in the “Calibrate” tab, the mouse-culled data is only shown when the “Focus
Data” radio button is selected. This is because the culled points are not removed from
the raw overlay data.
Exposure Tool – Scanners provide a relatively stable lens signature. By it’s very nature, this
signature is a narrow slit, approximately 10 x 32 mm or so in size. Most scanners today have a
horizontal lens slit and this slit is then scanned vertically or “Up” and “Down” in the layout
interface nomenclature of Weir. The illumination across the slit may be uniform or Gaussian in
profile, in which case the effective slit width can be reduced to as low as 2 mm.
Data Culling Methods
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The effect of this scanning is that aberrations in the horizontal or “X” direction follow those of the
lens aberrations in cross-section. Aberrations of the lens in the vertical “Y” direction are averaged
by the scan, thereby “smearing” the aberrations and reducing feature contrast in this direction.
The scanner exposure is a function of the velocity of the slit, slower scan implies greater dose. The
X direction actinic wavefront will have a best-focus signature that is essentially one dimensional
in nature, reflecting the aberrations of the lens. If the scanning stage of the reticle is not planar,
then the image focus wavefront in the scan direction will reflect the overall roll, pitch and yaw of
the reticle stage. The final image of course sees the convolution of these two aberrations.

Figure 89: Culling data by mouse -selection can reduce a data set with four quick selections by the mouse.

Whipping back-and-forth in it’s scan direction, the reticle plate experiences accelerations on the
order or ten (10) gravities or more as directions reverse. Reticles must be clamped very tightly and
bowing can occur. There can also be differences in focus from wafer’s edge to center.
Data culling in the “Calibrate” tab of the Weir PSFM Analysis screen can be used to select a
portion of the wafer for quick analysis as well as removing poor metrology. This provides not only
a reduced data set for a speedier analysis but also a simplified view of just what is happening in
selected section of the field or wafer. Additional information can be gained if the “Scan” direction
selection check-box is used with the layout entries to selection only those fields whose scan occurs
in the same direction, i.e. up or down.
If you would like to remove fields located along a wafer’s edge, you can do so by using four or, in
the case of Figure 89 by five quick area selections using your mouse. To select an area, hold-down
the left mouse-button to box-in an area as shown on the left screen image of Figure 89. This will
result in the pop-up menu shown. After selecting the “cull selected data points” menu the figure
will re-display showing the current range and selection of data.
?? Note: If the figure does not re-display or does not scale properly, click on the “Raw
Data” and then back again on the “Focus Data” radio buttons. This will repaint the
image.
?? Make sure you are viewing the “Focus Data” display if you wish to see the currently
selected data.
You can then move on the the “Analysis” tab to complete your work. Focus data with culled
points will stay in this format until you re-create the focus data lot or re-load the data.
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Weir License Management
O p e r a t io n a n d L ic e n s e I n s t a l l a t io n
The Weir Wavefront Engineering Software Suite uses a license management system that does not
require hardware add-ons. At first use of the software, you will be presented with a screen that
shows an installation date and two numbers. The date and numbers are keys for computing a
Confirmation Identification code that will turn on the software for a demonstration period or for
permanent use, Figure 90.
If you do not enter a Confirmation ID, the software will continue to run with full functionality for
a total of ten (10) restarts before shutting down or for a maximum of six months, whichever comes
first. The license maintenance screen will first appear at each restart until either a demonstration or
permanent license is entered.

Figure 90:The Weir license-management screen.
The License Management screen will continue to appear at each software startup. The screen can
also be accessed from the Weir Main window’s menu item “/Tools/License Management”.
Weir PSFM and Weir PW each require separate licenses, entered in the “Confirmation ID” fields.

Operation and License Installation
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O b t a in in g a L ic e n s e
To obtain a license, send the Installation date and two hardware ID’s -- i.e. “ID A:” and “ID B:” -shown on the screen to:
TEA Systems Corporation
65 Schlossburg St.
Aburtis, Pa 18011 USA
Phone: +(01) 610 682 4146
WeirEngr@TEAsystems.com
Or
Info@TEAsystems.com
Or Visit
http://www.TEAsystems.com
A Confirmation ID for the appropriate product will be returned to you via mail or electronic mail.
When you receive your Confirmation ID enter it into the appropriate ID field. Also insure that the
“Installation Date” field is the same as the date given to you with your license. You can change the
installation date by selecting the drop-down control with your mouse. Selection of the “Enter
Confirmation” command button will then validate the license entries and turn on the software.
When a valid Confirmation License is entered this screen will no longer appear at software startup.
You can access this screen at any time using the “/Tools/License Management” menu.
If you obtain a demonstration license, the software will notify you at startup during the last ten
days of your demonstration period. At the end of this period, the software will no longer function.
You must enter a full license confirmation ID to continue to use the software.
Retain a copy of this screen and your Confirmation ID for your records. If you reinstall the
software onto the same computer you will need to re-enter the Installation Date and Confirmation
ID. Your confirmation ID keys upon:
?? The Installation Date
?? The base hardware of your computer and
?? The disk upon which the Weir Software is installed.
If any of the above three items are changed, you will have to request a new Confirmation ID.

L i c e n s e R e mo v a l
If you wish to change the installation of the Weir Software from the original computer or disk and
re-install it into another, you will have to first obtain a license removal code. This license can be
re-installed back into your computer at a later date with a key from TEA Systems.
Select the “Remove” command button to remove a license. A confirmation message box will
appear to confirm your action; answer “Yes” to this by selecting the “Yes” command button.
A screen will appear and present one or two License-Removal confirmation keys; the number of
keys will depend upon the number of licenses present upon your computer. Email these keys to
TEA Systems at:
info@TEAsystems.com
TEA Systems engineering will then return installation licenses for your new computer or
hardware.
After removal of the licenses you can then remove the Weir or LithoWorks software from your
system using the “Add/Remove Programs” utility in your computer’s Control Panel.
Note: After removal of the license keys, your computer will no longer allow the Weir or
LithoWorks product to run even if the original licenses are re -installed!
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L ic e n s e R e -I n s t a l l a t io n
If you attempt to re-start a Weir or LithoWorks product after a license has been removed, the
software will announce that the license has been removed and a “Dead License Maintenance”
screen will appear. To re-install the license you must obtain a “code-override” key from TEA
Systems.
To obtain a code-override key, email your system ID A: value to TEA Systems at the address
shown above. TEA Systems will then provide you a key for each license that was removed.
Type the “Code Override Key” key provided by TEA Systems into the field shown on the form.
For example, enter “CDKA4F” and press the “Enter Code” command button. Your software will
then be re-activated.
If you have two licenses, separate the keys with a comma and a space; “CDKA4F, CD222EF”.
The software must then activated by re-inserting your original license, or a new one obtained from
TEA Systems, into the license manager by the method described above.

L i c e n s e F o r ma t s
Two formats are available for TEA System’s products:
?? Fixed-Node license
?? Multi-Node license

Fixed Node License
The fixed node license allows only one user to use the Weir software on a fixed computer node.
External access of the program from a remote network node is not permitted.

Multi-Node License
With a Multi-Node license the software is installed upon software server. Any client node on the
server’s network can then access the software. Only one instance of the software can be running at
any given time. The server’s license(s) must be installed on each client to allow the program to
function.

License Formats
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Frequently Asked Questions
We i r D M S o f t w a r e
Q1:) After you have performed the initial calibration of the PSFM to convert the overlay metrology to
focus data, and you want to set up the daily monitor template, you have some choices. You can expose
wafers with fixed zero focus or as focus exposure matrices. What different information do you gain by
doing one way or the other?
A1:) With the focus matrix calibration analysis you can:
1.

create templates that can later be used to convert future fixed focus overlay to focus measurements
when used at the same NA and sigma (PC).

2.

Calculate a "Best Focus" aerial image for the current stepper at the current NA and PC (sigma).
The "Best Focus" image is the best approximation for lens, aerial image performance without the
influence of photoresist or tool mechanics.

3.

The "Best Focus" image can be saved in the template and later removed from fixed focus analyses
to remove the effects of the lens and gain a clearer understanding of stage, autofocus and leveling
sub-systems of the tool.

With a Fixed Focus array you can:
1.

See the noise added by processing, stage leveling, autofocus of the tool and wafer edge effects.

_______________________________________________________________
Q2:) We have a 248 nm 4X ASML PAS 5500/300 Stepper (not a Scanner). What make sense to look at
from a stepper’s of view in the daily monitor?
A2:) Look at autofocus response and it's degradation over time using fixed-focus arrays calibrated by the
template.
1.

View the lens aberrations using the “Best Focus” calculation of the Focus Meander. See if tilt,
curvature and focus offset changes over time. All three of these aberrations will change from wear
and tear on the reticle support system and from DUV damage to the lens.

2.

View changes in field curvature from reticle chucking damage and wear.

3.

Look for stage-induced errors in focus from stage damage and wear and tear.

_____________________________________________________________
Q3:) After I am comfortable with the daily monitor, what deeper analyses make sense to perform? I have
looked on the scanner presentations, but if you have a stepper, what information do you want to pull out?
A3:) Slit systems are very dynamic because of all of the mechanics involved in scanning the reticle as well
as the wafer stage.
With a stepper, the user will encounter changes in focus from illumination intensity variation as the source
ages, lens absorption as the coatings age, damage and dirt on the lens.
Reticle chucking and wafer flatness are perhaps some of the most dramatic variations that can occur. These
errors can occur very quickly, or they can build up very gradually. Reticle chucking errors can start from
one poorly loaded reticle and degrade thereafter with each reticle loaded onto the tool.
Re-running a focus-matrix, Best Focus analysis on a regular basis is the best way to find these errors. Look
for changes in tilt, reticle bow or increased Intra-field Deviation (IFD).
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Wafer flatness and bow can occur from a poor quality wafer lot, stage damage on the tool or dirt/film
buildup on the back of the wafers. Run the Daily Monitor with fixed focus wafers on a regular basis to
monitor tool aging and wear. Look for changes in IFD across the wafer, on individual die and differing
behavior of the optimum focus at each die site.
Autofocus systems can loose performance quality over time from circuit aging, illumination etc. They are
also sensitive to the chemical composition of the films they work with and their thickness. Even changes in
granularity of metal films or their reflectance can influence the ability of an exposure tool to autofocus and
align properly. The tools ability to cope with these changes will degrade as the systems age.
Look at fixed focus daily monitor performance over time to monitor each tools performance and current
health.
In general the IFD across the wafer and across the aerial image is a very good first indicator of stability.

P S F M R e t ic l e

Q1: Accuracy of phase etch?
A1: +/- 5 degrees
Q2: Typical accuracy in focus determination?
A2: PSFM 3sigma focus = 25 nm and PGM 3 sigma = 9 nm for ArF tool
Q3: Can the customer do production monitor with any of the Benchmark PSFM marks?
A3: Inclusion of a PSFM mark on product reticles would significantly increase the cost of
a production reticle because it involves an additional phase shift step.

We i r P S F M S o f t w a r e
Q1: Wafer map is different than the real one?
A1: Metrology tools (such as KLA and IVS) do not necessarily provide the correct wafer
centering information. This can adjusted manually in the software using the following
procedure:
o

After importing data \ Select “Display” tab \ Adjust Grid Centering Values

o

“mm” moves array in millimeters.

o

“dice” moves array in fraction or whole number of die.

o

Center of site locations on the field can also be adjusted.
Note: see the section “Data Import and Layout” on page 48 for
more information.

Values for centering will be saved in the “Information” spreadsheet for next time the data
is loaded. Selecting “Field” and “Display” buttons at the bottom will toggle the view
from wafer grid to field grid.
Q2: I have a 4X tool. I don’t see a reduction setting of 4.
A2: A 4X tool has a reduction of 0.25. Set this to 0.25 in the exposure tool tab.
Q3: What does sub-field die size mean?

Weir PSFM Software
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A3: Sub-Field analysis is not currently used right now. Similar to a wafer consisting of
multiple fields, a die or Exposure Field can consist of multiple sub-fields. These subfields may be actual device die and/or they may be an area the size of a scanner’s slit.
“Size” will define the sub-field’s window. For example, a slit may be 9mm x 32 mm.
“Offset” sets the positioning of the sub-field’s window within the full exposure window.
Note: you can also set, and view, the sub-field settings by clicking on the “Display” tab
and adjusting the “sub-field” section of the display.
Q4: How do I access help?
A4: Selecting the field and pressing F1 key will bring up help for many items. Help files
can also be access from the menu’s “Help” section.
Q5: What is PCouter?
A5: PCouter is the partial coherence setting used for exposure. The PCinner makes sense
only for annular illumination settings where PCinner is the value of the inside “ring” of
obscuration. The default values in Weir are 0.6 PCouter and 0.0 PCinner.
Q6: I am unable to update focus setting?
A6: By default the focus array format is constant. Change the format to serpentine and
retry. Also, you can directly click into a die and update the values for focus.
Q7: What is a good way to know if I have too many outliers?
A7: The outliers can be spotted from a histogram chart very easily. After importing data,
select the metrology tab and set up the following options.
o

Display Selection: Histogram

o

Turnoff: Statistics

o

Component Removal: None

o

Plot format: Whole Field

o

Model: No modeling

Click on Field to display histogram. If you see data far from the median then we have a
lot of outliers.
Q8: I get an error trying to read my metrology data?
A8: Different tool sets exist in wafer fabs. A further complexity is that the same tool may
have different data formats being output based on the software revision. The software is
successfully being used at several places. However, if you have a format that we haven’t
already incorporated in our design please send a sample file to info@benchmarktech.com
and we will supply a patch to support it.
Q9: The serpentine format does not always show correct readings on each die. Can the algorithm be
improved.
A9: The serpentine is designed to meet many different formats. For all instances that we
have encountered, the serpentine does show correct readings.
The problem may be in understanding the interactions of the serpentine, the die origin
and the initial scan direction and origin location. To function properly, the proper initial
scan direction, array and die origin must be selected. The Serpentine starts from the die
origin as defined by the setup, it is the die that is darkened. You can change this die orgin
by double clicking on any die.
The initial scan direction and origin location are defined by the 9 box graphic in the lower
left of the control window. You must select a scan direction that is in one of the four
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corners of a square data matrix. The serpentine fills only square matrices. Some matrix
layouts require two or three updates for a complete data entry. See the section “Step-byStep Tutorial: Defining an Exposure Layout” on page 52 for specific details and methods
of use.
NOTE: daily focus testing does not require a focus array.

P S F M R e t ic l e C a l ib r a t io n
Q1: For calibration, can the software auto-tune range and sigma culling. Also, what do they mean and
what are the typical values.
A1: The algorithm already tunes singular point removal and, if sigma > 4 std-deviations
then it culls the poor data points. User entry enhances this for lower culling levels.
Q2: IFD in calibration screen. What does that mean? What do residuals in calibration screen mean?
A2: IFD is the IntraFieldDeviation or total deviation of the displayed (fitted or residual )
points.
Residuals are the overlay-error residuals to the calibration curve. This plot lets the user
see the noise of the metrology and the calibration accuracy.
Q3: Overall: what all plot formats do we recommend the customer look at.
A3: Best focus plot for the lens aperatures. (contour with piston and tilt calculations)
Whole-wafer, fixed focus analysis for stage, wafer and scan variations.
Q4: Overall: what all statistics do they need to worry about? There is no help on calibration screen
statistics.
A4: The calibration statistics are typically not needed since calibration is very simple.
They are only provided as a complete solution.
Q5: Overall: can there be a summary of what all they need to investigate on a wafer and die for a scanner.
A5: This will depend upon the objective: Daily production, tool calibration or
characterization. Scanners can be very sensitive to daily wear and tear because of all the
moving parts. Errors will show in scan non-linearity and scan-direction dependencies.
Need more than 30nm accuracy to resolve these errors. Also need to monitor wafer-edge
behaviors.

P S F M R e t ic l e Q u e s t io n s

Q1: Who is using the Focus Monitor Reticle?
A1: The PSFM reticle is employed by both lithography manufacturers and users. Most
major US chipmakers use the PSFM reticle in a variety of applications.
The PSFM Reticle is compatible with all brands of stepper-lithography equipment; data
has been collected on ASML, SVGL, Nikon, Canon, Ultratech Stepper, and GCA-ISI
systems (recently acquired by Ultratech Stepper).
Q2: How much time can be saved using the Reticle?
A2: When the PSFM reticle is used to determine and regularly monitor best focus,
substantial savings in time is saved, since automated metrology tools can collect and
evaluate the data.

PSFM Reticle Questions
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When using the PSFM Reticle for a more throrough evaluation of tool performance, even
more time is saved. For example, regular use at AMD’s Fab 25 of the PSFM reticle for
comprehensive collection of focus data has decreased the time required from 6 hours per
wafer (using SEM evaluation) to less than 30 minutes.
Q3: Which lithography systems is the PSFM reticle compatible with?
A3: The PSFM reticle is presently used on every brand of stepper-lithography tool (Both
step-and-repeat and step-and-scan systems) available, including:
SVGL
Ultratech
ASML
Nikon
Canon
GCA/ISI
Customer-gathered data is available for most of these systems, and a list of technical
papers can be found in the Bibliography.
Q4: Which overlay measurement tools is the PSFM Reticle compatible with?
A4: The PSFM reticle allows data to be automatically collected and analyzed by several
overlay measurement tools, including those from KLA-Tencor, Biorad, IVS (acquired by
Schlumberger), and OSI (acquired by Nanometrics).
For information on whether your metrology tool is compatible with the PSFM reticle,
contact.htm contact Benchmark Technologies.
Q5: Can I use the same Focus Monitor Reticle to evaluate focus on several systems?
A5: This depends on a variety of factors:

? ? The number of lithography systems to be supported
? ? The reticle substrate size
? ? The wavelength of these steppers
? ? The field size
? ? The reduction factor (1X, 4X, 5X or 10X)
For most situations, the answer is yes, unless your new system changes any one of the
above critical factors. Contact Benchmark Technologies if you are unsure.
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Precision and Error Budget Calculation
Precision values allow the user to examine behavior of the metrology and exposure tools without data modeling. The operate
using the currently selected data subset, and increase in accuracy as the number of data points increase in number. Values
shown in the software reflect the one-sigma – standard error – of the calculate variance.
Sigma is defined as the square root of variance of the data.
The Variance is the sum-of-squares of the data population’s variation from the mean of the population divided by the
degrees-of-freedom (dof) of the data.
Note that the precision values shown below will not appear forall data sets. For example, the wafer precision will not be
calculated if the dataset has only one lot worth of data in it.

P r e c i s i o n V a l u e s C o mp u t e d
SS = Sum of Squares of difference of each measurement from the mean of the
group.
Note that the SS measurement is influenced by the grouping of the data.
Constants:
n = Total # measurements
m = Total # die
dof = Degrees of Freedom

Precision
Calculated
Pure Error

Requirement & Explanation
Represents the static or dynamic measurement precision of
a single data point. Requires: Multiple measurements of a
single site.

Variance

dof

SSpoint/dofpe

Dofpe =
#measurements of
single point -1

Site Precision

The variance of values for each unique site on the
exposure field. Requires: Multiple die with same site
location.

(SSsite - SSpe)/Dofsp

dofsp = n - #sites

Row Precision

The variation of values within a single exposure row. On
a scanner, this represents the variation in features across
the lens slit. Loss of precision will result from lens
aberrations and variation in exposure. Requires:
Multiple sites in a single row on a die, multiple die

SSrow / Dofrow

Dofrow = n - #Rows

IntraRow

Variation seen from row-to-row or, in the case of a
scanner, from slit to slit.

(SSfield – SSrow) /
DoFIntraRow

DoFIntraRow = #rows
- #fields

Column
Precision

Column precision is the variation of data across the
columns of the field. For a scanner, these variation are
caused by errors in the reticle and/or stage scanning
mechanics. Requires: Multiple sites in a single column

SScolumn / Dofcol

Dofcol = n #Columns
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Precision
Calculated

Requirement & Explanation

Variance

dof

on a die
Variation seen across the column
IntraColumn

Variation seen from column-to-column

(SSfield –
SScolumn)/DoFIntracolumn

DoFintracolumn =
#columns -#fields

Field
Precision

Variation by field.

SSfield / Doffield

Doffield = #Fields-1

SSgrid / DoFgrid

DoFgrid = #fields –
#Fields/wafer

(SSField – SSsite) /
DofIntraField

DofIntraField = #sites
- #fields

(SSwafer - SSfield) /
DofInterField

DofInterField = #fields
- #wafers

SSwafer / Dofwafer

Dofwafer = n #wafers

(SStotal – SSwafer ) /
DofIW

DofIW = n –
(pts/wafer)

SStotal / n

Dof = n

Field Grid

Requires: Multiple Fields.

Variation by position on the wafer grid.
Requires multiple wafers.

IntraField
Precision

Variation of measurements within a field excluding the
site measurement variation.
Requires: Multiple wafers and multiple sites.

InterField
Precision

Variation field-to-field.

Wafer
Precision

Requires: Multiple wafers.

Inter-Wafer

Stage stepping errors. Requires: Multiple wafer.

Requires: Multiple fields

Variation within each wafer

Wafer-to-wafer variation
Lot Precision
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Spreadsheets created by Weir PSFM
These spreadsheets are created depending upon the data set imported and the analyses performed.
??

“clsp” is nomenclature for “Collapsed” as in “Collapsed Field”.

??

“SE” designames the “Standard Error” or Sigma value of the reported coefficient.

Spreadsheet Name

Analysis

Function

Index

All

A tabulation of the spreadsheets currently in the active
notebook.

Excluded

All

Data points removed from the raw data file because of poor
readings or being marked by vendor as having failed
measurement

Layout

All

Dose, Focus, Numeric Aperture, Partial Coherence, (Inner &
outer), and stage/slit scan direction layout information. Saved
from the first Weir layout screen.

Reticle

All

Data Sheet of Reticle measured information imported from
the raw data (when present).

Aberrations

Spatial

DataSelection

All

Precision

Metrology

Metrology Precision calculation statistics.

Covariance

Metrology

Metrology covariance statistics.

Calibration

PSFM Reticle
Calibration

Calibrations for every site on each exposure set plus
summaries by exposure.

FocusCalOffset

PSFM Reticle
Calibration

Data set of (X,Y) Calibration OFFSET values for each site’s
calibration. Created when the Offset tab and a vector or
contour plot of the reticle is selected.

FocusCalSlope

PSFM Reticle
Calibration

Data set of (X,Y) Calibration SLOPE values delta from the
reticle’s average X,Y slope for each site’s calibration.
Created when the Offset tab and a vector or contour plot of
the reticle is selected

FocusCalResids

PSFM Reticle
Calibration

Calculated statistics for residuals to the calibration. Reflects
the distribution of residuals to each of the (X,Y) first order
data fits for all of the sites calibrated. Created when the
Residuals tab is selected

FocusCalResiduals

PSFM Reticle
Calibration

Data set of (X,Y) residuals to the calibration.

Summary of Piston, Tilt and curvature modeled values. Also
reports the row and column model results for every
row/column of the data set.
Current data set selected in the “Data Selection” tab of the
Process Analysis interface.
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Spreadsheet Name
Best Focus
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Analysis

Function

PSFM Reticle
Modeled field Best Focus including individual row and
Calibration/ “Best column models.
Focus” tab

Best Focus Model

PSFM Reticle
Summarizes the model results of best focus on an exposure,
Calibration/ “Best row and column basis. Also provides tables summarizing the
Focus” tab
row and column models maximum, minimum, mean and
standard error analysis based on exposure.

BestFocusModelData

PSFM Reticle
Modeled Piston, Tilt and Field Curvature values calculated
Calibration/ “Best from the PSFM reticle calibration.
Focus” tab
Spreadsheet of data sorted by reticle site and location
exhibiting the focus, model-fitted and model-residual values
for every point on the Best Focus aerial image.

BestFocus_RawData

PSFM Reticle
Data sheet of “Best Focus” field’s raw data (un-fitted)
Calibration/ “Best calculated from the PSFM reticle calibration. Sheet is created
Focus” tab
when the “Raw Focus” field vector plot is selected.
Represents the optimum aerial image of the lens independent
of film, metrology and exposure variations for the selected
exposure set.

BestFocus_Fitted

Data sheet of “Best Focus” field’s Fitted values calculated
PSFM Reticle
Calibration/ “Best from the PSFM reticle calibration. Sheet is created when the
“Focus Uniformity” field vector plot is selected.
Focus” tab

BestFocus_Residuals

Data sheet of “Best Focus” field’s residuals to the modeled
PSFM Reticle
Calibration/ “Best values calculated from the PSFM reticle calibration. Sheet is
created when the “Residuals” field vector plot is selected.
Focus” tab

BFmeanSurface_DataType
BFmeanSurface, BfmeanSurface_Fitted
BFmeanSurface_Residuals
BFmeanSurface_RawFocus

DataType variable can be “RawData”, “Fitted” or
PSFM Reticle
Calibration/ “Best “Residuals”.
Focus” tab
Field surface matrix of focus data of the type described by
the “DataType” variable for the Best Focus.
Created whenever a Contour plot of the Raw, Fitted, or
residuals surface is calculated. Contains a surface array of
data showing the calculated surface values at each point.
The spreadsheet data of this sheet can be directly used with
the Excel® plotting utilities for surface plotting
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Spreadsheet Name
RawFocus

Field_RC_Aberrrations

Spreadsheets created by Weir PSFM
Analysis

Function

Weir Focus
Uniformity/
“Calibrate” tab

PSFM converted focus data. Data is selected and converted
from overlay metrology to Focus metrology in the
“Calibrate” tab of the Focus Uniformity Interface

Weir Focus
Analysis

Created when data is modeled across the field using the
Row/Column model. Field models contain fits to focus as
separately modeled for every row and column of every field.
Slower analysis but good for examination of how piston,
curvature and tilt vary across a scan and slit.
Models and statistics are summarized.

WholeFieldAberrations

Weir Focus
Analysis

Created when data is modeled across the Field. Contains the
coefficients and summary for each field in the lot. Also
contains coefficients statistical uncertainty values
Models are covering the entire field for every selected field in
the lot.
Faster than the Row and Column fit, but the whole field is
treated as a single entity. Should always be used for steppers.
Models and statistics are summarized.

WaferAberrations

Weir Focus
Analysis

Created when data is modeled across the wafer. Contains the
coefficients and summary for each wafer in the lot. Also
contains coefficients statistical uncertainty values.

FullFocus

Weir Focus
Analysis

Raw, fitted and modeled focus values as well as astigmatism
for every point in the data. Sorted by site number, field and
wafer location.
Created when the field focus uniformity is modeled.

clspFocusData

Weir Focus
Analysis

Raw, fitted and modeled focus data for the average or
Collapsed field of al fields on the wafer. Contains site
information for one field -- the average – of data.

Surf_FieldFocus

Weir Focus
Analysis

Focus values laid out in a surface matrix format for field
contour or 3D plotting. Data set can be directly applied to
Excel® plotting functions.

FieldRemoval

Weir Focus
Analysis

Raw or Modeled data values can optionally be removed from
the input data before aberration modeling. Stores the average
field calculated for removal.

GridFocusData

Weir Focus
analysis

Mean, maximum, minimum, astigmatic or IFD raw, modeled
or residual Focus value of each field sorted by position on the
wafer.

“WaferModel_” & FeatureName &
FamilyName

Weir Focus
Analysis

Created by the Spatial Analysis command Coefficients of the
current features systematic wafer piston, tilt and curvature.
Model is based on the position of the feature with respect to
the center of the wafer. Displays the results for each wafer
and a summary.

“FieldModel_” & FeatureName &
FamilyName

Weir Focus
Analysis

Created by the Spatial Analysis command Coefficients of the
current features systematic field piston, tilt and curvature
Model is based on the position of the feature with respect to
Precision Values Computed - 151 -

Spreadsheets created by Weir PSFM
Spreadsheet Name

“Surf_Field_” & FeatureName
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Weir Focus
Analysis

Function
the center of the current field. Displays the results for each
field and a summary.
Surface data used in the field contour or 3D plot generation.
Columns contain the X Llocation and rows the Y Location of
the data.

Precision Values Computed

Modeled Statistics Definitions

Modeled Statistics Definitions
Top Section
Count

Number of points in data

Wafers

Number of substrates

Sites

Total number of sites per die

#Dice

Total number of dice measured

IFD

Intra-Field Deviation. Maximum deviation of measured values of the raw data

IFDxy_max

Maximum H to V measured deviation across the raw data.

Raw Astig.

Raw Data (H-V) maximum on a per point basis. Reflects astigmatism as
displayed; either Raw, Fitted or Residual values.

Astig(Yxmax)

Raw Data (H-V) maximum across all points.

Modeled Data Results

Center Section

Piston or Offset(Fitted)

Piston from the model

Tilt (um/cm)

Tilt of rows/columns measured in microns per centimeter.

Tilt (urad)

Tilt in micro-radians (ppm)

Curv(um/cm2)

Mean Curvature measured in microns per centimeter-squared.

IFDresids(um)

The maximum IFD of the residuals to the model in microns

Raw, Modeled or Residual Data section
Mean

Average value

Median

(Maximum +Minimum)/2

SEM

Standard error of the means

Std Err

Standard Error or “Sigma” of the population

Maximum

Maximum positive value

Minimum

Minimum or negative most value

Mean+3Sigma

Mean plus 3 standard errors (sigma)

Max_99.7%

Maximum point deviation of the 99.7% of the data. May be positive or negative.
= sign * abs(Maximum(99.7%*data)))
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Abbreviations and Definitions
Term

Definition

Count

Number of measured values or points in currently selected data set

Wafers

Number of wafers

Sites

Total number of unique field-site positions in the data

#Dice

Number of unique exposure fields in the dataset

Best Focus

Mean focus of the data selected for display. Statistics for the display are located
below any “Modeled” coefficient displays. May represent Raw, Fitted or
Residual average focus.

IFD

Slit

Scan

??

IntraField Deviation

??

Range of measurements within any one field. Can be any variable of
X,Y,Mean, Slit, Scan or H-Vmean.

??

Range of measurements within any one metrology variable

??

Variation along the scanner slit.

??

X-focus direction.

??

Focus response of the edges of a vertical line.

??

Variation along the scan-direction of a slit

??

Y-focus direction

??

Focus response of the edges of a horizontal line.

Vertical

Line or feature whose edges parallel the Y-axis of a Cartesian coordinate
system.

Horizontal

Line or feature whose edges parallel the X-axis of a Cartesian coordinate
system.

Manhattan Geometry

Geometries in which feature edges parallel only the X or Y axis of a Cartesian
coordinate system.

Bospherphedonic

Travel or a path that follow a zig-zag or serpentine path. That is a path that goes
left-to-right, then up, then right-to-left, then up and so on.
Name is derived from the ancient shipping lanes along the Bospherous and
Dardanelle seaways from the Mediterranean into the Black Sea. Ships had to
zig-zag up or down the channels.

IFDxy_max

Range or IFD variation of the max(absolute(X or slit) value to the max(
absolute(Y or scan)) value.

Raw Astig

Greatest magnitude (+ or -) Astigmatism (Y-X value) of the data displayed and
described in the statistics at the bottom of the statistics table.

Astig(YXmax)

Greatest (Y) – greatest(X) value

Astigmatism

max((max(focus Yi - focus Xi)), abs(min(focus Yk - focus Xk))) * sign of (j or k)
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H-Vmeans

(Xfocus + Yfocus)/2

Systematic

Values that change in a fashion described by a mathematical expansion or
relation.

Random

Values who exhibit a Binomial, Normal distribution.

StdErr

See Standard Error

Standard Error

Calculated using the formula for standard deviation but the user must recognize
that the population is not normally (random) distributed.

Sigma

??

(Statistics) Shortened name for Standard Deviation or Standard Error

??

(Optics) Partial Coherence of the illumination.

NA

Numeric Aperture of the optical System

Average Focus

(X-focus + Y-focus)/2

X-focus

Vertical feature or lens-slit focus

Y-focus

Horizontal feature or slit-scanning focus variation.

Piston

The focus offset or constant term of a systematic error model.
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Tutorial summary and files on CD-rom
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T u t o ri a l s u m m a ry a n d f i l e s o n C D - ro m
Summary of items on CDROM
Here's where you can find and use these files, many can be found right on the Weir CDROM. Data files are in the /Data directory. Look on the Tutorials page of the setup
disk for access to most of the data files.
NOTE : both pdf and PPT files are found on the CD-rom disk.
Subject
Analysis Flow
Focus Calibration
Example
Fixed Focus
Analysis

Tutorial File

Data File

/Documentation/Tutorials
/WeirPSFMflow.pdf

Overview of PSFM analysis.

/Documentation/Tutorials
/WeirPSFMcalibration.pdf

/Data /psfm_meander_010902.xls
(both xls & dat)

Calibration of overlay PSFM measurements to
focus and best focus data.

/Documentation/Tutorials
/WeirFixedFocusAnalysis010902.pdf

PSFM_whole_011402

Review tools for examination of focus error
budget, effects of tilt and bow, performance if
piston and tilt are corrected.
Illustrates center-wafer verses edge
performance and other features.
Comparison of FM Best Focus and average
field

Extended fixed-focus
with “What-if”
correction prediction.

/Documentation/Tutorials /Weir Fixed
Focus /Documentation/Tutorials
/WeirFixedFocusAnalysis011402.pdf

/Data /psfm_whole_011402 (dat &
xls)

Focus Budget extended analysis.
Wafer-induced verses lens (slit and reticle scan)
induced errors.
Removal of IFD to determine average field
Scan error summary & coma example.

Advanced features:
Wafer Chuck versus
Platen Tilt
Comparison.
WAFER model &
other advanced
features:
- 156 - Index 3

/Documentation
/PGFMscanner_waferFieldModel0802.pp
t

F000813ry15cy10W46.xls
pgfm_whole_27_33_sngl_012402.xls

Demonstration of wafer-chuck induced tilt &
bow. How wafer and reticle-platen errors can be
separated.
Scanner focus error budget calculation.
Vertical and horizontal feature performance.
Astigmatic error contribution.

Weir PSFM Software
Subject

Tutorial summary and files on CD-rom
Tutorial File

Data File

Daily Monitor
Example
Daily Monitor setup
& organization

/Documentation/Tutorials /DailyMonitor
Setup & Organization.pdf

/Data
/PSFM_13Point_Calibration.XLS

Step-by-step tutorial. Setup of the DM template.
Tips on “do’s and don’ts”
Difference between Daily Monitor and Focus
Calibration templates.
Analysis flow-chart.
Summary of types of DM analyses.

Lens Heating,
extended analysis:

/Documentation/Tutorials
/ExtendedAnalysis_lensHeating.pdf
… /PSFM_Focus_Matrix_Data.XLS
(template calibration file)

/Data /Wafer2Weir.xls

Uses Daily Monitor on a single lot of 16 wafers
to discover lens heating.
Influence of lens heating on astigmatism,
curvature etc.
NOTE : This presentation also has very good
advanced feature examples such as mouse data
selection of data subsets for graphing and
culling.
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B i b l i o g ra p h y o f P a p e rs
The following is a bibliography of papers that detail the applications and capabilities of the Phase Shift
Focus Monitor.
[1]. “Analysis of Focus Errors in Lithography using Phase Shift Monitors” ] Bruno, L.F.
et al.,, Proc. SPIE, Vol 40, 2002.
[2]. Benchmark Technologies, 7E Kimball Lane, Lynnfield, MA (US Patent 5,30
[3]. “A New Method for Correcting and Monitoring Focus Plane Tilt for DUV Steppers”,
Stephen Hsu, Terrence E. Zavecz et al. , Olin Microlithography Symposium, 1998
[4]. “Often overlooked, exposure tool stage tilt can strongly influence effective depth of
focus”, T. Zavecz, Semiconductor International, 03/1999.
[5]. “Critical Dimension uniformity prediction and a method of discrimination between
exposure tool and process induced variation using empirical focal plane modeling”,
T. Zavecz, M. Dusa, Bo Su, Olin Microelectronics, Nov. 1997
[6]. “Photolithographic lens characterization of critical dimension variation using
empirical focal-plane modeling”, M. Dusa, Bo Su, S. Dellarochetta, T. Zavecz;
Presented at SPIE, Vol. 3051-26 (1997) ,March 1997
[7]. “Phase Shift Focus Monitor Applications to Lithography Tool Control”, Wheeler,
Soloecky. Presented at SPIE, July 1997
[8]. “Characterization of Autofocus Uniformity and Precision on ASML Steppers using
the Phase Shift Focus Monitor Reticle”, Edwards et al. Presented at SPIE, March
1997
[9]. Characterization of PSM focus monitor as a sigma evaluation tool, Morita.
Presented at the Nikon User Meeting, June 1996
[10].
Simulations and experiments with the Phase Shift Focus Monitor, Brunner,
Mih. Presented at SPIE, June 1996
[11].
“Application of a Phase Shift Focus Monitor and MSII - Negative Resist
Process for DUV Focus Monitoring”, Brunner. Presented at the International
Micrascan Users Meeting, March 1996
[12].
“Comprehensive Focus-Overlay-CD Correlation to Identify Photolithographic
Performance”,
Dusa, Dellarochetta, Zavecz. Presented at SPIE,Vol. 2726, March 1996
[13].
“Impact of Lens Aberrations on Optical Lithography”, Brunner. Presented in the
IBM Journal of Research and Development, March 1996
[14].
“Negative Resist Process for DUV Focus Monitor”, Brunner, Steel. Presented
at the SVGL Users Group, March 1996
[15].
“Practical Applications of Phase Sift Focus Monitor to DUV Tools”, Brunner.
Presented at the IBM Lithography Symposium, March 1996
[16].
“ASML5500/100C Image Plane Investigation with Focus Monitor and Overlay
Measurements”, Dusa, Dellarochetta, Zavecz. Presented at the ASML Users Forum,
January 1996
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[17].
Characterization and Monitoring of Variable NA and Variable Coherence
Capable Steppers Utilizing the Phase Shift Focus Monitor Reticle
Sherman, Harker. Presented at SPIE, February 1995
[18].
“Detailed Study of a Phase Shift Focus Monitor”, Sager, DeWitt, Pugh.
Presented at SPIE, February 1995
[19].
“Using the Focus Monitor Test Mask to Characterize Lithographic
Performance”, Brunner et al. Presented at SPIE, February 1995.
[20].
“New Focus Metrology Technique using a Special Test Mask”, Brunner.
Presented in Microlithography World Magazine, December 1994
[21].
“Experimental Analysis of Stepper Focus Monitors Compatible with Shipley
511A Resist”, Schmidt. Presented at SPIE, November 1994
[22].
“Quantitative Stepper Metrology using the Focus Monitor Test
Reticle”,Brunner, Martin. Presented at SPIE, March 1994.
[23].
“New Focus Metrology Technique using a Special Test Mask”, Brunner.
Presented at OCG Interface, May 1993
[24].
“The flight of the Scanner Slit”, T. Zavecz, P. Reynolds, C.Sager, V. Vellanki,
“, Microlithography World, Aug. 2004
[25].
“Critical evaluation of focus analysis methods”, T. Zavecz, B. Roberts, . M.
McQuillan, N.Louka, P. Reynolds, M. Dusa, SPIE (2004) vol. 5377-207
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C

3D ..................................... 89, 152
3D Surface..................... 31, 61, 75
controls..................................31

calibration
validating............................. 104
Calibration5, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22,
46, 58, 59, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68,
70, 71, 72, 145, 149, 150, 156,
157
frequency............................. 100
uncertainty plot ......................61
CANON
Zspin .......................................8
Cartesian ..................... 14, 26, 124
coefficient
validation...............................23
coherence
and calibration slope ............ 106
colinearity..................................23
column
model ....................................27
tilt..........................................27
Column.................... 39, 40, 94, 96
precision...................... 121, 147
row/column model ............... 125
Combining
field & wafer models..............27
Component
removal................................ 132
Component Removal .................56
Confirmation ID ...................... 139
contour . 32, 37, 48, 79, 86, 89, 152
lines on plots..........................35
wafer and one-point-per-field 32,
89
Contour . 31, 55, 56, 61, 72, 75, 89,
137, 150
Controls..................... 31, 61, 75
display options................. 32, 89
controls
for Contour & 3D Surface ......31
coordinates ................................26
corrections
focus......................................23
Covariance .............................. 149
Critical Dimension
spreadsheet format .................40
cross-sections ............................35
cull
process window .....................79
Cull
analysis................................ 120
PSFM Calibration ..................61

A
Aberrations
spreadsheet ..........................149
spreadsheet ............................27
accuracy
of calibration..........................61
adaptive .....................................91
modeling................................23
Adaptive Modeling
Culling of Data.......................37
aerial................................ 100, 131
Aerial ............................ 16, 69, 70
Applications.................................8
Astig(YXmax)
definition ...............................56
Astigmatic
data culling, calibration ..........62
Astigmatism
"Best Focus" ........................110
definition ...............................56
in calibrations.......................105
Lithographers.......................111
plotting ................................134
autofocus .70, 92, 95, 96, 101, 121,
128, 142, 143
B
Best Focus
site.........................................64
Best Focus ...............................100
analysis example ..................108
and calibration template .........71
definition ...............................70
model.....................................71
surface ...................................71
units of measure .....................61
viewing results .......................73
BestFocusModel ......................114
BF(Fitted)................................125
boxplot
Dose response ........................68
budget
error.......................................94
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selected data .......................... 85
culling............................. 102, 137
during calibration................. 104
Culling
by Exposure Condition........... 35
during modeling..................... 36
Model-Culled Data ................ 36
Range .................................... 36
Sigma .................................... 36
Curv ....................... See Curvature
curvature
aerial image ......................... 112
field..................................... 116
Curvature . 16, 17, 74, 92, 150, 153
cylindrical ............................... 124
D
Daily Monitor
templates ............................. 100
data
combining data sets................ 43
culling, PSFM Calibration...... 61
displaying PSFM ................... 63
Formats ................................. 38
header information................. 42
import and layout 21, 48, 77, 143
point removal......................... 63
storage................................... 37
Data
culling methods example...... 137
Flow ...................................... 35
manual manipulation.............. 43
maouse selected ..................... 33
Overview............................... 35
PSFM Range cull................... 62
selection ................................ 81
specifying exposure layout ..... 50
Viezing.................................. 37
Weir storage format ............... 39
Data Culling
Methods ................................ 35
Data Selection
tab ......................................... 79
Delta
max/min ................................ 62
demonstration
period, license...................... 139
Device....................................... 42
die
size........................................ 42
Display
graphic format options ........... 56
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DoF
PSFM dose response ..............68
dose
influence on "Best Focus".....108
Dose
Calibration response of PGM107
selecting optimum..................68
setting....................................20
Double-clicking .........................82

Index

edge
exclusion of ...........................34
wafer ...16, 34, 49, 69, 112, 116,
117, 121, 123, 126, 127, 128,
129, 131, 142, 145, 156
Escape
stopping an analysis .. 30, 56, 86,
95
estimation
of coefficients ........................23
Excluded .................................149
exposure
scanner.................................138
Exposure
layout specification .... 50, 71, 96
manual specification of...........51

fixed node
License ................................ 141
Flat............................................43
flight
path of scan............................27
FOCAL .....................................59
Import......................................8
focus
error sources ..........................94
field removal..........................63
fixed focus analysis................22
monitoring ........................... 101
Focus
Calibration Tab, options.........46
conversion template ...............28
matrix....................................22
Formalization
model ....................................24
format
models ...................................23
Frequency
PSFM calibration ................. 100
fulcrum.................................... 116
of tilt.................................... 116
Full Field
model ....................................27
Full Screen ................................56
full-field .......27, 32, 64, 71, 72, 89

F

G

Fast
contour method ................32, 89
Feature
horizontal and vertical focus .126
field
edge-site calibration ...............60
setting exposure value for one
field ...................................51
Field
Centering ...............................47
centering sites on the field ......50
collapsed................................56
exclusion by mouse ................34
grid precision .........................96
Layout in calibrations.............60
Mean .....................................56
mean field removal...............131
model.....................................26
precision ..............................148
site culling .............................36
Size........................................47
FieldResids ..............................123
film
flatness.................................122
films ........................................131
fine-structure
of scanner exposure................27

Getting Started
Weir Software........................21
Graph
Customization........................31
NonLinearity vs Dose ............19
graphic
data format options ................56
Grating
PGM.................................... 119

E

definition............................... 56
IFDresids......................... 125, 153
image
shift....................................... 64
Import
raw data................................. 49
information
sheet format........................... 42
Initial......................................... 52
InterColumn................................. 96
interface
PGFM calibration example .. 104
interfield.................................. 127
InterField..................................... 96
precision...................... 121, 148
interpolation ........................ 32, 89
Interpolation........................ 31, 32
Interpreting
precision................................ 95
InterRow ..................................... 96
InterWafer ................................... 96
Inter-Wafer
precision.............................. 148
IntraColumn
precision.............................. 148
IntraField........................ 56, 79, 96
precision.............................. 120
L

H
Hide Field Text..........................51
histogram............................. 37, 79
Histograms
general usage .........................32
Horizontal
focus.................................... 127
image................................... 113
I
IFD.... 9, 17, 56, 57, 79, 87, 91, 99,
108, 110, 121, 123, 125, 133,
142, 143, 145, 151, 153, 154,
156

layout
Fcous units ............................ 61
origin..................................... 51
setting exposure value for one
field ................................... 51
setting focus layout ................ 52
Layout
changing display graphic........ 50
PSFM calibration................... 60
specifying layout by each wafer
.......................................... 52
spreadsheet .......................... 149
lens
slit signature ........................ 115
lens-slit
exposure .............................. 128
Level ......................................... 42
license ....................................... 21
License Management ....... 139, 140
Lot
precision.............................. 148
M
Main
Interface ................................ 30
manual
data manipulation .................. 43
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matrix
focus-dose analysis...............103
Max_99.7% .............................153
Mean
of X & Yreg...........................32
Medium ...............................32, 89
metrology35, 37, 38, 40, 43, 45, 46,
47, 49, 50, 57
and calibrations....................104
data import.............................48
removing bad .........................62
sports .....................................23
model
Full Field .............................125
Row/Column........................125
Model
intra-wafer .............................23
Modeled
contour.............................32, 89
models
ASML....................................27
focus ......................................22
least square ............................23
modes
field models ...........................27
mouse
data culling by;.......................80
plotting data by ......................33
plotting data with .................127
Mouse
selected data...........................33
Multi-Node
License ................................141
Multi-Scan.................................51
N
NA ...............35, 46, 47, 50, 52, 54
Navigation
Process Window.....................79
Weir Main Screen ..................30
Nitride
reflectivity ...........................131
Noise
elements...............................115
nonlinearity
graph .....................................19
Non-Linearity
PSFM dose response ..............68
Notch...................................43, 47
O
offset
calibration uniformity...........105
Offset .................... 42, 47, 92, 153
Options......................................45
origin.........................................51
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Overlay......................................70
spreadsheet format .................39
override
of exposure variables............ 119
Overview..........4, 45, 79, 102, 139
models ...................................23
Process analysis .....................80
raw data metrology ................55
Weir Focus Models ................21
P
Partial Coherence
layout example.......................53
path
of slit ................................... 115
periodicity
focus check .......................... 101
PGFM
focus-dose matrix................. 103
PGM........................................ 103
piston27, 69, 71, 87, 109, 110, 113,
114, 116, 122, 123, 125, 127,
129, 145, 151, 156
Best Focus ........................... 110
Piston ..... 16, 26, 74, 149, 150, 153
pitch 11, 27, 69, 72, 102, 103, 111,
112, 116, 138
definition ............................. 116
Pitch..........................................40
Plot
Options..................................94
Plot Feature
frq,e.......................................32
Plot Format................................56
population..................................23
Precision...................... 79, 95, 149
calculating .............................94
calculation ........................... 147
example ............................... 120
spreadsheet .................... 95, 120
Preferences ..21, 23, 30, 45, 50, 71,
83
process
focus model ...........................23
process control...........................23
Production
control strategy .................... 100
profile...................................... 137
PSFM
calibration frequency............ 100
Pure Error................................ 147
R
Radial................................ 14, 111
radio.............................. 31, 75, 92
range

culling ................................... 23
Range ............ 36, 37, 95, 102, 137
in PSFM calibration............... 62
setting.................................... 62
Raw
focus tab ................................ 61
raw data
threshold view ....................... 57
Raw data
visualization & statistics ........ 55
Registration
spreadsheet format................. 39
re-install
license ................................. 141
removal
license ................................. 140
Removal
wafer errors ................. 123, 132
remove
culls........................... 36, 56, 85
Remove ............................... 56, 79
residuals ...........36, 37, 92, 93, 153
from models .......................... 23
Residuals............................. 86, 92
error sources ........................ 122
Restore
culled points .......................... 63
reticle
calibration example.............. 103
errors..................................... 86
plate stresses........................ 138
scan signature ...................... 115
stage.................................... 113
subtraction from data ............. 43
Reticle
calibrations ............................ 22
PSFM Calibration template .... 28
spreadsheet .......................... 149
roll .......................................... 138
definition............................. 116
slit ......................................... 27
row
model .................................... 27
Row .............................. 42, 94, 96
/column model..................... 125
precision.............................. 147
row/column
model .................................... 27
rows
deleting.................................. 44
S
Sagittal.................................... 111
scale
factor for histograms.............. 32
scan
profile.................................. 117
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single, multi, serpentine etc. ...51
single-scan layouts .................51
stability ................................128
Scan
bs slit focus ..........................111
scanner ....................................103
best model..............................27
corrections ...........................113
focus response......................112
Scanner
viewing scan blur ...................32
Scanners
slit analysis example.............137
scanning ...........7, 50, 94, 138, 147
stage signature .....................115
Seidel ........................................69
selection
of data....................................81
SEM .................................. 42, 153
serpentine
layout example.......................52
Serpentine...................... 51, 52, 53
sigma..................... 36, 53, 79, 153
culling....................................23
Sigma ..36, 37, 46, 47, 50, 53, 102,
137, 149, 153
Focus sigma tab .....................61
in precision ..........................147
signature .......................... 137, 138
of lens slit ............................114
slit .......................................115
Simulate
process window......................79
Simulation
from Best Focus .....................74
Single-Scan................................51
Singular
value decomposition...............23
singularitie...............................137
Site
Culling...................................36
precision ...................... 120, 147
Sites
Format ...................................40
slit
scanning signature................116
vs scan focus ........................111
slope
calibration..............................64
calibration uniformity...........106
PSFM calibration ...................62
sources
of focus error .........................94
spatial
model.....................................24
Spatial ....................... 79, 149, 151
sports.........................................23
spreadsheet

Index
PSFM Dose ...........................67
standard
error.......................................95
Standard
data format.............................38
Standard Error ................. 149, 153
Statistics
Definitions..................... 74, 153
status bar..................................83
Std ErrSee Standard Error or Sigma
Step ............43, 51, 52, 53, 54, 145
stepper
best model .............................27
Steppers
corrections ........................... 113
Sub-Field...................................47
settings ..................................50
Substrate....................................47
subtract
data set ..................................43
Surf_FieldResids ..................... 123
surface
control ...................................23
SVD ..........................................23
System
Requirements.........................21
systematic
process window .....................79
Systematic
error sources ........................ 121

Tilt .. 9, 16, 17, 69, 70, 74, 92, 149,
150, 153, 156
Tool
control................................... 27
tuning........................................ 23
U
ultraflat.................................... 124
uncertainty
of coefficients ........................ 27
units
of focus calibration ................ 61
V
Validate..................................... 92
validation .................................. 23
Variance
in precision calculation ........ 147
Vector ......................55, 56, 79, 89
plots with feature data.......... 137
vertical
feature focus ........................ 113
View
data, selected by mouse.......... 33
Viewing
Best Focus results .................. 73
W

T
Tab
Raw Focus .............................61
Tangential.......................... 14, 111
template
PSFM units of measure ..........61
saving.................................. 107
Weir Calibration, Best Focus..71
Template
Calibration, Library................28
types .................................... 100
Templates
maintaining............................28
sibdirectory of Weir ............. 100
Test
and site loction.......................44
TEST.........................................41
Test Number
Culling by..............................36
The Exposure Tool
editing settings.......................46
Threshold
Raw Data Metrology ..............57
tilt
corrections .............................27
stage .................................... 116

wafer
ID.......................................... 82
size setting............................. 47
Wafer
centering the array ................. 49
layout specification for
individual........................... 52
model residuals.................... 123
precision.............................. 148
Selection................................ 35
selection, layout..................... 52
Tilt ...................................... 124
wavefront
interference.......................... 131
Weir
Main Interface ....................... 30
models used........................... 22
WEIRpsfm.tpl ........................... 28
whole field
data formation display............ 56
Whole Field............................... 56
workbook
creation.................................. 48
workbooks
opening in,............................. 79
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X-focus
contour plot..........................127
Xreg ..........................................32
XY plot
cross sections of .....................34
from mouse-selected data .......34
XY plots ....................................79
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XYplot ................................ 57, 89
raw data.................................57
XY-plot
mouse selection of................ 127

Yreg.......................................... 32
Z
Z-spin........................................ 62

Y
yaw ......................................... 138
definition ............................. 116

